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PREFACE

This book describes the outcome of an ext-aordinaty learning

experience for the, National Science Foundation, for the pro'ject aireo--
67e

tors, for the participants,' and fcr the evaluation team. The'book

cannot hope to compile fnd catalogue all of their unique experiendes,

nor can it adequately capture the flavor of each-individual project.

Instead, it attempts to outline the essence of these experiences that .

might-be most useful to other individuals working with edlicational

projects.

The process and the outcome of the program are unique in an

era where pesstmism and resistance are often expressed toward federal ,

programs that attempt to alter long-standing individual and societal

patterns and prejudices. Its origins were not unique; it was initilted

without a great deal of forethought, planning, or lead time, and it

was, to some Aegree, pushed under the rug before it was fully tmple-

mented.

The program is extraordinaty because of the sheer dedication of

time, enerayi and concern on the part of almost everyone involved Its

monitor at National Science Foundativa, Ms. Joan Callanan, provided

focused leadership and advocacy and made a genuine effort to continually

improve the program. Her attitude of questioning distinguishea her

efforts from 'the monitors of many similar programs.. The project direc-

tors also showed flexibility; they embarked on these projects without

much assistance from previous experience, either personal or societal.

Their eagerness to learn and to share their learning made many of the



.projects suCcessful and eve tion possible.. Similarly, the ".

-participants entered the projects without tnowledge about the outcome.

All of these individUal the NSF personnel, project directors,'and

,

,paztici'pants,- (ana th Arvaluation.tdam) devoted untold hour's to the

-

prograt. This time was, more often than not, spolen from other activities

, 'and snot.reimbursed with-anything 4ut
fatigue and satisfaction.

0
4

thid ddsire to learn about the objecaives set forth

in the program and to provide a worthwhile learning experience for the

participants inserts a note of pessimism on the future of the pfograms.

It is possible that the dedication and almost missionary zeal cannot be

la

sustained, and that the outcomes described in the following pages will

diminish under indifferent management motivated by other than personal

concern.

Unfortunately, this cycle from success to "burn-but" is common

within many-recently evolving programs for*vomen. One eletent that sets

this program apart from mihy others was its faith in evaluation, a faith

losing followers as rapidly as many parishes. It is fervently hoped that

the faith was justified and that the compilations of this experience

may at least serve as a basis 'for sharing the learning experience with

others if it cannot prevent the "doldrums" that occur in many mature

programs.

iv
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1. BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

Traditional women have been underrepresented in science-

related occupations. Despite the perceived relaxation of stereotyped

role expectations, women represent less than 10 percent of the

scientific labor force (Kennedy 1977). Lack of female participation

in science-related endeavors is apparent even with young girls and

increases with age; demonstrating that even among those females who

show an early interest in science there is a tendency to begin to

move toward more traditional careers as they get older. For example,

compared to males:

A smaller percentage of females show an interest in

science in high school (Perrodin 1968; Astin 1968).

A smaller percentage of females aspire to a science

major, and this number steadily declines during the

college Years (University of MiChigan 1974).

A smaller percentage of females hold degrees in

science (National Science Foundation 1977).

A larger percentage of women drop out of graduate

school for nonacademic reasons (University of

Michigan 1974).

A snaller pt'Icentage of women trained in science

participate in the labor force in szience-related

careers; estimates of voluntary tonparticipation

in science and engineering (S&E) careers run as

as high as 47 percent (National Science Foundation

197E )
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A smaller percentage of women trained in science

lift are seeking jobs are able to obtain employment

(National Science Foundation 1976).

Women employed in science-related careers make less

money than males with comparable training, in part

because fewer are employed in indust7 (Chronicle

of Higher Education 1977).

Evidence indicates the lack of female participation in science

is related to sociocultural factors, rather than ability (Kennedy

1977). While all of the evidence is not in, the situation does not

appear to be rapidly Changing (tKennedy 1977).

Since science has traditionally been a male dominated field,

fewer women consider it as an occupational alternative. Many uho

like science consider science-related occupations to lack human contact,

and concerns as well as being incompatible with future family respon-

sibilities. In fact, many science-,:e1ated occupations are structured

so that it is difficult for women to meet family responsibilities and

continue working. Many women trained in science Choose to remain out

of-the work force while their children are small and, like their

nonscience-oriented counterparts, frequently wish (or are forced) to

reenter the labor market after an extended period of unemployment.

Dougherty (1975) has aptly summarized the canditions for the successful

reentry of housewives into the labor market; (1) they must have retained

a certain level of cqpability in an occupation (either the role require-

ments do not change and their skills have not deteriorated, or they must
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have kept up with dhanges in the occupation), (2) they are able to find

jobs requiring skills that may be.learned quickly, or (3) they are able

to find a job at a skill level lower than that required for their pre-

vious jobs. Since the woman wishing to reenter a science-related

occupation faces additional difficulties in that her field has advanced

rapidly in terms of theory, techniques, and instrumentation during her

absence, she typically chooses the latter cption. Consequently, many

women trained in science reenter the labor force in more traditionally

female occupations not requiring an updating of their skills.

Like most social problems, the underrepresentation of women in

science consists of a cycle caused by interrelated and self-perpetuating

factors; women move steadily away from science at every decision point.

There is a great deal of consternation regarding the most effective

focus, timing, and method of intervention to break this cycle. The

common solution to improving similar social problems has been to invest

the majority of effort in the next generation, but this approach ignores

more than one-half million women who are trained, but not presently

participating in science-related careers. Specifically, if representa-

tlon of already trained women were greater and more visible, more young

woman might choose to enter science-related careers. It is possible

that concentration on this generation of female scientists has two

advantages; greater payoff p. Liollar investment and a greater likelihood

of breaking the underrepresentation cycle.

In an attempt to reach these women, NSF has initiated a series

of projects to address the underutilization of female

scientists. As described in Appendix A, these
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projects are designed to assist women trained in science to update

their skills so that they may qualify to enter the labor force or

to continue their graduate education. The Science Career Facilitation

Projects are aimed at women who have received bachelor's or master's

degrees in science between two and 15 years ago and who are not pre-

sently employed in the fields for which they were trained. The women

are provided with an educational experience designed to increase their

level of knowledge to that expected of a current graduate. One project

was started in 1974, eleven in 1976, and ten in 1977. These projects

will serve an estimated 300 women (National Science Foundatiln News

1977).

The program has been in existence since FY 1976. NSF personnel

have already expressed a desire to reexamine, in greater depth, the

needs and problems of the target population. The NSF solicitation

specifically stated that the requested evaluation shouid provide: (1)

a portrayal of existing conditions relating to institutions, the job

market, and potential participants, (2) a portrayal of the existing

projects, and (3) an analysis of these portrayals to provide information

on potential program modifications or alternatives that would best meet .

the goals of the program.

The questions NSF wished the evaluator to address were the fol-

lowing:

1. Assessment of existing conditions:

What i,s the number of potential participants for

Science Career Facilitation prOje i.e.;*-the
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number of women in the country with the

qualifications,and interest necessary to

undergo the kind of training provided?

What are the particular problems or adVan-

tages that graduates are likely to encounter?

2. Assessment of projects:

What are Characteristics that lead to successful

career facilitation projects?

What promising practices and approaches can be

identified?

In which fields of science are graduates most

likely to find employment?

How many institutions have the necessary

resources and interest to provide training?

3. Analysis of strategies:

Survey of women's groups, employers, scientific

societies, educators, policy makers and others

to determine whether approaches other than those

now being used in the Women in Science Program

might be more effectiye in increasing the number

and percentage of women in science.

Analyze the information collected to suggest

potential program modifications and to draw

conclusions regarding broader policy issues.
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Frequently, programs are not developed logically and systems-

tically because of time pressures and political systems, but-certain

assumptions are implicit from the way a program is designed. Direct

examination of these underlying assumptions is one means of assessing

a program's underpinnings. As outlined above, the request for proposals

asks for data relating to its basic assumptions. From inference, the

assumptions underlying the Career Facilitation Program were as follows:

1. Women are underrepresented in science-related fields.

2. Science skills become outdated in most scientific fields.

3. Women cannot or do not keep up with the advances in their

fields when they are not employed.

4. Women are not able to gain employment in science and

engineering after a career break without some update of

skills.

5. Science updating for already-trained women is the most

important intervention for this group of women.

6. Updating of science skills will produce increased parti-

cipation of women in science fields.

7. Itio other alternatives exist for large numbers of women to

obtain updating of science skills.

8. There is an adequate number of women with backgrounds in

science to justify funding Career Facilitation projects.

9. There is an adequate number of science educators interested

in implementing the projects.
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10. The projects, on the whole, will provide necessary

assistance for the participants to relnter graduate

school or employment, and most participants will be

satisfied with their experience in Carew.: Facilita-

tion projects.
1V
11. Career Facilitation Projects will provide an educe-

tional experience that is credible to employers.

12. Financial assistance beyond tuition is not necessary

for program participants.

Assumptions made by at least some of the nrojects included:

1. Reentry women need some vocational and job readiness

counseling.

2. Reentry women need peer support.

3. Reentry women have special scheduling requirements.

4. Self-paced instruction is an adequate method of

updating skills.

5. Same women will relocate to obtain updating of science

skills.

6. Industrial input is important in establishing program

credibility.

7. Industrial internships are an important educational

experience for reentry women.

8. Skills needed for reentry into the job market and

graduate,school are similalir.
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The assessment addressed the validity of these assumptions. An

overall description of the method of assessment follows.

The evaluation effort is designed to generate the information

necessary for the concerned individuals to make these policy decisions.

This evaluation attempts to provide an assessment of the needs, incen-
.

tives, objectives, and constraints of each of the groups necessary to the

success of Career Facilitation projects. In essence, the evaluation

attempts to present information from multiple sources on multiple

topics to policy makers in a useful and comprehensive manner.

The evaluative approach chosen by Denver Research Institute

(DRI). was predicated on several assumptions made about the program.

First, at least moderate satisfaction with current projects has been

expressed, with the exception of recruiting project implementors and

applicants (Katzenmeyer 1977). Second, all of the projects initiated by

NSF followed the same general approach, which makes them amenable to

comparison. Third, NSF will likely be receptive to trying alternative

approaches to address the problem of the underrepresentation of women

in science-related occupations: Fourth, the program will probably be

continued, at least at its current level of funding, and may be expanded.

Fifth, diverse opinions about the program's specific objectives have

been expressed by NSF pplicy makers. Finally, NSF has attempted to

initiate programs that will have some impact or which will continue

after federal funding ceases.

The following objectives were proposed for the evaluation

effort:
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To assist in defining and ranking the priority of specific

NSF objectives in conducting Career Facilitation projects,

i.e., to determine the "value" of possible objectives

and alternative:.

To obtain information from concerned stakeholders

regarding their needs, constraints, and incentives .

for participating in Career Facilitation projects.

To assess the overall success of intervention strategies

implemented by NSF and other agencies.

To generate a list of alternative strategies to meet

each specific program objective which encompasses

the needs, constraints, and incentives of the stake

holder groups.

To convene a panel of experts to rank the program

- priorities and strategies and to estimate probable

outcome for each alternative.

To produce an abbre.riated report containing information

useful to potential project directors.

Figure 1.1 outlines the procedures used to meet these objectives,

and Figure 1.2 illustrates the sources of information used to accomplish

each of the separate tasks.

In order to provide integrated information from the diverse

groups interested in the program and,to reflect these assumptions, the

general survey apprgach used was consensual validity rather than random

sampling. Consensual validity is obtained,Fhen information from several

small, nonrandom studies concurs.
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Figure 1.1. Procedures Involved in the Research
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Figure 1.2. Information Sources Used in the Research
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Three primary factors indicated the selection of a consensual

validity approadh: (1) no single population could be identified

that would represent all of the cnncerns of either the Career
.

Facilitation projects' potential participants, potential implementors

or potential employers, (2) it is important for policy 'makers to

have information directly comparable across populations; illustrating

cotmonalities in needs, objectives and incentives which can

readily be translated into program strategies, and (3) in-depth.interviews

with varied parties can provide a more. detailed and concrete basis for

directing the program than superficial responses from i large number of

individuals.

.
The present approadh intentionally samples a.spectrum of

- biased population segments. The approach requires knowledge about the

vested interests of these groups and cautious interpretation of the

results. The survey followed principles of stratified random sampling

in some inrtances, but additionally sampled biased populations to gain

maximal information within the constraints of the budget. This method

makes it feasible to obtain information from a large number of groups

at less.expense than random sampling procedures. Additionally, the

areas of agreement among nonsimilar, biased populations provide a more

robust and valid basis for program direction than could be provided by

a single, large random sample.

An identification of program objectives examined the program's

antecedents, rationae and subsequen4: development regarding expected

I
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intermediate and short-term objectives'and their corresponding out-
,

.

come measures. In order to,accomplish this task, individuals involved

in writing the,program's enabling legislatiom, the National science
a*

Board, and relevant NSF program
personnelrwere asked to list tcle pro-

gram's objectives. A summary list was compiled to include possible

objectives, alternative program strategies and target population(s).

The estimation of the number, needs, and problems of potential

participants identified the total size of the target population for

the Career Facilitation Program and described the d'earacteristics

of this population.

The survey of other stakeholder groups was designed to obtain

information from other groilps with an interest in the Cailter Facilitation

Program. Information obtained from potential employers provided insight

into employers! perceptions.of reentry women and the factors,important

in obtaining a job. A survey of potential implementors of tne program

provided informatiom on institutions interested in and qualifild to

administer Career Facilitation projects. Past implementors were asked

about the reasons for and the extent of their projects' success, about

plans for continuv.tion of their projects and About the recruitment

methods which they have used or might use in t.le future. Other policy

makers in scientific and professional associations and their women's

caucuses, women's groups and educational organizations were asked to

describe their p ...eptions of the Career Facilitation Program, th.! need

for such programs anCI thL desirable format for these programs.
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The evaluation,of existing strategies identified non-NSF-

'sponsored projects which appeared to address the stated NSF objectives.

In addition, strategies utilized by other similar programs were iden-
t

tified and ossesstd. The basic,objectiVe of this task was to produce

. !

Information enabling NSF staff.to make modifications if more effective

projecestrategies could be Ideritified. 'This task also identified the
r,

types of programs being conducted for the target population to determine
4,1t

.the areas where NSF is providing a unique service. ..,/

The panel assessment allowed persons knowledgeable and

familiar with programs for reentering women to make suggestions abou\

the usefulness of DRI's evaluation prior to its final submission to /

NSF and to provide a way to inlegrate data meaningfully. The panel
. .

held a two-day meeting, during which DRI's working papers were dis-

cussed and program recommendations generated.

As a result of the absence of previous research in this area,

and our limited budget, the following data is frequently drawn from

tangentially related fields. The data is sometimes incOnsistent in

its presentation and its quality and is seldom conclusive. One of

the tasks of the panel was to judge the validity of the information

and to utilize the information as subjective.indicators rather than as

9

objective statements of fact.

In spite of the unavailability of satisfactory data from a

researcher's viewpoint, we hope the information will be an adequate

base for policy decitsi" and program planning. Because of the nature

and avai1ab4lity of information, we consider Lhe results of this

evaluation as suggestive rather than definitive.

0
)



2. THE DETERMINATION OF PROGRAM PRIORITIES

An understanding of program objectives and emphasis is neces-

sary both to an evaluation Qf existing projects and to the development
42,

of alternative methods of intervention. In addition, a historical

knawledge of program development is necessary to understand its current

form. The development of the Career Facilitation Program was explored

and information regarding expectations and goals for the program was

gathered from all of the individuals involved in the program design.

One long-term goal of NSF is to increase the participation of

women in science. NSF has initiated a series of projects focusing on

unemployed* women, but it did not appear to DRI researchers that there

was a consensus on activities most appropriate to assisting these women.'

A plethora of programs and activiticl exist that could be used as

mechanisms to update science skills (Lantz and West 1976) and

an even larger range of alternatives is available to increase the

.
overall participation of women in science.

Decisions regarding which of the many alternative mechanisms

to fund are difficult when specific intermediate or short-term objec-

tives have not been clearly delineated (Wholey, et al. 1975). Objec-

tives more specific thal, ,ncreasing the participation of already-trained

women in science-related careers vlight include any of the following:

increasing the number of women in graduate science departments,

*It is the impression of DRI that the projects were primarily

ae at unemployed women, although a substantial number of project

participants were currently employed.
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increasing the number of women employed in SigE, increasing the

opportunities for advancement of women scientists, increasing job

satisfaction of women in S6E, increasing institutional responsiveness

to women, project continuation without federal support and initiation

of similar projects in other institutions.

While objectives may not be mutually exclusive, emphasis on

certain objectives will dictate project design. For example, if the

primary objective of the program is to Increase the number of women

employed in science and engineering, projects should emphasize applied

skills, job readiness, entry level examinations, job placement, jobs

in the participants' locales within industry and/or government and

internships. On the other hand, if the primary objective is increasing

the nUmber of women in basic research in university positions, projects

should emphasize theoretical knowledge, located in universities with

graduate science departments and excellent laboratory facilities and

function within degree programs. .Although DRI identified the obSectives

and priorities envisioned by policy-makers for the programs to assist

women scientists, it is frequently difficult to rank the priority of

objectives without knowing the feasibility and cost of alternatives or

the need for them.

The information regarding past conceptualizations and develop-

ment of the .iomen in Science Programs was obtained from three major

groups influencing program development, the members of Congress involved

in writing the enab,Ung legislation; those involved in setting policy

for NSF (the National Science Board); and NSF program personnel (who

translated the opinions of all groups into operational terms and
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designed project specifications). From these discussions a list of

objectives, potential sponsoring institutions, alternative strategies

and targetyopulations was compiled.

Figure 2.1 illustrates the form of this preliminary list and

some of the different short-term and intermediate.objectives that

might be used to accomplish the long-term goal. For example, when

the long-term goal of the program is to increase the participation of

women in science, the intermediate objective may be to increase

tne labor force participation of women who are already trained and the

short-term objective may be to increase the applied science skills of

women who never had or who have lost those applied Skills.

Unless there is valid evidence, it is nor safe to assume that

the accomplishment of short-term objectives will.automatically result

in the accomplishment of long-term goals. Specifically, even if the

short-term objective of increasing applied skills is accomplished, there

is no guarantee that participants will either seek or obtain a job.

Recognition and awareness of short-term objectives is essential for

program design and evaluation, since they are more specific than inter-

mediate objectives or long-term goals and, consequently, dictate the

actual interventions utilized.

A pilot survey using the chart shown in Figure 2.1 demonstrated

that the format was too complicated for easy completion. The chart was

collapsed to.a list illustrated in Table 2.1, and respondents were

asked to rank the various alternatives in order of importance.
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TABLE 2.1. RANK/NG OF LONGTERM AND INTERMEDIATE OBJECTIVES

The results showed the following ranking for the long-term

objectives:

Lona-Terrn Objectives

Rank Objective

Increasing the number of women with

science degrees employed in science

(a majority of the respondents)

2 Increasing the number of women
entering/completing graduate school

3 Increasing productivity

The results indicated the following ranking for the inter-

mediate objectives:

intermediate Objectives

Rank Objective

Increasing opportunities for advancement

2
Increasing number of women in leadership

positions in SU

3 Increasing number entering/completing

graduate sOlool
.

4 Increasing visibility of women.employed

in S&E

5 Increase applied skills cf underemPloyed

women

Increase job readiness cf underemployed

women

'Increase university support for women

in S&E

Increase the quality and Quantity of

research done oy womer

inr.rease number of c.tNs ava:lat7e t:

womer 1r, S!J.

Ir:-ePse sk.:77s

:horease jot cal..stilcr.
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The first round of the survey was sent to the following groups:

U.S. Congress (Rouse Committee on Science and Technology, and Senate

Committee on Scientific and Technical Resources); the National Sclence

Board; appropriate staff at NSF; and proposed panel members. One person

at the Office of Managemeni and Budget and one NSF board member were

interviewed personally.

As anticipated, the response rate was not high. Those individ-

uals within each group who were expected to be the most interested

in the programs were the ones who responded: 80 percent of the

panel, 56 percent of the Science Board, 42 percent of NSF staff, and an

abysmal 7 percent of Congress.

The results showed the following ranking of iatermediate

objectives: (1) increasing the number of wymen with science degrees

employed in science, (2) increasing the number of women entering/com-

pleting graduate school, and (3) increasing the productivity of already

employed women.

The results contained a basic inconsistency, i.e., the objective

of productivity wap ranked last in ttie intermediate objectives, but

subobjectives thought to be related to increasing productivity were

ranked highest among the short-term objectives. Several factors

probably contributed to this effect: First, productivity was a poor

choice of words, implying a "blame the victim" syndrome. Second, most

of the respondents were women who might benefit from increased oppor-

tunities and visibility. Finally, the respondents were naturally

inconsiitent in ranking the objectives.

The correspondence received-regarding the objectives was

interesting, occasionally hostile--everything fro7 "there is

2.1
f
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not a problem now" to "aik not what science can do forromen, bui

what women can do fot science." The most obvious problem illustrated

by the correspondence and comments was that the research staff was not

sufficiently clear inefining the target group, i.e.,.already-trained

women.

A second round of the survey based on the first round results

was mailed to respondents and nonrespondents. Policy makers from other

professional and scientific organizations and women's groups 'were also

surveyed. On the second survey, only three major objectives were listed.

They were:

Increasing opportunities for advancement, visibility, and

leadership among already employed women.

Increasing the number of women with backgrounds in science

employed in S&E fields.

Increasing the number of women entering and completing
4

graduate school (either directly from college or after an

absence from school or.labor force).

The results of the second survey showed that the respondents

overwhelmingly thought that programmatic emphasis should be placed on

increasing the opportunities for already employed women. In fact, as

illustrated in Tables 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, a significantly greater number of people

emphasized programs for-already employed women.*

One final note on policy7-the National Science Board held

regional forums in 1978 and the National Opinion Research Center

posed some additiona; (mostly open-ended) questions for participants

to consider. In response to a question:

52 percent and 93 percent of all (177) respondents said NSF

should continue support for training programs fcr rancrities

2 , )



(p. 21)

*Since many of the respondents could personally benefit from

programs designed to increase the opportunities for advancement of

already employed women, an analysis was run excluding the responses of

these women. The analysis still showed the results to be significant.
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TABLE 2.2. NUMBER OF TLMES OBJECTIVES WERE RANKED,
AS MOST IMPORTANT BY ALL GROUPS*
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TABLE 2.3. NUMBER OF TIMES EACH OBJECTIVE WAS RAKED MOST IMPORTANT
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/ Ranked

Ranked #2

Ranked.#3
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TABLE.2.4. TOTAL RANKINGS OF EACH OBJECTIVE
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*The observed freouencies were significantly different (p<.001)

tnan expected wnen tested by X2((2 = 22.05, df = 2). Estimated number

of current employed women scientists responding was 7.

tSome 'people ranked only a single item.
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and women respectively. This huge level of support for contin-

uatior! of training acti4ities was in parked contrast.to ill

respondents' opinions regarding the distribution of research

funds. Wbile.special programs for training were endorsed,

opinion Was almost four .to.one against preferential treatment

for research grants to these groups.

Foweve., thij participants,favOred the.approach of tocusing

upon precollege students as potential scientists rather ,than.

ufilizing existing funds to support graduate 3tudents from

minority groups and who are4.,women (National Opinion ReOgrch

Center 1978).

'In sum, although NSF has choosen to emphasize programs for

.
trained unemployed women scientists, many of the other policy makers in

3.

the area of scientlfic human:resources felt that emphasis should be placed .

on increasing the opportunities for advancement, visibility and leadership

among women currently employed in science and engineering careers.

:s

r",



3. THE REENTERING WOMAN tCIENTIST

There is no reason to assume that wamen'with backgrounds in

.science,differ dramatically from their sisters in certain demographic,.

attitudinal, or motivational characteristics.* This section.attempts

to'highlight th-e#general, but !ragmented, iaformation about women's

discontinuous work patterns and to discuss the incentives and barriers

to reentering the labor market. Later sections of the chapter attempt ,

't4o 'est.imate the number of women scientists available and desiring to .

retnter the job. market.

While there is an abundance of information available .on the

motivations and problems of reentering women, the literature focuses

either on women reentering educational settings or on women not having

a bachelor's degree, e.g., CETA and welfare assistance programs.

Literature is primarily derived from superficially designed and analyzed

surveys or opinions and/or anecdotal evidence of individuals working

with the reentery women. In an article discussing the problem of obso-

lescence in science ck. ..a, Bell et al. (1976) stated:

Ar
The literature on the factors that affect the labor,

force activity of women is voluminous. However, there

has been considerably less research on the problems of

role conflict, role sequencing, retraining activity

and educational needs that women often experience.

4

*The evidence from the participants survey shows that the

wxnen in the Career Facilitation projects are typical of reentry

women in most respec,ts.



Moreover, in spite of the rapid increase in the number

of.programs that purportedly address the needs of

women, there have been no broad-based surveys to
%

ascertain their needs. Hence, it is difficult to

assess the adequacy of the emerging system of educa-

tional programs for mature women . . . Little is known

about wamen's career development, and models for
.

adequately formulating and developing career goals

Jo not appear to exist. Only recently have data

about the levei of enrollment by mature women been

collected; and data on the dharacteristics of these

women only now are beginning to be collected. More-

over, there appear to be no current efforts to assess

critically the eqectiveness of the educational system

in helping women reach their labor market objectives

(p. 64).

In addition, while discussing the role of education in facilitating

adaptation to tenhnological Change for women, Bell, et al. (1976)

continue to explain:

It is apparent that there is a tremendous need for

research in this area. Perhaps the most striking

discovery of our literature search was how little

is known, beyond the level of assumption or anecdote.

We have no j.,dea, for example, how many women

are affected by obsolescence or how many women would
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work if barriers to their employment were removed

(P. 56).
U.

Finally, Daniels (1975), it discussing continuing education

programs,. states:

We need iLiform4tion not only about the wo.len currently

enrolled in such programs--their backgrouas, their

goals, and their progress--but also about the women

who might be involved if they could be reached and

if more programs were available to them (p. 32).

This dhapter, derived from a literature search on reentering

women combined with the survey of the participants, represents an

exploratory effort in this area. The majority of the discussion on

the incentives and barriers is taken from the literature describing

wamen reentering education, but it is considered to be relevant to

women wishing to return to work, since reentery to education is often

an iLtermediate step to employment.

Despite the unreliable data base for almost all of the studies,

there was an amazing amount of concurrence regarding the problems and

motivations of reentering women. Since all'of the assumptions made by

the studies of women reentering education were verified in their

essence by the participant survey of women scientists (discussed in

Chapter 4), the ideas presented in. this chapter are assur.ed to he related

to women scientists.

Number and Duration of Career Breaks

There is no reliable information describing Cie number of women

scientists choosing to take a career break, nor the number and duration



of such breaks. Almost all of the available evidence on women

scientists has been obtained from small samples with special charac-

teristics. For example, Vetter (1978) surveyed science alumae from

several schools. She found that, of the currently employed engineers

and chemists, 26 percent had had career breaks for reasons other than

chool and an additional 14 percent had taken career breaks to

29

return to school. Approximately 40 percent of the women had taken

.career breaks.

The women in the Vetter survey,who %ierenot currently employed

indicated that they had been out of the laboy force for *varying lengths

I.

of time. The length of time since last employment Was as.follows:

Not employed for more than a year 81%

Employed within the last year 12%

Employed within the last three months 47.

Never employed
3%.

Forty percent of these wamen had been out of the labor force

between five and ten years since college graduation, although almost

all had been employed previously. Most had taken only a single career

break. (This break may have been continuous until the present time.)

Only one-quarter had more than a single career break, e.g., had reen-

tered the labor force more than a single time.

Connolly and Burks (1975) surveyed career motivated women

belonging to professional societies and reported that about 36 percent

of the respondents ipdicated that they had had career interruptions.

While the average duration of their breaks was two years, 25 percent
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of those interrupting eheir cirtera had only a single break, 8 percent

had had more' than one, and only 3 percent had had more than two.

In.sum, available evidence suggests that around forty(percent

of all women scientists drop out of the labor force at some point in

time.

Perhaps the most important characteristic of the reentry

woman is that she is in the process of personal, situational and social

transition. She is typically moviag from a traditional, noncareer,

family orientation that she has followed for several years; towards

a professional orientation. Deanna Chitayat (1978) comments about

the transition and its concomitant ambivalence:

The decision to stay home is both desirable and unde-

sirable, the decision to go to school (or work) is both

desirable and undesirable. Staying at home propels her

toward school/work; the thought of school/work (and all

its.risks) propels her back home. She can neither be

content at home nor can she move towards school (p. 17).

The following sections describe the factors contributing to

this ambivalence and outlines the incentives and barriers involved

in the decision.

Incentives to Reentrv

Several studies have indicated that many women return to school/

wcrk during "middle motherhood." This period is often a time of renewed

identity crisis and a second period for career explcration (Bart 1972;

Manis and Mochizuki 1972). Particularly for the married woman who has
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a family but holds no job, demands on time and energy are reduced

during this'period when her chilaren are in school and her husband

is involved in a career. Resulting feelings of being less needed

or less useful, together with the pressure of advancing age, generate

serious questions regarding her ideritity, role and feelings. For

many such women, an attempt to deal with these questions results in the

decision to return to school or the work force. On the other hand,
.4

t
some women return to school for the very pragmatic purpose of earning

a few credits or taking a particular course and then become stimulated

to think about the potential ofiered by additional education.

These general motivations are further 'elaborated by Brandenburg

(1974), who questioned i sample of reentering women about their reasons

for'returnIng to school. The women said: "1 want to grow up and find

my own *identity." "I need constructive interests outside the home."

"I desire self-fulfillment." "I wept self-improvement, confidence, my

own identity." "I'm feeling stagnant andowant a meaningful career."

"I need to find myself as a person." "I seek financial independence,

meaningful employment" (p. 12). Similarly, Earple (1972) reported that

75 percent of a group of women in continuing education programs stated

'a "wish to fulfill their own ambitions" as the reason for returning to

college. Two of the incentives to reenter the labor force, then, are

a search for identity and self-fulfillment and an alleviation of the

feeling of boredom and uselessness resulting from decreased family

obligations.
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Although notsemphasized in the literature,'some of the "identity

crisis" experienced by this age group of women may be a result of the

dhanging expectations of and for women. They are being squeezed by

social changes, they grew up with the expectation of filling the role

of wife and mother and are currently experiencing an expectation that

they fill additional roles. This cieates a transitibnal role reflecting

the transitions of society. Most women.are not prepared for the transi-

tion. This conflict between upbringing and current ,expeceations is

demonstrated by the problems and pressures reentering women report

(these are discussed in a later section). The combination of situa-

tional life cycle factors and social change prompts these middle

motherhood women to search for personal fulfillment and direct acpieve-

ment roles. Another reason for reentry is the changing expectations

of and for women concerning their role.

Reasons far more specific dian the search for identity and

self-fulfillment have been summarized by Astin (1976). S1'e comments:

A review of the literature shows that women Who deci.de to

continue their education can be divided into two large

groups: those whose ultimate goal is a career (or at

least employment) and those who want to take some courses

or a few seminars out of general interest, perhaps to com-

plete a degree, but who have nO intention of seeking

employment. Within that first. large group, there are

several subuoups. Many women must go to work to support

or help support themselves and their families, so they come

to continuing education programs to gain marketable skills
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or to update long-unused ones . . . A second subgroup'

........,comprises woman who have jobs but who have found that

re

without a college degree, they have no opportunity for

%
advancement. A third subgroup consists of those who have

been employed for a number of years and who are now

preparing for mid-life career changes, either out of

dissatisfaction with their currerh jobs or because rapid

changes have.made their jobs obsolete. The fourth

subgroup, and probably the largest.proportion of women

in continuing education, consists of those whose family

demands have lessened and who now find work a viable

and appealing opportunity.

The women whp enter programs for reasons other than

employment may be motivated by a variety of factors.

Perhaps they are simply interested in learning more

about the revolutionary advances occurring in so many

fieldc'the rapid proliferation of knowlegie has made

education a life-long erideavor. They may be drawn by

purely avocational interest. They may find they are

A bored; their husbands are busy, their children are in

school or grown up, and volunteer activities no longer

seem satisfying.,/They may be taking refuge from marital

and family problems. Finally, many women who enroll in

degree programs do so because they left college to work
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or get married and only now find themselves in a position

to complete the course work toward the degrees they began

working for previously (pp. 50-51):

Obstacles'to Reentry

Many:of the obstacles to reentry include problems With family

care, which is one of the prime reasons for taking a career break.

Providing for family care is an expensive endavor and,,unless the

woman can make a substantial salary, it is not always economically

advantageous to return to, work.

A survey by Solmon, analyzed by the S'Cientific Manpower Commis-

sion (1975), indicated that among 441 women science,and engineering

graduates who were currently out of the labor force,, 61 percent said

that they did not want a job and 35 percent said that they might like

a job, but weie not currently looking for one. The women in this group

were asked to inditate the obstacles contributing to their decision to

remain out of the labor force. The reasons, in order of importance, weie:

Voluntarily caring for family.

Prefer volunteer work..

Cannot find a part-time job.

Spouses discourage working.

Cannot find a job.

Apprehensive about a job search.

Caring for family/no alternative.
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Vetter (1978) asked the chemistry and engineering women

graduates their reasons for not wishing to return to the labor

force. Of those woman who were not currently employed, the vast .

majority cited family reasons for their decision to remain out of

the work force. The only other reason cited with any substantial

frequency was a geographical moVe.

The women in the Vetter (1978) surVey were asked to list the

factors that negatively affected their careers and 39 percent indicated

some.barriers. As shown below,.in order of importance, the most

frequently cited barrier was having one or more young children at

home, lollowed by other detands of their time, and the demands of

their husbands' careers. These factors were almlisted as having

the most impact.

One or more young children at home.

oN'iather demands on time (family, social).

Little financial incentive to work.

Unsatisfactory job opportunities.

Inadequate household help.

Demands of husband's career.

Geographical location of jobs.

These women surveyed by Vetter expressed concern for

the laCk'of part-tine positions in.scientific and/or technological

fields. The responsibilities of full-timejobs were felt tc be toc

time consuming for many of the women with families. Qne women said

it well, "Besides wanting to care for my young children, I am not

.Er
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five rat race. When I look for employment,

a flexible schedule, possibly self-empioyment,"

Another problem expressed by the women.was the lack of proper

training. These women felt programs for updAting technical arid"job

skills were needed and without these programs they would be hesitant to

reenter the labor force. Several of tile women who were not employed

viewed their educational background in science to be a source of enjoy-

Hj
-

ment or a ob
H rather,than a full-time career. Thi final problem

brought out by the surve y was the labk of financial ilicentive to

reenter the job market. Many women would rather be at'home with their

children than have a slighgy increased family income.

A survey of individuals representing the women's caucuses of

scientific arid technical organizations was-conducted by DR1 as part .i

this &valuation. The respondents were asked to identify and rank the

most important barriers to reentering science-related careers: The

most frequently mentioned items in ordlr of Amportance wee

e Being perceived ai a good employment candidate.

.Having necessary self7confidence to get a job.

Having the required work experience.

Being female. (discrimination).

Having the necessary academic skills.

Being older than the average employee.

iasistance of husband.

Connolly and Burks ('1975) surveyed 2,000 career-committed

women who belong to professional organizations, and reported that
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these women felt that the lack of access to suitable jobs and bal
.

ancing careers with family life were the major obstacles to employment.

Many reentry women have for a long time been subverting their°

own needs and interest to those of others. Frequently they have gone

from being dependent on their-paren4s to being deperident on their

husbands and have not developed a strong sense of worth and identity.

According to Lopata (1971) and Self (1969), this depaidency may produce

resentment toward self and family, fear of taking risks and depression:

A resulting lack of confidence may be further reinforced by limited

opportunities to achieve success outside of the family. Consequently,

for these women, the decision to continue their education or reenter

the labor force is both important and difficult. In the words of one.

women, "I'm scaredL 1 via= to do well--better than I,did before. It's

my second chance, and I.must take it--not only to prove to myself that

I can do it, but my whole future is at stake" (Brandenburg 1974, p. 12).

Several surveys of reentering woman have been conducted to

determine their needs and several individuali' working wdth reentry

women have reported their needs and problems. A summary of the identified

needs of the reentry women is given in Table.3.1. Since the surveys

asked different questions, used different geographic locations and were

conducted at different times: a check mark has been used to indicate

whether that author/survey considered that item to be a significant

problem for reentering women.

Going somewhat beyond the Table, it is our opinion that the

most specific psychological problems a reentry womcin brings to the

academic/industrial settinc are:



Practical Problems

Family obligations

Child Care

Academic counseling, career
. guidance

Time of Classes

aiscrimthation, school proce-
dures, stereotyped attilude

.Cots

Rusty study skills

Lack of sliecific skills

Location ,. di stance, trans-

porJation

Inadycluate information

Lack of time, energy.
enduranLe

Emotional Problems_

Lack of self-confidence

Guilt

1-,olation from peer group

Practical & Emotional Problems

Nonsupportive family attitudes

,Lack of direction/purpose,

.ra-
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Inadequate vocational information. Typically, many

reentering women ret'urn to school 'with a narrow view

of the areas available to them. .11*y of these women need

to consider a broed range of courses, majors and occupa-

tionalpossibilities. They need to know the realities

of the job market with respect to age, sex and field.

Awareness of the existing job conditions should not

limit choices, but rather encourage realistic decisions

and suggest strategies for gainful employment in areas

where possible difficulties may exist.

Ambivalence and confusion about career goals. This may

stem from several sources. Wonen are not socialized as

men are towards a career mentality'from childhood. Studies

have shown that women tend to view careers in the short

run, as jobs or tasks, with none of their own identity

attached to them. A decision to have a long-term career

.
is a radical new direction for Which the woman may be

unprepared psychologically and practically.

Low self-image, self-esteem. Compounding the "doctor's

wife" syndrome of identification with another.individual

is the fact that many women are trained to be modest;

building self-esteem seems like bragging. Any activities

the woman undertook for which she took no pay are automatically

downgraded by the woman; building self-esteem based on past

activities may be difficult. The low self-esteem woman will
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have little or no confidence in her abilities, no

confidencd in her strengths, despite past evidence

to the 'contrary.

High anxiety, fear of failure. Numerous studies :lave

commented on the low-risk behavior of women and linked

this with the "fear of failure/success" syndrome. Reentiy

women compound this anxiety with a fear that "this is it--

now or never." They enter the classroom both highly

Motivated and highly anxious. Additionally, academia

is a new world. Even if the woman obtained her degree

three to five years ago, she still feels rusty and does

not know what to expect from herself or the institution.

Consequently, anxiety is usually extreme at evaluation/

testing periods.

Time management. Without a doubt, management of time

is one of the primary difficulties of reentry women.

Many simply attempt to add the idditional responsibilities

of school to an already full schedule of family and social

activities. They begin to feel overwhelmed and at a loss

as to how to manage their time more effectively.*

Guilt. Management of guilt feelings is another concern.

The sources of the woman's guilt feelings are varied and

stem from her conception of womanhood. She feels that

she is selfish when she neglects the full responsibilities

of her home, her children and her husband. She feels selfish

*ThiE: was the nalor source of attrition in the Career Facilitation

rrcjf...cts (cf. p. 63).
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when she spends money on education;. depriving

her,family of material advantages. These

feelings of guilt stem from the notion that the

wife's primary sphei:e is the home and that her

family's interests should be placed above her

own.

o Isolation. Isolation is a problem for a few

returntng women. They feel that they will not

be able to relate to their younger classmates

and will be alone in the college culture. Isola-

tion is real and should be expected. These women

do not make a career of college as do the younger

students; they go to their classes, do their

assigned reaaing in the library and then return

home. They have little ttme or.need lor the

"frills" of an education, such as attending lectures

or participating in extracur:icular activities that

would mitigate their feeling of isolation.

Absence of professional identity. Many of the women'.

are searching for an identity to augment the one of

wife/mother. Having viewed themselves in other than

an employment role, they, have no sense of identity

with the professional role their major field prepared

them for. The reentering woman must not only learn

to cope with her new identity as a student, but she

must also learn identify with the profession to.

which she aspires
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In conclusion, the reentry women returning to college or work

are confronted with many perional, situational and societal problems.

These women have distinctive needs on both,psychological and pracLical

levels. Meeting these needs requires a special effort on the part of

colleges, employers, husbands, children and friends. Thus, it is impor-

tant that counselors understand the needs of these women and plan and

iuiplement programs to assist women in moving through the reentry process.

Brooks (1976) hag viewed the reentry process as a series of '

stages. These stages may benefit a project director with a framwork

for both assessment and intervention for reentry women. While the

reentry process will seldom occur in an orderly progression, awareness

of issues involved in each stage will help the director assess unresolved

issues, anticipate future stresses and plan effective interventions. The

scheme of stages discussed below is a compilation of Matthews' (1969)

model for vocational counseling with adult women.

The stages of reentry fall within two broad categories, (a)

preparation and (b) decision making. Tasks of the preparation phase

involve removing psychological blocks that prevent commitment to explor-

ing new roles and options. Tasks of the decision making phase involve

assessing abilities and interests, and generating, selecting and imple-

menting goals and options. The preparation and decision making frame-

work recognizes that self-exploration is necessary before the individual

can begin to investigate possible directions and make choices that

implement a preferred lifestyle (Seay, 1973).

The series of stages includes:
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Vague discontent. Many women begin the reentry process

feeling a confusplg discomfort shout their present life.

They may feel bored and depressed but unable to pinpoint

the difficulty. :"Sometimes the individual questions her

personality, blaming.herself rather than understanding

the factors contxibuting to her vague or inarticulated

discontents" (Manii and )fochizuki 1972, p. 695).*

Inner preparation. The potential reentry woman tenta-

tively decides she wants to become involved in new roles

outside the home. She then faces sUch questions as: "Do

I really want to enter the compefitive world?"' "What if

I don't make it?" "How will my family and friends.react?"

"I'm not sure what I want to do--is it worth the risk of

trying to find out?". Matthews points out that this stage

cannot be fully resolved without the actual experience

of either attending school or obtaining a job.

Intensive family involvement. Before a woman can fully

commit herself to serious exploration of her options,

she often needs to share her new thinking with her family,

a process which can prevent later conflicts. "Many a

woman's misunderstanding and conflicts stem from her family's

lack of qualitative involvement in the decision making process"

(Matthews 1969, p. 118).

Assessment of abilities and interests. Career development

approaches recognize the need to identify abilities and



(p. 43)

*Many of the.projett directors in the more intense projects

reported considerable complaining and hostility among the participants.

They attributed this to a combination of the dissatisfaction. of the

women with their lives and with their anxiety about reentry.

6^
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interests. Such identification is not an easy task for

a woman who has few experiences outside the home; who

views her successful years as wife and mother as requiring

no special talents; who undermines her many accomplish-

ments in various community organizations or in her husband's

business because she did not receive payment for these

activities.

Generating alternatives. With a clearer assessment of

abilities and interests, the reentry woman needs to be

encouraged to di/eam and fantasize about her own life

goals and aspirations. Schlossberg (1972)"noted that

ftwomen, like all groups'whose vocational development has

been aryated, need special help 41 stretching, in

raising their aspiration level, and in raising their

consciousness" (p. 137) because their societal situation

has often limited their dreaming.

Narrowing alternatives and value clarificaiion. Having

generated alternatives, the reentry woman is ready to

reduce her options through clarifying life and work values.

The basic question is "What alternatives will allow me to

implement my preferred lifestyle?" Value clarification is

particularly important for women who have multiple talents

and interests. Frequently, they feel confused and view

their indeciliveness as a personal inadequacy.

Irplementation and gcal setting. A woman may enter this

stage with a clear gcal, while others will have only a

44
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broad.sense of direction and will need to engage in trial

experiences in order to make specific plans.

Estimates of Numbers of Potentially Reentering Scientists

As se'n in Table 3.2, there were approximately 900.000

baccalaureate degrees awarded to women in the physical, life, mathe-

matical, and so'cial sciences from 1960-61-through 1975-76. There were

about 100,000 master's degrees and 12,000 doctorates awarded to women

in these fields during this period. In order to estimate the number

of women trained in science and engineering, only the baccalaureate

degrees have been used; higher level degrees granted to women undoubtedly

were included in the baccalaureate numbers (i.e., women who received

either a master's.or a doctorate in, science and/or engineering more

than likely received a baccalaureate4earlier in science and/or engineer-

ing). Thus,,an estimate of the number of trained Women scientists and

engineers is approximately 900,000.

To obtain some estimates of current labor force participation

of women who have been trained in science and engineering,Iwo sources

were used. An estimate of approximately 250,000 women working in

science and engineering positions in 1977 was obtained from the Emorbvment

and Earnings series of the U.S. Department of Labor. However, it is

not possible to tell what degrees these women held, or whether they

were degreed at all. The National Science Foundation (1°76) estimated a

total of 96,000 employed women in all fields of science and engineering
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in 1974. By adding the number 1974 and '1975 cohort of college

graduates known to be working in science or engineering (National

Scienc.e Foundation 1976), %he same estimate of approximately

250,000 women working in science/engineering positions was derived

from the National Science Foundatioh data.*

The U.S. Department of Labor estimated that during 1977,

women who had completed at least four years of college participated

in the labor force at a rate of 62.3 percent. Assuming that women

who had completed at least four years of college in science/engineering

fields participated at the same rate, the total employment in ail

fields in 1977 for women with four or more years of college who had

baccalaureates in science would be 520,000-500,000 - 65,000 (number

of women baccalaureate graduates currently in graduate school) x 62.3

percent = 520,000 .

Using this national average rate of employment among college

educated women, if approximately 520,000 of the women with backgrounds

in science or engineering are employed, and approximately 250,000

are employed in science, approximately 270,000 of the eligible population

are already employed in other fields, e.g., somewhat over half of the

women eligible for Career Facilitation Projects may be under employed

in nonscience-related

Dr. Lewis Solomon of the Higher Education Research Institute

collected data on the freshman class of 1961 who had not recieved an

advanced degree by 1971. The Scientific Manpower Commission analyzed



(p. 47)

*This estimate of current participation agrees closely with the

data available from small or specialized sample surveys. These studies,

as well as the estimates derived from a retter analysis of NSF data,

indicate the participaO.on rate to be around 65 percent.

'These figures are a minimut estimate since they do not include

elementary and secondary school science and mathematics teachers, who

comprise a substantial portion of past Career Facilitation participants.
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a sub-sample of women science and engineering'graduates in 1975.

Women scientists and engineers who were out of the labor force when

surveyed in 1975, reported being optimistic about their'return to

the labor force. In fact, about 60 percent of the currently unem-

ployed women indicated that they plan to return to work. The esti-

mated time of return was:

Currently seeking 5%

f Nsier plan to be employed 7%

tcv

Return within one year 9%

Return between one Tnd five years 36%

Return in more than five years 10%

Uncertain when they will seek a.job 33%

I

Based on a 60 'percent return rate, DRI estimated that 189,000

of the women with bachelor's degrees in science or engineering who are

currently unemployed, would like to return to the labor force although

not necessarily in science/engineering (i.e., 60 percent of 315,000

189,090).

Using data obtained from the Solomon/Scientific Manpower Com-

mission surveys and examining a number, of other surveys on reentering

women, an estimated 40 percent of women or 76,000 would wish to reenter

the labor market in science/engineering (i.e./ 40 percent of 189,000

76,000).

The data collected by Dr. Solomon and analyzed by the Scientific

Manpower Commission indicate that about 50 percent or 157,000 of the

currently unemployed women 'iplanned to return to work within five years

(i.e., 50 percent of 315,000 = 157,500).

Using the 40 percent estimate of the women who wis'r, to return

in science and engineering, a total pool for the next five years is
w, C.1 4 N

s )
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63,000 (i.e., 40 percept of .157,000). However, no attempt wai made to add

any new entrants to this pool for.the next five years, and there would

be.a significant number tp be considered..

The estimate of 63,000 is an extremely conservative estimate of

the number of currently UnemOloyed women who would like to return to the

labor force in science and engineering in the next five years. It does

not include the group_of.2.70,000 women who are currently working but may

be underemployed or wishing to work in the fi..d of their major. If only

half of these were interested in retraining"in science, a conservative

.estimate of the probable demand for ihe Career Facilitation Projects is

approximately 333,000.

There are several obvious:and major difficulties even in these

general estimates summarized inTable 3.3. For example, the final

figures and estimates can be lest generated when the pppulation for

Career Facilitation Projects,is bettdr defined, i.e., will the projects

include women who.are underemployed, or employed ia other fields end who

have sociel science.back.groupds? Should education majors with science or

math minors .be included?

The attitudes of ociety..toward women and women's behavior is

.changing so rapidly that the reliable estimates generated this year may

be totally incorrect and Outdated in the very near future. The available

information suggests that the number of interested women will likely be

increasing in the future.*

Finally, the classical dilemma between indicating interest and

actually completing the intention--between motivation and benavior--confounds

*Sec Chapter 7 on Contextual Anals1s.
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1.

2.

TABLE 3.3. NUMBER OF WOMEN ELIGIBLE

FOR CAREER FACILITATION PROJECTS

Total trained from 1960-76

Total in graduate school

900,0001

65 0002

835,000

3. Total employed in science/engineering 250 0003
s,

Total.Pool Eligible
585,000

4. Total working in other fields 270,0004

Total Not Employed Eligible for

Career Facilitation Projects 315,000

5. Total wanting to reenter the labor force 189,0005

6. Total wanting to reenter the labor force

in science/engineering fields
76,0006

7. Total wanting to reenter labor force in

next five years
157,5007

8. Total wanting to reenter labor force in

science/engineering fields in next

five years
63,0008

1. Data obtained from National Center for Education Statistics, see

Table 3.2 and supply section under "Estimates of Numbers of Poten-

tially Reentering Scientists." Of this figure approximately 550,000

have been trained in the social sciences.
I.

2. Number of women in graduate school in 1977 is approximately 65,000,

as derived from data collected from the National Science Foundation.

3. Total employed in science/engineering derived from two sources:

National Science Foundation and U.S. Department of Labor.(see

explanatton).

Number derived using U.S. Department of Labor data (835,000 x 62.3

percent = 5-20,000 - 250,000 (number working in science/engineering

positions) = 270.000). (See explanation).



5. Numbtr derived by taking 60 percent of 315,000 (see explanation).

6. Number derived by taking 40 percent of 189,000 (see explanation).

7. Number derived by taking 50 percent of 315,000 (see explanation).

S. Number derived by taking 40 percent of 157,500 (see explanation).

Does not include new entrants from 1977 or subsequent classes who

wish to reenter the labor force.
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any estimates of interest in reentry. Additionally no reDiable estimates

of either number of career breaks or reentry patterns for any group of

women currently exist that might serve as a basis for predictions.

Perhaps the most reliable indicator of.interest is the number of

applications received by the present Career Facilitation project's. Two

years after the initiation of the projects, a great many women:are ex-

pressing interest in the program--about 1,000 inquiries were made to fill

400 slots. These figures are indicatilm of the demand for the projects,

and suggest that the number of interested women is adequate to justify

continuing to sponsor Career Facilitation projects.

Estimating the current geographical residence of the unemployed

female scientist population is nearly impossible. Figure 3.1 shows

that the NSF generated distribution of scientists and engineers generally

follows geographic density. Anecdotal evidence and evidence from the

participant survey indicated that many women scientists are married to

men working in related fields;* therefore, Figure 3.1 may be used as

a broad guideline tc the location of the population eligible for

Career Facilitation projects.

3R Summary

Very little research on the reentry woman nas been conducted,

although the available evidence indicates that apprcximately 40 percent

.of the college trained women have career interruptions. There are many

reasons why women choose to return to college and or the labor force,

*Over one-third of participants reported to be married to men

in closely related fields.

r
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including financial need, self-fulfillment, alleviation of boredom,

and an opportunity to advance in their current jobs. There are also

many barriers to reentering the work force including ihe absence of

part-time or full-time jobs in the vicinity, discrimination, and low

salaries. There are also logistical problems of family demands and

care.

DR1 estimated that a total of nearly 585,000 women trained in

science and engineering are eligible for the Career Facilitation

Projects. Of this number, perhaps 270,000 are currently working in

other fields. Of course, the number of women interested in reentering

in science and engineering at any given year is much lower, but in

excess of current project availability.



4. PROJECT PARTICIPANTS

The major emphasis of the evaluation effort was to assess the

needs, objectives, and constraints of the reentry women scieLtists.

Since little secondary data was available, the objective could be

accomplished by asking project applicants. This secton contains the

information derived from the participant survey and profiles the women

trained in science who contacted the projects. It describes their

demographic characteristics, their aspirations and attitudes, and their

expectations. It also delineates their problems and constraints and

defines some of their attitudes.

The names for the survey were obtained from each institution

which sponsored a Career Facilitation Project. They were to provide

a list of names and addresses for (1) project participants; (2) project

applicants, i.e., individuals who applied to the project but who were not

selected to participate; (3) project withdraWals, i.e., individuals who

started the project but did not complete it; (4) no shows, i.e., individuals

who applied, were accepted but did not show up on the first day of the

'project; (5) inquiries, i.e., individuals who inquired about the project

but did not apply; and (6) any other individual who in some way expressed

interest in the project. These individuals were all sent questionnaires

and a follow-up letter if they had not responded within a given period

of time. A copy of the questionnaire is included as Appendix B. A

total of 1,142 surveys were sent.

As discussed in detail in the next chapter, the response rate varied

dramatically v proiect from a low of 45 percent to a high of 88 percent.

55
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More participants responded to the survey than did applicants, withdrawals

or inquiries. The overall response rates for 1976 and 1977 participants

were 75 percent and 73 percent respectively. The following a,alyses

were based on a sample of 691 responses. The final distribution included

in the analysis is shown below.

Status

Nur.ber of

Respondents

Completers
216

Dropouts
82

Currently Attending
102

Applicants
178

Inquirers
105

Unaware of Programs
7

Other
1

Total
691

Demo ra hic Profile of Partici ants

The following characterizes the "average" Career Facilitation

participant:

She had only a bachelor's degree (72Z): most of the remainder

had a master's degree.

She was married (63%); almost one quarter were single, and

only 13.5% were divorced. Over one-third were married to

men who worked in related areas.

She had a bachelor's.degree in chemistry (27:-;), biological

sciences (24%) , mathematics (21:';), or in the social sciences

(107:).
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She did-not relocate for the project (82.5%).

She was not working while attending the project (56%).

If she was working, she was working full-time (50%).

She was in her thirties (44%), 21% were in their twenties,

and 27% in their forties. The age distribution is given

in Figure 4.1.

She received her science degree within the last 15 years;

the distribution of the ttme since their first degree.is

given in Figure 4.2.

She had worked previously (93%); the distribution of the

percentage of time worked since the first degree is given

in Figure 4.3.

She had not been employed for more than ten years (33%); with

the rest evenly split between not working less than 1 year

(22%), 1-5 years (22%), and 6-10 years (22%).

.She was a middle class woman and had adequate family income;

the distribution of family income is given in Figure 4.4.

She received her degree from a well-known university such as

a large state school or private eastern school; although some

had graduated from the hosting institution, the number of women

receiving degrees from less-well-kilown schools or schools offer-

ing minimal education was small.

She reported leaving her last job for family-related reasons;

,the distribution of reasons given by those having a career

break are given in Table 4.1.

She reported that the primary reason for workine, in a field

not related to her major was an absence of jobs.

f44
0
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The most interesting aspect of the above profile of the woman

scientist is that it agrees in most aspects with the profile of the

general population of reentry women discussed in the previous chapter,

with the exception of education andincome. It seems logical to conclude

that reentry women scientists share many characteristics urith the

typical reentry woman.

.0
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Attitudinal and Motivational Profile

All the respondents were asked to subjectively rate the impOr-

Vance of 17 potential reasons,for wanting to work. Factor analyses of

the responses yielded five factors which accounted for 59 percent of the

ariance. The factors in descending order of importance were:.

Educational/Professional Development

To develop my potential
-

To use my education

To learn as much as I can

Housework Avoidance

To avoid staying home

To avoid housework

Financial Necessity

To obtain good benefits

To make a liv±ag

Personal Development

To use my hobbies or interests

To he a member of a team

To meet interesting people

Lxti.a income

To earn extra family income

To 2ay for mv childrens education

Developnent of professionai and educational goals was the most

re:Isch for pr(diect participation. This was followed in iTnpor-

,
r,_2a,;2ns of avoiding housework ahd financial

coh:-or:7.frY CPr: "typica:"

. ;:hL: re&n:-.

;

dr...;,nstrates

111
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The factor scores compiled for each woman were compared across

schools and showed that the participants had very different reasons

for entering the projects, but the reasons were;reasonably consistent

with each project. The motivations were analyzed against later employment

but showed that reasons for project participation did not predict

later employment. In other words, the original motivation for entry

did not predict later employment. This finding suggests that many par-

ticipants may have altered their motivation during, project participation.

All respondents were asked to rate the likelihood of occurrence

of certain situations for women who work, i.e., to anticipate the conse-
,

quences of employment. Factor analyses of the responses yielded four

factors which accounted for 59 percent of the variance. The factors

in descending )rder of importance were:

Employment Problems

Have bosses who hassle or harass you

Success.on job causes others to dislike you

Have tiouble with your family accepting your work

e Demands on Time/Family

Takes too much time away from your family

Takes too much t-me away from pelsone and social activities

Have trouble finding dependable people to take care of Your

children

Performance Problems

Have troible dciAg what's expected of you at wort:

trouble keepirq; up with other worker:

Oppertunitv

?,-;..portur!t-y for

Ccoci oppertunit.: kL.or y.cr

MP.kes vou independent of family
pi"
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The participants anticipated more problems than rewards and

opportunities to occur with employment. Nozetheless, none of these

factors appeared to predict later employment, i.e., the negative view

of employment did not appear to affect whether a participant sought

and found a job.

Coleters and Dropouts

To determine the characteristics of women.who successfully

completed the projects and to assess the impact of the^projects on

the participants, a discrimlnative function analysis was conducted

between those individuals who completed the project and those who

withdrew. The analysis shOwed the following significant differences

between the two groups:

o Completers were older (p < .05).

Completers had higher famiry incomes (p < .01).

Completers had more childr,n between the ages of 6 and 12

(p < .05) and children over 12 (p < .05), and dropouts

had more children under the age of 6 (p < .05).

Completers more often reported considerir4, other educational

or job-related programs prior to participating in.the reer

Facilitation projects; specifically, 43 percent of the co

pleters but only 36 percent of the dropouts had cmsdered

other educational prograus, and 35 percent of the cohplete%-

but only 31 percent of the dropouts had considerE-1 ,00

preparatory programs.

Dropouts were more often not U.S. citizens.

DroDouts %,cre morc likElv to 1,c workiny

L prc'ject .

I
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No differences were observed between the two groups in marital

status, nor in their fear of handling math. Almost half of both com-

pleters and dropouts reported trepidation about the mathematics

required by the pioject.

Analysis of the problems that completers and dropouts reported

dealing with upon entering the Career'Facilitaiion projects yielded the

following differences:

More completers reported anxiety about their ability to

successfully cope with the university/college environment

(p < .05).

More completers reported noproblems (p < .05).

More dropouts reported problems finding time to study

(p < .058). While not statistically significant, it may be

practically significant becauSe of differences reported

previously such as family income and age of children.

More dropouts reported commuting/transportation problems

(p <

The most frequently cited reason for withdrawal from Career

acilitation projects was that the schedule of the project was too

demandingfollowed by the reason of difficulty adjusting to the

school 'environment. The percentage of dropouts listing each reason for

withdrawal is given below:

Reasons Percent Citin_g Reason

X
Schedulf of proiect too'demanding 56

-loo difficult to return to school

environmtmt

:nterfered with fa.Tilv lft

issing da:a

3::
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As seen in Table 4.2, the discipline of college major also

significantly varied between completers and dropouts (X2 = 29.4

df 10, p < .001). Although somg,of the numbers are small and were

confounded by project selection procedures and curriculums, the

results suggest that biology and social science majors may have more

difficulty'in completing the projects.

Completers and dropouts were asked what they hoped to achieve

as a result of the project and whether they had achieved it. The

responses to these questions are shown in Table 4.3. The table shows

that completers and dropouts had about the same expectations of the

Career Facilitation projects, with most hoping to update present skills,

to learn new skills, and to get a job. There was a difference, however,

in the degree to which completers and dropouts perceived that they are

meeting their goals (except for one--develop confidence), i.e., more

completers than dropouts perceived that they were athieving their.goals.

However, small sample sizes of several goals chosen preclude statis-

tically sound conclusions.

Those individuals who perceived they were not achieving

their goals were asked why. The reasons given for not achieving

their goals in descending order of frequency were:

Dropped out of the project

Have not found a job

Project was badly planned/executed

Project did not update my skills

Lacked proper hackgroun:1 for project

I

'.11M1
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TABLE 4.2. RATE OF PROJECT COMPLETION By PARTICLPANT MAJOR

Percent of Major Who

Major Completed the Program

Total Number

in Samle

Liberal Arts 100* 5

Computer Science 100*

-numanites 100* 6

chysics .90 20

Cnpmistry 88 185

Etucation 78 21

Math matics 71 146

Engineering 63* 17

Uther hard science 61 33

ocial and Behavioral Sciences 61 70

Eiclogy 5E 167

*Saset on small numbers.
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TABLE 4.3. EXPECTATIONSXF OAREtR FACTLTTATIOY. PROJECtS IN ORDER

OF IMPORTANCE AND PERCEIVED ACHIEVEMENT OF EXPECTATION

ExPectation

Number of
Completers
Citint

Percent of
Completers
Achievind

Number of
Withdrawals
Citinc

Percent of
Withdrawals
Achievinc

,:cate Present s0..is

,earn new skills

Get a job

!le7c t.' career onange

Get a better jot

Get a jot in degree-
ra..ated field

,

Admission to,craduate
t-

school t

.

Experience and knowledge

Develop confidence

Exposure to new field

Get a challenging job

....

//

33

33

31

29

29

25

20

18

5

_
i

88.3

78.6

75.8

90.3

72.4

69.0

84,0

90.0

94.4

80.0

100.0

18

8

14

12

14

10

8

2

4

9

2

50.0

50.0

57.1

16.7

21.4

10.0

50.0

50.0

100.0

0.0

0.0

" Pui
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Project too short

Project prepazed person for undergraduate school, not a job.

Left project to attend graduate school

The reasons given for not achieving the goals indicated that

project participation was an integral component and a necessary step

in accomplishing what the participants had set out to do.

Particinant Grounings

A "constituency analysis" was performed to determine the dif-

ferent groupings of participant characteristics, and to determine the

number of distinct participant groups. The analysis was based on the

following variables; age, project status, highest degree attained prior

to entering the program, nimber of years worked prior to entering the

program, aumber of years worked in a degree-related job, family income,

number of children under 6, number of children ages 6-12, number of

children over 12, work status while attending the program, marital

status, reasons for participation and problems associated with atten-

dance. These variables yielded two factors and provided a basis for

clustering participants.

The first factor or variable)was amount of previous work experience.

The items included id this factor were years worked prior to entering the

Career Facilitation project, years worked in a degree-related position

The second factor was the availability and need for work. Items

included in this factor- were work status while attending the program,

marital status, number of children betyeen 6 anc7 12 and financial reasons

for participation.

Nr
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Three levels of these variables--high, medium, and lowF-formed

eight clusters. If the current employment data is analyzed by parti-

cipant cluster, all.of the women in the clusters representing high and

medium availability (irrespective of the level of experience) tended to

be employed.* On the other hand, clusters representing low availability

tended not to be employed. The numbei of individuals in each partici-

, pant group is given in Table 4,4.

This finding seems to be logically inconsistent with the finding

that motivation on entry did not predict later employment. The present

analysis, based on demographic characteristics rather than self-reported

perceptions, indicated 'otherwise. Although no degnitive resolution of

chis discrepancy is suggested by the data, it seems possible that the

expressed desire for educational ane professional development is present

whether or not a woman needs to or is able to work, and that this

motivation is the overriding conscious concern of many of the participants.

Summary

In summary, a typical woman interested in participating in

a Career Facilitation project had only a bachelor's degree, was

middle class, married, in her mid-thirties, and had not been

employed in tbe last ten yearF. She left her last job for family

reasons and had been employed a nonscience field because of an

absence of science related jobs in.her vicinity. She entered the

Career Faciltation Project in order to develop her e.,:ucational and

professiona: potential, althouRh she anticipated some problems in

this potential in the workplace. Reentry women

rY.;C1'. in common witl:

wci!,
,;xptrienL,.

01
'



A comparison of project dropouts and completers showed that .

the dropouts were younger and had younger children, had lowetr family

incomes, and were already employed. The dropouts reported withdrawing

because of the intense demands on time incurred during project parti-

cipation. Fewer of the dropouts than completers reported achieving

the goals they had set for themselves.

0



TABLE 4.4. .PARalCIPANT GROUPINdS

Exoerience

M7-DIUM LOW

1 1 23

13 51

52

43

23 68

74
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Neither the participant's reported motivation for project entry.

nor hr percption of the problems of employment appeared to be correlated

with obtaining emrloyment at project termination. This suggests that

project participation, rather than motivation for reentry, played an

important role in determining the'individual outcome.

However, an examination of the clusters of demographic charac-

'teristics of the participant showed that women with a high need and

availability for work, as judged bY income, age of children, and so on,

were employed at projt termination, while those with low availability

or need for work were not. On the 6ther hand, the amount of previous

work experience did not appear to be related,to employment status at

project completion. These facts may be appropriately incorporated into

selection procedures.

ler
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5. PARTICIPANT OUTCOMES

Evaluation, broadly defined, is a feedback system that pro-.

vides a basis for learning frdm previous experience. Evaluation can

provide information that allows a progrim.to capitalize on its previous

successes and avoid repeating its failures. Consequently, the purpose

of evaluating the strategies employed by NSF was to incorporate the

knowledge gained from previdus or current projects into future programs

so that more effective methods and procedures may be identified and

utilized.

To generate the evaluative information, DRI assessed the strate-

gies employed by the NSF Career. Facilitation projects. Although the

projects were similar in conception and purpose, each project was an

entity in itself. Each project diffexed in design, subobjectives,

discipline, duration, mode and inteneity of instruction, and the number

of participants: These differences among the.projects, as envisioned

in the original project proposal,.are seen in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.*

The evaluation focused on deterMining those approaches that

best E complished the goals identified by.each of the participating

groups, rather than determirang which projects were "successful" and

which projects were not. In dther words, the evaluation attempted to

determine the approaches, rather than the projects, that were' guccessful.

A broad picture of the effectiveness of many projects and

ttz.

strategies can produce more useful and relevan't information in

*Soll..e of tne projects have added additional cc,m;,onnts or

hzsis r.cst L..2:-.:ifiec2 in the tables, althouf.:h rc instan,:c-

cxnpcncnt:, w2re

76
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designing or.modifying a program than an in-depth ;ook at a few projects.

I.:ben a project is examiried in depth, there is a tendency to concentrate

on elements idiosyncratic to that project, such as the role df project

personnel, which do not provide a basis for generalization and policy

decisions; a range of alternatives for accomplishing similar goals is

not generated; and generalizations which may hold true across many

projects, such as the characteristics of sponsoring institutions or

participants, are not produced. Information regarding the general

effectiveness of several approaches and many projects as a function of

participant outcome is analyzed in this chapter as well as Chapter 6.

This chapter describes the perceptual and behavioral outcomes

of project participation and several process and outcome measures,

such as success in recruiting and retaining participants, the number

of completers employed, the number attending school, and the number

seeking & job. It also describes the participants' views of the project

components, of the benefits they derived from the projects, their

willingness to contribute to project expenses, and their willingness to

relocate to participate in the project. The chapter also briefly

describer; some institutional outcomes derived from program participa-

tion.

Thc assessment was based on an evaluation of the ten 1976

projects, the eleven 1977 projects, and the sample of 1976 projects

that received continuation funding. The timing of the evaluation

differed for each project; it evaluated completed 1976 projects, although

the length of time since completion was not constant, and evaluated the

1977 projects while the project was being conducted, although the

;
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stage of project implementation was nox. constant. In an attempt to

deal With the problem of timing, the chapter only contains informa-

tion given by women who had completed the project and information

given by those currently attending is not inCluded. Since it was

assumed that participants would be more satisfied with the project,

and be more likely to be employed, the greater the interval since

termination, the projects were organized in the analysis in order

of -..ne time since completion. Although the time since completion

influenced the number of respondents included in the analysis, it did

not appear to be directly related to other outcome measures. Outcome

differences are very apparent in the differences in the data collected

at different points in time for a single project. Specifically,

. outcome measures reported by project directors in summer of 1978 and

wthe data collected by DRI in the fall of 1478 s -ed different outcomes,

the latter substantially more positive. The in reasingly positive

outcome suggests an ever-increasing project payoff; it does not appear

that the projects produced a spuft of activity that diminished rapidly.

Because much less data was available on the projects starting

in 1977, and the parricipalits' view of the projects was highly colored

by the demands and intensity of participants, a process evaluation of

these projects, describing project design and early implementation, is

given in Appendix C. The information obtained from the projects

*Similar synopsis of the 1976 projects is provided in "An

On-site Assessment of the Caxeer Facilitation projects" by Conrad

Katzenmeyer, published by NSF.
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leads to the expectation that their outcomes will not differ substan-

tially from those discussed in this chapter. Therefore, 4,1s/experi-

ences of thesa proje.:ts are included in the next chapter that describes

the conditions necessary for project. iuccess.

In collecting the data for the assessment, multiple sources

were used. These sources included: project documents such as proposals

and final reports, the internal formative and outcome evaluations

conducted. by many of the projects, the NSF-generated formal and informal

evaluations of the projects, the survey of project participants, a

survey of project directors, and a survey of other administrative per-

sonuel at the implementing institution..

Behavioral Measures

In order to determine the effectiveness of a project, some

criteria must be made as a standard basis for judgment. If the charac-

teristics of successful and unsuccessful projects are to be compared,

a uniform outcome measure must be used. Educational .programs may have
\\

a large number of goals, each reflected in a different outcome measure.

The different outcome measures in turn may reflect different stages of

project implementation. For example, participant recruitment and reten-

tion are short-term measures, participant satisfaction is an inter-

mediate measure, while participant employment, school attendance, and

achievement of goals are long-term measures. In addition, each outcome

measure may reflect a variety of factors, some of which may be only

tangentially related to project functioning. Consequenti. it was

thought that more could be learned from utilizing several different out-

come measures which reflected the different aspects of project functioning.

However, measurement of all of the diverse goals, projec: stages, and project

factors was not possible. Therefore, the measures were arbitrarily chosen

and were limited by the av:4ilabi1ity of baseline datil on tho

prior to project inception.
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`.A.lthough determination of individual project success was not of

primary interest to the evaluation, assessing individual project outcomes

was - necessary intermediate step to isolating procedures and charac-

.

teristics associated, with success. In addition, individual projea

outcomes are,important to project directors in assessing the strengths

And weaknesses of their6projects. The individual outcomes also seve

to illustrate the diversity and variation among the projects. Conse-

quently, the'outcomes of individual projects, as well as an overall

outcome.of the program, are gi.ven for the following outcome measures.

Project recruitmant. One early measure of project functioning

is a project's success in recruitment. Those projects having a Large

number of inquiries and applicants reflect, in part, a project's

4

Ntio

success in disseminating information about the project to the appropriate

target audience. The number of applicants may reflect the perceive4

desirability of.the project, while a high ratio of applicants to participants

enables efficient and appropriate participant selection procedures. Table 5.3

gives the total number of participants and applicants, as reported by

the project directors. The table illustrates that some projects were much

more successful in generating interest in the project than others. For

example, the table shows that same projects accepted all of the applicants

while others turned down many of the applicants. Overall, about half as

many people were turned down as participated in the projects.

Survey response rate. Table 5.3 also g;ves-the response rate to

the evaluation survey for each project. The overall response rate varied

from a high of 88 percent in some projects to a low cf 45 percent. Ihe

1-sl2nse rate of project completers re:ative to the response rate of



TABLE 5.3. DESCRIPTION OF SDRVEY SAMPLE

1976 PROJECTS

Institution

83

IM

University of California, Davis
, -Number: surveyed

' Number post office'rekturns
NuMber compZeted

.

Percent completed

.

.

38.

0

30

79

.

27,
4

20

87

--
--

--
--

--

.

,

.--
--

21

0

3

22

87

4

55

66

,

American University
Number surveyed
Number post office returns
Number completed
Percent com leted

.

26

0

17

65

.

3

0

3

fie

4
0

3

43

--

--
--

.

--
--
--
--

--
--

--

36

0

23

64

University of Notre Dame
Number surveyed
Number post office returns
Number completed
Percent com.leted

.

16

0

14

88

--
--

--

-- -- --
--

.

--
--

16

0

14

88

,

University of Lowell
Number surveyed
Number post office returns
Number completed
Percent completed

4

9

0

7

78

10

2

5

62

2

0

2

100

--
--
'
--

--

--

--

--
_

21

.2

I2.
"A

-College of St. Catherine
Number surveyed
Number post office returns
Number completed
Percent com.leted

19
0

16
84

6

0

5

83

1

0

0

0

--
--
--
--

--

--

--
--

--

26

0

21
81

Polytechnic Institute of N.Y.
Number surveyed

_
Number post office returns

,
Number completed
Percent conpleted

33
2

17

55

9

2
,1
i.

19

--

--

2

0

0

g:..

--

--
--

......

--
_....

44
4

18

University of Dayton
Number sur veyed
Number post office returns
Number completed
Percent combleted

27

0

23
85

36

7

18

62

4
,
L

2

100

-- -- -- 67

-- -- -- 0

-- -- -- 43

-- -- -- _ 7L

Chestnut Hill College
Number surveyed 3n 25

Number post office returns 0 4-

Number completed 25 '9

Percent connleted 83 33 r3
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Institution

;,

TABLE 5.0 (viat.)

.

University of Texas, Austin
Number surveyed
Number post office returns
Number completed
Percent completed

.

10
0

.7

70

12

1

10

91

,

I-
.

7! 3

2L:
II

201

.

--
.

.-..

--

6

1

20

3J

19

George Mason University
Number surveyed

, Number post office returns
Number completed
Percent-Compleied

.

.

20
0

17

85

--

--
--

9

1

7

88

.

2

. 1

1

100

--
--
--

--
--

--

--

31
2

25
6

Washington State University
Number surveyed ..,

Number post offiée returns
Number completed

.

Percent completed

. ,

if =

-..:

. .

0

3

43

--
0.0 M1

--

.--

--

--

--

31

17

- ,

.

--, 3a
3

-- 20

:...
57

e .

Total 1976 Programs
Number surveyed
Number post office returns
Number completed
Percent com.leted

235
2

176
76

128
18

$2
74J

30
5

15,

6O

7

1

1

17

31

3

17

61

.

.

.

28 459
1 30
6 297

22 69

1977 PROGRAMS

California State, Northridge
Number surveyed
Number post office returns
Number completed
Percent complered

26 4

0

19
73

25

0

14

56

8

0

7

88

OM IMP

Mdount St. Mary's Colleg
Number surveyed
Number post office returns
Number completed
Percent complete,'

19
0

11
58

-- --
--

---

_

Sourpern Illinois University
Nunber surveyed
NL:mber nost office returns

umber completed
Percent'comrietod

16
0 --

10 ;

62

6 203

0:
in",

81:

. ,

1

15 74

10 50

671 68

19

11
58

; 1 230

n 20,

3 98
6'

te>
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TABLE .03 (corit.)

Is

.461.....1...1.iWia
V

Mt. Holyoke College
Number surveyes
Nu7ber post office returns
Number completed .

Percent completed

,

40
0

32

80

--
--
--

--

.

-- __

--

--
--

--
--

.2

0

2

100

.

1

42
0

.34

81

_
.

Alcorn State University
Number surveyed
Number post office returns
Number completed
Percent completed

e
7

1

3

50

--
--
--

--

1

0

0

0

--

--
--

--

--'
__
__
--

2

1,

1

50

10

2

'4

50

CM, Graduate School
,

Number surveyed
Number-post Office returns
Number completed
Percent comsleted

. .

50
0

35
70

53
2

29
57

13
1

7

59

--

--
--

--_
--

--

. 7

1

5

83

123
4

76
64

tiJNY, Stonybrook .

_
Number surveyed
Number post office returns,
Number completed
Percent completed

20
0

15
75

11
0
9

82

2

0

1

50

--
--
--

--

,

--
--

--

--

2

0

0

0

35

0

71
_

.
. ,

..
Chatham College ,

Number surveyed
Number post office returns
Number "completed
Percent completed

.

.

.

23

0

21

90

17
1

11

69

1

0

0

0

--

--

--

--

--
--
--

--

.......

-_
--
.....

.

41

1

32

80

University of Houston
Number surveyed
Number.post office returns

Number completed
Percent comaleted ,

,

.

17

0

9

53

--_
--

__
__

__

__

--

_-

__

--

-...

__
_.._

--

17

0

9

53

.

University of Texas, Arlington
Number surveyed
Number post office returns. ,

. Number completed
Percent com.leted

39

1

31

84

28
1

13

3

0

1

33

--
--

--

--

.

1

-- 21 92

-- n
, 2

-- le 56

'4-- .. 62

..
,

;

.

Total 1977 Programs
Number surveyed
Nurther post office returns

Nu7ber.completed
rc fent :_nrr,"1e.t

257

1S7

73

1 3G

76 2C

68 61

81.

cc

37
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project applicants is also 'given in the table. Although it is impossible

to deter:One the differences between those individuals choosing to, com-

plate the survey and those choosing not to, systematic differences

between these two groups frequently occur, and it may be assumed that

.project completers provided more positive evaluation than the dropouts.

In any case, a more complete picture is given.of those projects having.*

a hieher response rate and an equal percentage of completers and drop-

outs, i.e., the findings for that project are likely more valid.

Attrition rate. Table 5.4 gives the project attrition rates

as.reported by the project directors. Attrition may reflect at least-

three elements of project functioning: (1) utilization of opl.,upriaec.

selection procedures, (2) an accurate description of thr project td'' .

potential participants, and (3) dissatisfaction with the project. 'The

umjority of the'dropouts reported withdrawing because of the demands, the,

project made on their time. It seems raasonable to conclude that the

attrition rate was largely due to inadequate counseling, of potential

participants regarding the.demanding nature of the projects. .

3.

Employment. Table 5.4 showi that about 65 perCent of the

project completers are employed either full- or part-time as reported

by survey respondents but only.36'percent as repotted by the project

directors. In every case, the participants indicated a higher rete of

employment than indicated by the prpject directors. .Most of these

differences may be accourced for by the difference dn the times the data

was collected, i.e., the participants were surveyed at a later date. The

later time of data collection provided an additional.period for the

participants to obtain_a job. The differences may a1so 'De attrihuta'ple

to a tendency for the more suCcessful participants to corplete the survey.
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0
0u
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4.1X
C.)

it
C.:

*41

m
0
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I
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RI
X
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1-1

11

7

33

*
0
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A

?It
14
0
8

4.1
M

3
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.0
w

1
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0
u
1
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.-4
0
0
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0
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00
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4
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1
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M
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0
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281
Totnl.number who completed the project* 28

----

26 16 9 26 10 20 7 7 16 39 26

Number r?sponding who completed project
----------------.............................-4...................

24 17 13 5 10 21 28

3

17 2 2 10 11 18 210

Dropout rate*----------.-.....
Porcentymployed either full- or part-timet

10 28 0 18 44 13 31 45 30 37 40 24 .

79 65 77 40 75 95 35 86 53 100 50 50 50 65

Percent employed either full- or part-time*
.-----------..................

Percent employed either full- or part-time (only)

42 56 27 23 83 10 73 37 18 14 10 9 36

75 35 35 20 33 52 11 57 47 50 0 0 0 43

,

1e44nt with job less than one year 58 53 54 20 40 95 19 86 41 100 0 30

1111

27

52

20

ti

Percent employed as CfP major factor 67 33

13

33

6

0

9

0 100

0

25

41

100 62 100

0

0

p 5
Percent acttvely.seeking a ob

Percent actively seeking a joh* 8 21 15
......46

15

23
...Wow 6

20

10 5

*W..

0

2/
+W...

4

0
W .P.M.I.

11

35
.......

0 0 10 21 0 16

____--.-......MO 10tareNN.11.

Percent participants attending school (only) 5

Aim

0

pow,.

20 6 0 0 20 16 0 10

_--------

Percent attending school* 25 41 33 14 3 0 V 3 36 0 31 15 . 19

ltal %Jo:king and/or attrnding school 84 65 92 60 95 95 19 97 5q WO 10 76 87 50 75 :

',A.: reported by project directors. If not asterisked, the percentage reflects the respondents to the survey.

wumon were both employed and attending school.

r

Co
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In order to estimate the impact of the project on the partici-

pants' employment status, the responses to two survey items were used

as a check. First, since some of the participants were employed prior

to and during project participation, the length of present employment

was obtained. It was assumed that most of the participants would have

worked less than a year in their current job if project participation

was a prime factor in obtaining the job. Specifically, it was assumed

th.at few of.the women would be upgraded to science-related positions

within their old jobs (see notes accampanying chart).

The table shows that almost 70 percent of the participants had

obtained their job within the past year. Only 30 percent who were

employed had been employed in the present job prior to project partici-

pation.

Secondly, the women were asked the extent that project partici7

pation was a major factor in obtaining their current employment. Over,

half of those employed responded that the project was largely responsible

for their current position. The responses to this item are probably

the best indicator of individual project impact and show the greatest

variation among projects. A minimal percentage estimate of employment

directly resulting from project participation is between 35 and 45 percent.

The sector of the current employment and current income derived

from that employment were both project completers and dropouts is given

in Table 5.5 and Figure 5.1. The tables show that many of the participants

are employed in private industry, and a surprising number are self-

emplcyed. The table also shows that the number of participants including

graduate teaching or research assistantships.as emilcyment is quite small.
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TABLE 5.5. SECTOR OF CURRENT EMPLOYMENT

89

Urren: LM:(0Ver
Perceyeage o'

Employed Comoleters

Dercentage o'
Employed Dropcuts

^Fezera. vernment

State Government

Local Government

IndJstry

Self

:ollege or Unlversity

Other

6.2

4.3

7.6

31.9

12.4

3.3

33.0

1.2

2

I/

62.

V. ^/

27.2
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Figure 5.1. Income from Current Job
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Withdrawals
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Analysis of the types of employment included in the other category

revealed many jobs (or second jobs) in medical facilities, nonprofit

or service agencies, and religious organizations.

Figure 5.1 shows an overall mean annual income for completers

to be between 10,000 and 20,000 annually. Given the modest per par-

ticipant costs in many of the projects, it appears that the investment

by the federal government would be rapidly repaid by the additional

tax paid on the income.
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Ica seeking. The project campleters were asked whether they

were presently seeking'a job and in what activities they engaged in an

cttempt to obtain one. The project directors were also asked to estimate

the number of project completers who were actively seeking employment.

As indicated in Table 5.4, there is a general'agreement between the two

sets of figures. Both sets of figures suggest that approximately 18 per-

cent of the project completers are actively seeking a job.

School attendance. The percentage of project completers who were

attending school, as indicated by both the project directors and the survey

respondents, is also given in Table 5.4. Although the overall percentage

is higher as reported by the prolect directors, this discrepancy may be

fostered by project directors including the number of participants botl-

employed and attending school.

From the estimate of those attending school, and the estimate of

those employed and attending school, it can be seen.that about one-third

of the project completers report being enrolled in school; unemployed

women account for about 10 perr.ent, while employed women account for

22 percent.

D.:.fferences between dropouts and completers. Another method of

assessing the impact of the projects is to compare the current status

or differential activities of completers and dropouts. An analysis of

these activities showed that there was no significant difference between

the percentage of completers and the percentage of the dropouts who were

currently working or who were currently enrolled in school. However,

significantly more of the dropouts were currently working full-time

(p < .05), and had been in their current job significantly longer (p < .05).

This finding reflects the greater percentage of dropouts working while

attendinc the project and remaining in that job after withdrawal from the

project. ,ne resu,ts also suggest thlt more completers obtained the:1r

jet- as a result of project particirtion.
A
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Perceptual Measures

Knowledge gain. One of the stated goals of the projecti

93

was to increase the educational credentials of the participants to that

expected of a current graduate. Some of the projects had a criterion

measuresfor this goal, such as exams, while others did not. Few, however,

had any baseline measures of level of knowledge on project entry. It

was impossible for the evaluation team, whose efforts were initiated

midway through the first pr9jects, to directly assess knowledge gain or to

determine the level of knowledge at project termination. However, the

level of knowledge may be inferred from the rate of employment and graduate

school attendance. Specifically, the knowledge of the participants must

have been raised to that of a current graduate if the participants were

able to successfully compete for either graduate school admission or for

employment.

Prolect rating. Survey respondents were asked to

rate certain elements of their project. Five of the elements

pertained to the curriculum and staff. These were ratingthe project

director and the project staff, the curriculum content, the curriculum

presentation, and the curriculum organization. The remainifig elements-

were the support components, i.e., career counseling, and job placement

services. The rating on each of these elements for each project is

given in Table 5.6, as well as the overall mean for all of the elements

for both the 1976 and 1977 projects. It should be noted that the meRn

rating given by the completers was higher than that given by the dropouts;

that project completers were more satisfied with project offerings than

the dropouts.
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TABLE 5.6. RATINGS OF PROJECT COMPONENTS BY COMPLETERS

SCHOOL

E-4

re. 4.4
U-0 <

Davis 1 1.8 2.01 2.0 2.2 2.5 2.7 1 2.7

i

American 1 1.6
I

1.5 , 1.8 1.8 1.9 2.8 2.7

1

Notre Dame ' 3.3 .2.3 2.4

,

3.0 3.4 -- 2.9

Lowell I 1.4 1.4 1.8 2.0 2.0
i

2.2 --
,

Poly
Technic 1.7 1.6 1.9 1.9 2.3 --

Dayton 2.2 2.0 2.4 2.6 2.5 2.4 2.2

Chestnut Hill 1.1 1.2 1.5
.

1.5 1.4 1.8 2.0

Austin 1.1

1

c 1.9 2.3 2.3 2.6 -- --
.

George
Mason 2.0 2.4, 2.6 2.7, 2.8 2.4 2.8

Washington
State Univ. 2.0 1.7. 2.7 2.3. 3.0 2.3 --

S.I.U. 2.8 2.6 2.8 2.4 2.9 -- --

Mount
Holyoke 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.6 1.8 1.7

4

'''`-.

Alcorn 1.0 2.0 1.7 2.0 2.0 -- --

Arlington 1.7 1.8 2.3 2.1, 2.4 2.4 2.6

Mean of 1976
1977 Projects 1.8 1.9 2.1 2.2 2.5 2.6 i 2,9

1=e::ce11ent

2=fair
3=poor
4=not appli6ablo
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The table highlights some interesting facts. Project directors

and staff received the highest overall rating across projects, under-

scoring the observation made by the evaluation team that the project

directors were capable, dedicated leaders and administrators. Many

of these project directors donated time to the prcject far in excess

of either financial or professional rewards.

The high rating of project personnel was followed closely by

ratings of the course content. The satisfaction with aducational

e%perience is not surprising, it was the primary reason for project

participation. In addition, the majority of the staff were science

educators, and providing an educational experience coincided with their

interest and expertise. The lower overall rating of course-organization

reflects the eXperimental nature of the projects and the fact that

the project represented the first presentation of the material.
r

The biggest area of dissatisfaction among participants

was with support services: the career counseling, and the job

placement services. This appeared to be true even for those projects

that emphasized these services. Although no interpretation'of this

fact can be definitive, it may reflect the lack of experience of the

project staff with these activities and the lack of preparation for

these activities on the pant of the participants.

.)
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0.1

By far the most surprising of the findings shown in the table

is the fact that satisfaction of the participants was not closely

related to'the derived benefits. Better indicators of satisfaction

may be the participants' initial expectations and level of project

difficulty. It seemeo that where expectations were raised very high,

or the project was very intense, the participants were less often satis-

fied. This observation suggests several interpretations. It is likely

that project directors may have oversold their projects. They promised

the moon without warning the difficulty of obtaining it. Combined with

this overselling, adequate information and counseling were'often not

provided to the participants regarding the difficulty and demands of the

project. Also, for many of the participants, the project "changed their

life," and some were not ready o have it changed. The lack of correla-

tion between derived projvt benefits and participant satisfaction his

been noted in other educational studies that have alsa found that

participant satisfaction is related to the absence of student stress,

not with knowledge gain or successful outcome.

The comments given at the end of the questionnaire were also

used as an indication of overall satisfaction. Generally, participants

were pleased with the project, although this varied widely among and

within projects. Participants were enthusiastic about the experience

even though, for many, it was demanding and problematic.

Many participants reported that an additional project benefit

was personal enrichment, both from the broadening of their horizons and

from the support and increased confidence derived from the project staff

ar.6 from other participants. Maoy participants commented that thc

I
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experience was a Major strength ofhthe prOject, especially in a project

where the participants lived together in the dorms.

Overall, both the participants and the dropouts recoMMended

the continuation of some type of program for reentry women. Most of

, the participants a. reciateetheir experience and were grateful for the

opportunity to participate in the project irrespective of the outcome

on their personal lives.

Achievement ofjoals. As discussed in the last chapter on

the participants, each particlpant was as d to indicate h4 goals upon

entering the project. She was also asked whetlier or not she was achieving
0

those goals. Although this question may reflect individual achievement

independent of project participation, 4he fact that more campleters than

dropouts felt they were achieving ktheir goals indicates that the item

reflects project success at least to some degree. Itmay also indicate

the appropriateness of the match.between the projects.and the individual

goals and, therefore, appropriate selection procedures. The percentage

of completers who responded to the survey who felt they were achieving

their goals is illustrated in Table .5.7. This table shows that 65.percent

of the completers felt they were achieving their goals.

Willingness to contribute to project expenses. Another indi-

cator of satisfaction is if the participant is willing to take out a

loan or .pay tuition for the project. There was no si.gnificant differenc

in the willingness of completers and dropouts to either take out a loan

or pay tuition; appreximately 35 percent were willing to pay tuition and

23 percent were willing to take out a loan. Therwt:, a1s nc, (..ffernce

Llinness betwer:. co7;.let.,rs o

hac.: not.

1! 4 .1
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The reasons given for not being willing to pay tuition were,

.
.in descending order otfrequencn i

Couldn't afford it

a

:

Not worth it

Would have opted for a regUlar degree program

Ftcmily would object to expenditure .

The reasons given for an indtvidual not wanting to take out

a loan were, in descending order Of frequency:

Had money ta pay for it

Couldn't afford it

Not worth.it

Owe to much money already

Don't want any uebts

family would object to expenditure
11

Would'nt have known the value of the program

Vhe unwillingness to contribute to project costs was also related

to the absence of a job guarantee and to the lack of opportunity to earn

a degree in the programT-either a second B.A. or a Master's degree. Several

participants commented that without a degree, employers were dubious of

the value of their work, especially employers unfamiliar with the progrum.

Participnts commented that if they had had to pay tuition, they would

'have expected a degree, 'or would have enrolled in a re3ular degree-granting

prozram.

Of course, this measure of willingness is highly compounded

with financia" ability and prior knowledge about the value of the project

,r at the time of enrollMent, e.g., the projects had no track record of

results. Finally, this question may indicate the unwillingness of many

ts.oner. tc use family resources for what they may consider to be im-lividual

pursuits.

II I
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Willingness to relocate. Another indicator of the sub-

jective value of the project is'an individual's willingness to relo-

cate to participate in the project. Although thts measure is confounded

ty the availabilit of alterrative family care, values, and current eMployment,

those who value the project wauld be more likely to relocate to attend.

The extreme variation by school in willingness to relocate at least

indicates differences in project participanti% if not the value of

project participation. In Addition, fewer project dropouts were willing

to relocate (10 percent vs. 30 percent), although more dropouts were

already employed and would sacrifice more than unemployed women.

A

Institutional Outcomes*

Many of the project directors reported substantial positive

institutional outcomes. The major reported tmpact was a sensitization

to the needs and potential of the population of reentry women. Most

project directors reported that their faculties were extremely impressed

with the motivation and dedication of these women and expressed interest

in working with them further. Other institutional benefits included

the opportunity for the faculty and the administration to see so many

highly motivated women, some of whom are continuing their studies beyond

the project and could be recruited to the university.

A few projects reported plans to develop similar programs in

other fields; others simply noted beneficial effects of increased

awareness of this population as a potential for institutional expansion.

*The original evaluation proposal included industry in tni!z grou7;

howx:er, the project directors requested that the evaluation teo. m nct

interview t'ersonnei from the industries they had worked with.

-:.12 t ,
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Some projects made specific institutional changes as a result of the

project experience. For example, Dayton University changed its require-

ments for a Bachelor's degree and instituted a new admission

procedure for its Late Entry program.

An additional benefit seen by these institutions was the sim-

ulation of faculty to explore innovative methods of instruction for the

nontraditional student, as.well as the opportunity for both the faculty

and students to interact in a more relaxed and less competitive atmos-

phere.

Summary

The analysis indicated that about 75 percent of the completers

halie found jobs or entered graduate school, and most of the participants

indicated that the employment was a direct result of project participa-

tion. Another 20 percent reported actively looking for a job. Most

participants expressed satisfaction with the project and rated the

project staff and curriculum highly. It appers that the projects

offered a good opportunity to update science skills. The needs of this

special population impacted every area of project implementation, and

the lack of expertise with and knowledge of reentry women accounted for

many of the problems most projects faced.



6. THE NECESSARY CONDITIONS
FOR PROJECT SUCCESS

In this section, the elements identified as critical for a

successful project are presented to(assist in the design and imple-

mentation of future programs. Some of the necessary elm-Its were

derived from statistical analysis of the survey data, while others

were identified from subjective comparisons of successful and unsuc-

cessful projects.

Necessary Conditions

The Career Facilitation projects may be characterized in two

ways. First, the project may be characterized.as focusing on updat-

ing existing sk
1

ills or retraining in new skill areas. Five schools

retriined participants, 13 projects updated skills, while two did

both. Secondly, each project may be characterized in terms of short-

range objectives and intermediate-range objectives as illustrated

in Table 5.2 and project components, Table 5.1.

A canonical correlation of project components and objectives

showed that when participant employment was used as the outcome mea-

sure, several characteristics of successful projects were identified.

First, both the employment rate and the completion rate were signifi-

cantly higher for the projects oriented toward retraining than for'

the projects,oriented toward updating skills (p < .05). Further,

the engineering and computer science project participants had higher

employment rates than those in chemistry or mixed field focus projects

(p < .05).
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Projects which had internships had a significantly higher

employment rate than those that did not (p < .05). Internships pro;.-

vided a valUable practicum experience and were a source of financial

assistance to the participants.* Projects used them at varying times

and for varying durations. One project had the participants in class

in.the morning and at inturnships in the afternoon. Others used

blocks of two to four months for internships, either on a full- or

part-time basis, and most projects scheduled internships late in the

project. No project reported difficulty in obtaining these industrial

internships. On the other hand, the iwt computer science projects

used indiVidual research projects as a practicum component. In an

applied field, with a high demand for graduates, a practicum may

easily substitute for an internship.

To determine if project objectives could account for differ-

ences in employment rates, the projects were classified by the number

of employment-related objectiVes stated in the proposal. The analysis

showed that the number of job-oriented objecttves.significantly pre-

dicted the employment rate of the project participants (p < .05).

Finally, the analysis showed that longer project duration was signifi-

cantly correlated with higher employment rate (p < .05). All of

these components, highly correlated with employment, tended to occur

together. Since project that were focused on retraining were most

often in engineering, had internships, and a longer training period,

the contribut4on of each of these factors in producing a high employ-

ment rate cannot be isolated.

*Some of the engineering projects reported that the participants

received about $1,000 per month for their internships
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In addition to A focus on engineering and computer science

and the inclusion of internships, a clear project design,* including

a theoretical framework, specific expected outcomes and measures, and

a detailed evaluation plan, is another necessary condition for a suc-

,cessful project. A well designed project can be more easily imple-

mented, evaluated, and is more useful to NSF. A well conceived,

souud design provides the basis for smooth implementation and insures

that adequate forethought and planning is done prior to project incep-

tion.

A strong counseling component is also needed for a successful

project. For the reasons identified in Chapter 3, group and indivi-

dual counseling needs will be strong. These should be planned for

with the help of a staff member experienced in working with both mature

reentry women and job placement. Nontechnical assistance to the parti-

cipants will need to range from the practical (resume preparation,

interviewing skills), to the supportive (role models, discussion of

family conflicts), to behavior modification (development of a posi-

tive self-image, career awareness, and goal setting). Another impor-

tant need for the participants is the development of a professional

i.dentify.

It is important for institutions to have the necessary capa-

bilities for responding to the needs of this population, and project

staff should have expertise and professional experience in educational

programming/counseling for this population. If not, some unit of the

institution having this capability should be used for consultation,

e.g., personnel from a reentry program elsewhere in theinstitution

may be used. Most importantly, project directcrs should anticit

tie special problems and needs of the partici7ants.

12/
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*Given the responses of the science educators, the "experi-

mental" nature of the program should be continued, e.g., one of the

few elements enhancing the professional benefits of project direc-

tion accrued from its experimental nature.

I r)
1. .$)
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.Despite the recommendation for a strong counseling component,

it should be remembered that the participants did not always receive

the counseling activities with enthusiasm. Many resented a "condes-

cending" attitude on the.part of project counselors who led values

clarification workshops. The most specific and practical of the coun-

seling activities appeared to be.the ones best received, i.e.,.prac-

tical interviewing skills, resume writing, etc, Nevertheless, the

attention to the nontechnical needs of reentry women should be planned

for and implemented with feedback from the participants.

A clearly formulated management plan, with definite guidelines

for delegation of responsibilities, is also needed for project success.

The project director should not try to be all things to all people, i.e.,

recruiter and selector, adMinistrator, teacher, counselor, evaluator,

job placement coordinator. Most projects found it useful to have the

majority of the teaching done by personnel other than the project director,

while a part-time counselor designed and implemented the nontechnical

components. Many projects found a part-time secretary/administrative

aide essential.

Clearly stated goals of knowledge gain should be developed.

Although problematic in a few projects, directors should focus on the

adademic component in terms of expected knowledge gain, instead of

providing a jumble of quick review.. Too often with the "smorgasboard

approach," the women appear to end up less confident and more confused.

Courses should stress problem solving, an area where reentry women are

traditionally weak. A week-of "review of review" is also helpful in

crder that the participants can see the whole picture of what they 1-.c.1':e

learned.
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A well researched job market projection is necessary in order

that the appropriate disciplines; internships. and employment fields

may be identified. The projecr directox should not rely,on the national

estimates of the under-utilization of women,scientists to demonstrate

the need nor pn national figures to demonstrate job opportunities. Each

project plan should contain an analysis of the local job market for

graduates in a particular field derived from local industr.* Data on

local unemployment in the scientific fields, growth, and turnover in

the major scientific industries, and the 4egree and experience level

required by potential employers should be included.

Another important factor in a successful project is adequate

lead time for recruitment, selection, and course development. At least

six months should be allowed for publicity and recruitment in a first-.

time iiroject. Most project directors undetestimated the time and energy

.needed for this phase of the project. Three elements influence the need

for this lead time: (1) Since the nature of the project is different from

the academic norm, a market needs to be identified and promotion done,

such as when a new product is introduced on the commercial market. (2) Many

of the women need time to reorganize their lives so,that they can participate.

Often they need time to make alternative family arrangements. Assisting

the women in making these arrangements and deciding whether the project

is right for them is also necessary. (3) Selection of the participants

proved to be much more difficult and time consuming than most of the project

directors anticipated.

MP.Nst of the 1976 projects were underbudgeted, it was evidenced

by the increase requested in the refunding proposals. Especially

underbudgeted were the areas of counseling and project administration.

*Required.in proposal.
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Many of the projects underestimated the need for secretarial/admin-

istrative time which is usually required for highly individualized

projects.. It was almost impossible to accurately'generate per par-

ticipant costs given the differences in the expected and actual

number of participants, the differences in start-up costs, unreim-

bursed faculty time, cost-sharing and overhead rates, anu course

offerings. Consequently, no "average" cost per participant can be

given. However, judging from the range of costs by almost any

method of calculation (from about $374 to about $8,800 per partici-

pant by one method of calculation), cost per participant.was not

related to project success. SpeCifically, a full range of "per

participant" costs was covered within the most successful projects,

as well as within the least successful projects.

Promising Strategies

It was difficult to obtain conclusive and accurate infoima-

tion on some aspects of project design and implementation, either

because the projects themselves did not keep data, or the topic

was amenable to quantative analysis. However, because these are

areas of concert to every potential project, some comment is made

on certain of these areas in the following paragraphs, i.e., it is

a synthesis of important aspects.of project components and implemen-

tation strategies.

Strategies for partlgipant recruitment varied in design and

SUCCESS. Some projects found alumnae mailings to be useless: others

foand them to be effective, especially in small women's colleges.

Lai-2er coed institutions did not have as much success with this
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approach and had better luck with print mail. The best strategy
! i

may be to consult past project directors from the most similar in-

stitutions. A list of the percentage of completers, dropouts, and

current attendees recruited by each method is given in Table 6.1.

One recruiting source for several projects were the male

scientists' wives. Fifty percent of American university's parti-

cipants were married to men employed in the sciences. This"suggests

that informing male scientists could be a useful strategy. An.area

where women are traditionally employed in the sciences is.in,teaching,

and this has proved to be a large group of potential participants

for some projects. One method of participant recruitment which has

proved not useful is contacting employers. Apparently, employers

are not interested in providing participants for fear the women will

not return to the company upon campletion of the project.

Effective participant selectiOn was problematic for many

project directors. A list of indices that did not serve well as

predictors of achievement can be given, including past grades (ex-

cept math) and letters of recommendation. The use of a professional

experienced with reentry women in both the design of the application

.
form and the evaluation of applicants may be*helpful. Many projects

relied upon personal interviews for the screening of applicants.

This task takes time, and may not be necessary fOr all potential

participants, but only for the borderline cases.

The absence of a mathematical background, eapecially for the

computer science prpjects, was reported o be a good predictor of

participants who would have trouble. An inadequate mathematIcs back-

ground often meant difficulty with fast technical and quartitativE-

review and learning which resulted in project attrition.

11)
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TABLE 6.2. METHOD OF RECRUITING

CurrentPercent
,

.

Completed Dropouts Attendees
,

Friend 21 20 25

,

A1u7Ini News
.

12 12 8

Newspaper Article 28 27. 30

Newspaper Ad 15 14 ,16.

Radio 1 3 0

Magazine 3 4 1

School Bulletin Board 3 5 4

Direct ContaCt 16 16 19
,

Other .1 3 1
?
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, One method used"for publioitf, recruirment arid.

selection' Vae the introductory..conference. Such a conference may

be especial* helpful in establishing motivation and a realistic

expectation.on the part of potential participants, as well as provi-

ding counteling rega'rding 'the pioblems of reeritering,

goals and values, and increasing awareness pf available support

systems. At least ond'of the projects reported a great deal of

success in including theparticpants' families in these initial

activities.

One important aspect to be considered in prOject implmmenta-

/ tion is'the heterogeneity of the participant's selected. While the,

evaluation staff disagreed..among themselves on this issue, parti-

cipants felt the heterogeneity made for a less satisfactory project.

Certainly participant heterogeneity presented logistical and instruc-

tional problems for the project directors, e.g., it xs.7as difficUlt to

meet the needs presented.by the differing ,backarounds. On the other hand,

participant heterogeneity opened the.opportwaity to greater uuml:,ers of

qualified and talented women and may, in the long run, strengthen

the project by increasing the diversity among participants.

A problem-solving approach to updating Science skills appears

to be the best instructional emphasis. Becagse many of the projects

are so intense, absolute knowledge gain may be short-lived. The

participants needed confidence i their ability to work at a subject

which they had left ton some time. To establish this confidence,
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the'best approach appeared to be teaching the participants to use

the tools of the field --both.its instruments and theor7. In ,

additicon, most project directors foUnd that some review and remedial'

work was necessary.during the first phasekof the project.

,

Several projects used self-paced teaching materialc. One

interesting,exa le which can demonstrate the pros arid cods of thiS

approach is the.Dayton project. One half.of the participants (chemical

engineering).received lectures in a traditional format, while the

other half (electrical engineering) used,self-paced techniques. the
a

chemical students talight by lecture showed high anxiety thrOughout the

project.- The iegular testing and homework assignments increased fears

of failure and test anxiety, instead of reinforCing success and lessening

anxiety. The only dropouts in the project occurred in this group. On

the other hand, it was this group of students.who,felt .hey had really

accomplished something at the end of the project.-
:

4
The students using self-paced methods seemid to have lowe;

stress and anxiety during the project. Several students who needed

constant attention and reassurance were identified through the seli-

paced course and received that assistance. Because of the less

structured approach, less additional counseling wss needed in the

beginning. However, ,these students fir4shed the project with a lower
0

overall level of confiaence in theix accomplishments than students

taught by lectures. 4

One hazard of self-paced instructional techniques is that

some participants, more accustomed to the traditional lecture format,
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may resist these "new-tangled" techniques. The resistance may be

partially attributed to faculty 4,nsensitivity to the anxiety level

of the participants. The faculty may have sat-back and expected

the participants to approach them with problems. 1.f the self-paced

technique is to be effectiVe, the instructor may need to take a

more formal and active role *Ilan with regular undergraduates, and

personally monitor the students' progress and meet collectively

with them every class period for a few minutes of discussion/explana-

tion. .This mix of personal attention and self-paced instructiom

may be complementary and used concurrently.

Most projects developed special courses for the participants

and separated the participants from the regular students. Several

major benefits can be attributed to this approach.

First, the participants as a group and as individuals can

be more easily monitored and problems more easily spotted and corrected.

Second, the participants usually formed'a.solid support network for

each other to handle both.acgdemic and.personal.adjustment prOLlems.

This was especially . .c.ant in the more intense projects and was

the factor most often sighted by project directors as helpful in

reducing attrition.

However, those projects integrating their participants in

regular undergraduate or graduate courses stressed the confidence

building aspect of this integration. The participants had more faith

in an evaluation (grAde) for them in comparison with "the kids"

than in comparison with eael other. One project director who used

both integrated and segregated classrooms, commented that she

had the "best of both worlds" in her project. Although total integratitm
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May not be advisable because separate classes are effective in anxiety

reduction, some mix of integrated and separated classes may produce the

best long-range results.

* Host participants favored a part-time schedule over a full-time

one. Many participants needed to Support themselves and their families

wniie participating in the project. Thus, many of the long duration

full-time projects posed financial hardships,on the participants. Several'

participants commented that providing tuition was not enough and financial

support was also needed.* They further commented that the project design

showed little concern for the problems of all ready working women.

Although part-time scheduling allows participants to continue

in thelv LUrrent job, a major reason for attrition across projects was

WOMAAll who tried to work part-time, study part-time, and be a mother

part-time. Similarly, the full-time approach had the benefit of full

immersion and prepared the participants for a full-time commitment that

may later be required.

Surprisingly, the project directors who reported child care

problems were those that had evening sessions. Child care seemed to

be easier to obtain in the daytime when school-age children were in

school.

The trend in the projects was to grant some official recog-

nition of participants' completion; For most projects, credit was
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*Nsr responded to this need by providing some allowance for

financial support of the participants to the project directors.

Individual projects have also attempted to secure outside support

for participants. For example, New York Polytechnic Institute has

secured several commitments from private corporations to sponsor

participants by providing financial support.
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granted on a graduate level. One project awarded the participants-a

second B.A. degree upon successful completion of project course work,

one project prepared the students for the Engineers In-Training Exam,

0

an entry'level test for engineers, and most projects granted certificates

stating the number of course work hours completed: 'There are several

compelling reasons to grant formal institutional credit for project

completion. First, the granting of institutional credit helps to

integrate the project into the college.or university.. Second, credit

allowed the participants to compete on an urto-date basis with recent

graduates. Finally, many participants expressed anxiety about the

400tential results of their efforts. Credit or a degree upon project

completion is desirable.

Two projects offered.technical writing courses and participants

responded enthusiastically to the courses. The courses were also well

received by potential employers. Other projects might experiment with

this type of technical writing course.

About half of the projects used an industrial advisory board

.to review their project plans and advise them regarding curriculum.

The industrial advisory board also helped to provide internships, factory!

plant tours, personnel to lecture on special topics, etc. The presence

of an industrial advisory board did not appear to impact project out-

come but only to reflect the personal style of the project director.

In some projects an industrial advisory board may prove to be a useful

tool, while others way not want or need this formal structure.

Projects reported mdxed results with industrial representatives,

some were good and some were recruiters in thin disguise. Advance
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screening of(outside personnel, either through interview or presenti-

tion to staff, seems advisable.

The NSF evaluation of the early projects concluded that the

"location of projects is critical if they are to obtain adequate numbers

of participants." The report goes on to say:

Location of projects is clearly a critical variable. To

be successful, the project must be located in an area where

there is a substantial number of women with science training,

and a large number of potentia2 employers. There were

exceptions;.some WM= traveled to projects from a great

distance, However, most participants are going to be from

the immediate'area of the project, and it is essential

that the area be able to pravide the necessary participants

if the projects are to be successful. The implication is

that most of the Career Facilitation projects should be

located in urban areas. (Xatzenmeyer 1978)

However, on the basis of an additional year of evidence,

location does not adequately explain all of the variance in an applicant

response. For example, one 1976 project had trouble with participant

recruitment, while a 1977 project in the same location had the must

applicants of any project. Consequently, although the condition stated

in the NSF report that an urban loCation with potential participants and

employers is certainly useful, the location does not insure success in

recruiting applicants.

The status of the project director did not appear to be

important in project success or its institutionalization. Rather,
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the important variable appeares to'be an institutional or departmental

commitment to serving the needs of reentry women. Of course, if the

project director was a dean, this commitment was more explicit. But

the status of the project director was not necessarily an indicator of

institutibnal/departmental commitment.

When the commitment to reentry women existed and the project

was successful, the status of the project director increased.

If the project director was a woman, one project outcome.was to directly

improve at least one waman's visibility and credibility in the scientific

and academic community.

If the project director is an established, high status member

of the institution, he/she can often avoid or alleviate bureaucratic

bottlenecks and expedite exemptions and special waivers needed for

these projects. If a high status member of the institution has Some

level of participation, many of these advantages can be realized in

spite of a low status project director.

The best combination of departmental sponsorship may be

represented by a joint arrangement between the science department

and the continuing education center. The science department provided

credibility to the project, both to the participants and the employers,

while the continuing education center provided many of the support

services, such as counseling and job placement necessary for the

women. In addition to joint sponsorship between the science department

and the continuing education center, many other departmental arrange-

ments might be explored and may be highly successful.

1 II
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Although none of the projects utilized a campus based women's

center, ekperimental projects using women's centers and science depart-

ments is recommended (cf. Chapter 12). The Women's centers contacted

by the evaluation effort.expressed considerable interest in meeting the

needs of reentry women scientists-although they felt they had little

resources to do so. Lowever, many participants do not consider themselves

as "feminists", and may be offended by the general approach and philosophi

of the women's centers. If women's centers are to be incorporated into

the program design, the impact of their public "image" should be watched

closely.

Project Institutionalization

All of the projects which applied for continuation funding

were required to submit plans for project institutionalization. The

plans varied from project to project, but all plans addressed two.issues:

participant support and project support/administration.

.t 1
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Project support and administration took i.wo directions, either

continued separation or integration into the regular academic programs.

Several projects plan tn continue their programs asiseparate programs

within the university specifically for this population. Lsually, tuition

would be charged and, at the minimum, credit granted. One estimate of

the tuition charge was $1,000 per student for the program. The faculty

would be supported either by the institution or outside funding would be

sought. Dayton University plans to integrate the project into their

. other late entry programs. Chestnut Bill plans to continue the project

under the superviSion of the Continuing Education Center. Dayton and

several other projects plan to secure industrial sponsorship for the

projects.

The other projects plan to integrate the project into their

regular science curricula. American University plans to list the

courses in their catalogue, Austin intends to set up a program to

retrain students of all ages in computing, and New York Polytechnic

plans to videotape tae saort courses so that the entire course is

available on an individual basis for any student. These projects

plan to have the administrative and faculty costs paid for by the univer-

sity and charge tuition to the participants. In the projects taking the

integration approach, the participants will be either entirely self-paced

or integrated into the mainstream of the university.

The approaches are diverse to provide for participant support.

nost projects recognize the need for this support based on their 1976-76

e::perience. %any projects are expanding t'aeir internship programs to

provide sufficient income for the participants, and others will offer

rac..uate assistantships in the department, New Yorlf. Polytechnic has
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.already had some success in acquiring industrial support, as has DaytOn,

and Uount Holyoke. Other projects Plan to solicit special fellowships or

special grants to cover tuition and living expeqses. Finally, all,projects

reported investigating the possibility of 'providing low interest loans.

The panel (cf. Chapter 11) expressed skepticism about these

plans. First, they questioned if any projects would actually be'

institutionalized and, if so, in wtat form(s)? A, rAjor concern to

the panel was the possibility that the institutionalized form would no

longer address the unique needs of this group, such as the heed for peer

support. A review of the prbjects and panel comments suggested that the

probability of instlitutionalization is increased by a match cf projert

goals with institutional/departmental goals and cOmmiiments.

Summary

Several project elements wtich frequently occurred together were

statistically related to high employment rates for participants. 'These

eleMents focused on retraining women to either engineering or computer

science, the presence of an internship or practicum experience, training

for longer than six months, and the presence of a large number of

employment-related objectives in the proposal. More subjective elements

critical to project success appeared to be a well-formulated project

desikn, including a clear management plan and a strong nontechnical com-

ponent comprised of career and perAonal counseling, definite goals for

knowledge gain, knowledge of the local job market, adequate lead time

for participant recruitment and selection, and a realistic budget.



Pther promising implementation strategies were discussed.

The strategies included suggestions for .particApant recruitment and

selection (an introductory conference) and for instructional techniques,

such as the use of a problem-solving approach, self-paced instruction,

the integration of participants with more traditional students,

scheduling, child care, granting degrees or credit, an industrial

'Iadvisory board, project location and leadership, and departmental

cooperation. The

of NSF funds were

t,

project's plans for institutionalization in the absence

also described and'either emphasized integration into -

other university programs or continued special status.



7. CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS OF FACTORS AFFECTING THE
SUCCESS OF CAREER FACILITATION PROJECTS

Contextual analysis is a technique adapted from operations

research that attempts to examine the factors external to a project

that influence its outcome, a systematic enumeration of the

legal, political, and social characteristics (Context) in which the

projects operate. The analysis attempts to identify those character-

istics affecting program success and failure, and to determine whether

program conceptions and ideals may flourish in any given environment..

The contextual analysis presented in the following tables

represents a "think" piece. It is by no means complete, i.e., although

the, more obvious and potent factors are identified, many lesser ones

have been. neglected.

A glance at Tables 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4 indicates that economic

factors will have the most critical impact on project success. Specifically,

individual economic factors.will influence-project participation since a

woman may decide to reenter the job market on the basis of the cost of

the educational transition and the potential economic gain. Availa-

bility of jobs for completers will influence participant satisfaction

and the future recruitment of participants. On the other hand, if

the supply of personnel was extremely limited, the program might not

be necessary, as women would be able to obtain employment easily.

Forecasts regarding the future of economic factors influencing .

121
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TAbLE 7.1. SOCIAL FACTORS AFFECTING CAREER FACIOTATION PROJECTS

Soclal FtactOrs

Quality of '
Impact on History/Future

Information Project Trends

,.\

1, giMovement mature %o- avaquate
man to labor force

t. *WoMtn's traditional
status/women's move-
ment

inadequate

aceouate

Movement will have.
Positive impact on 1

project recruitment

History or tradi-
tion has negative
effect on project
participation

Implications
For Action

4

Irolica"m
tor Eve

Numbers'increasing Increase number of

rapidly and will programs

continue to increase

Trend away from

tradition continue
at decreased pace

Dncreesec fertility, Fertility rate will

All increase cemano continue to decrease

for projects

4. /ncreased life.soer good Longer life/worK lnLreased lifespan

of women years increases will continue to

demand for projects thcreast

5. *Attitudes c'
husbane/children

6. Lack of mocility

7. Increased divcrce
rates

inadequate

inadequate

adeouate

Prestige c science adequate

in society

.9. Historical relatior-
ship between acace-
mia and industry

10. Historical prestige
of "women's' pro-
grams

:1. Historical invcive-
mer.t c'-wcmen ir

aominlstratior

Liberal attitudes
will increase oe-
mend for projects

Lack of mobility
will decrease par-
ticipation

More divorced wo-
men seeking emolc1'.
Will increase de-
mand for projects
Decreasing prest:ge unknown

of science will ce-
crease demand for
projects

Include discussions
of traditional roles
of womendeal with
conflicts/guilt

Judge met. acatnst

numers currentb,
wishing to reenter

Deternine wtether
target pcoulation
has tred'tional
attiUdes

44SCSee
4

Attitudes will con- C'fer discussions cf Estinte 'a-ily dif-

tinue to become ways of dealing with ficultits eqoJntere

slightly more liberal family cnanges by peilints

Mobility may increase
slightly but not

substantially

willbe.e0

Number of divorces Treat women as head Ex.rmirt le:stical

may increase of households proble.1 tead'of
house:old

inadequatn Lack of acadeTic
credibility to
industry

good

Unknown

Low prestige-will
No evidence of

affect project
change in prestige

credibility

900C Lack of experience Little evidence of

c' project directors chaNge
may nega-.1vely im-

pact projects

'Critical to project success

..

emmmr.

Projects offer degree) Exemine,irc.str;'s
use industrial persoro: view c' trelnihg

nel in planning ' programs

House projects with
status dept. arid/or

institutions ,

Extmine et'ect of
prestige factors

Provi4tZechni:L1 -ixamine tack;rpund
assistance to prcjett of prsject cArector-

directors
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TABLE 7.2. ECONOMIC FACTORS AFFECTING CAREER FACILITATION PROJECTS

Clualify.cf) Impact on 1 History/Future Implitation

Economic Factors information Project Irends for Action.

Imolication
farlvaluation

1. Sugply of SSE person, good
' nel

*Demand for SSE per-
Sonnel

adecuate

*tges c"aret for averap
SSE E7.-Ocyrent

Cost of ubstit.Jte gooc .

mother servicesicnic.
caret housewcrh, etc..

Cost of Education good

*Part-time/flexitine
jots

,

Supply considered
adequate-!negative
impact on projects

Supply has tradi7
tionally fluctuatec/
supply may *decrease

Emphasize projects
when supply drops

High unemployment Demand has tradi- Emphasize projects

re:es nave " .net.- -io-allv fluctuated/1 wnen tendra increases

Impact on projects demanc may increase

Increasec wages wil^ Wages have not showe4.. proects axtempt c

increase demand f1 gains,.sufficier.t to ;lace graCates in
offset infletion'projects

I

iCost has probablyGreater cost of
substitute lervices risen fester than
will diminish demand S&E wages

for pre,jects

Greater cost to Cost has steadily in

in6ividual will de- creaseo and will con

crease participa- tinue to do so,

inadequate UnavaiTability of Flexitime arrange-

part-time and flex- ments ma.y increase

itime jobs decreases in next few years
demand for projects

*Availability of fin- adequate
ancial support

cr.,

et. Availability
R&D support

11

Increase support
may increase de-
mand for projects,
but at least some
evidence that women
not take out loans

Scholarship avail-
ability for women
has been increasing;

Judge'hiring ratios
against current un
employment figures ;

in vicinity'

Judge hiring ratios
against current un-
employr4nt ir -"

vicinity

Evaluate Perce:tion
of Sta*tin; saltries,

web, payin; job
. evaluate current
stlaries

Project help tc
arrange inexpersiye
support systems for
participants

Financial incentive/
scholarships offired
to participants

Projects may make ex-
tensive effort to
locate part-time jots

*Projects might hel:

Participants obtain
financial assistance

probably will )1,-4;

continue to do so

Evaluate net economic
gain of tFT:oyment

Estimate economic
status of target

population

Estirete nu-ber of
target coo:la:Ion
only willing to work
part-tire

Estimate fmrar.tial
sacrifice 4cr.er are

willing to make

good Availability.of Availability of R&D Projects sold to in- Examine PAD fe:ing

traditional RLD continue at sane 6' stitutions as alter- cf department

may decrease inter- level or decrease native 7neans cf

est in sponsoring support

projects

'
Critical to Project saccess

-5)



Cauca tiooal/

Knowledge Factors

1. Size of educational
enrollment

2. Faculty support for
members

3. Increase mature fe-
male enrollment in
coll ge/community
col,14Eqes

hil.-itate of technologi-
cal advancment

"). Patr, of theoritical
(-Ovum elliont

TABLE 7.3. EDUCATIONAL FACTORS AFFECTING CAREER rAC1LITAT ION PR(lLCtS

Quality of
Information
About the Fa

tor

6. Nuinhor of wown's
(ontinuing education

/. Indn.frial training
prutirAmc

1

i (.,11 t) project, s

good

good ,

good

average

average

11Y
Impact on

- Project

'History/Future
Trends

Detreased student
enrollment means
institutions more
receptive to non-
traditional student

Decline will prob-

ably continue

Decrease in number Decline will prob-

of faculty supportel ably tontine

by institution may
increase-interest i

projects
Increased number of
women will have a
positive impact--
more support for
women's programs in
general
High rate of change
will increase need
for projects

High rate of change
will increase need
for projects

inadequate Positiv2 impact--
women's centers hell
meet needs of women
and advocate women'
issues

inadequate Good in-house train
ing programs should
reduce the need for
projects

ICCCSS.

Trend of increase
will probably ton,
tinue

Trend of rapid
change will continue

Trend or rapid
change will continue

The number of center.
) and services offered
will probably con-
tinue to increase

No evidence that
programs exist for
this population

Implications
for Action

Implications
For Evaluation

Offer projects as way
to increase enroll-
ment

Offer as support for
faculty members

Examine role of
column I ty colleges
housing in projects

Incorborate most re-
cent technological ad
vances in CF courses

Incorporate most re-
cent advances in CF
courses

Projects may want to
coordinate more close-
ly with centers

Make projects comple-
mentary to industrial
training programs

Oen.,

110 1011111

See if schools apply-
ing for funds are
suffering decrease
enrollment

Estimate faculty,
status of principle

investigators

Examine whether CF
institutions have
other programs for
mature women

Judge course content
for currency, adap-
tability

Judge course content
for currency, adap-
tability

Evaluate services
already provided

Examine industrial
training programs r.,



Legal/Political
factors

1. *Affirmative Action
legislation/programs

2. Kennedy Bill

3. Bakke Decision

4. litle IX

5. Age Discrimination
Laws

6. Development of new
Depart. of Fducation

7. Political pressure'
brought by women's
qt ()ups

n. Proctiqo of program
within UM:

9. I_RA pas!,age 1. 5 i

*Critical to project suc.

1 la .

TABLE 7.4. LEGAL/POLITICAL FACTORS AFFECTING CAREER FACILITATION PROJECTS

NaliTY of
Knowledge
About the
Factor

inadequate

good

inadequate

good

inadequate

inadequate

inadequate

inadequate

adequate

:ess.

Impact on History/Future
Projects. Trends

Affirmative action
legislation increas
marketability of
project graduates

Positive effect on
projects, even if
not passed, increas
interest & awarenes
of CF programs

Probably negative
impact on projects

Slightly positive

Slightly positive

Unknown

Positive effect on
projects

flegativ..? effect on

projects

FRA defeat will neg
affect projects

Affirm, action com-
pliance has not been
good/activity will
likely decrease in
next few years

No current efforts to
pass bill to date, bu

may increase in next
two years

Reporting/self eval .

not currently being
conducted by industry

fforts will be dir
octed toward ERA pas-
sage next few years,
currently no lobby
for women scientists

Implications
for Action

Implications
for Evaluation

Present cr (rograms to
industry as means of

meeting affirmative
action goals

Examine affirmative
action Ooals of StE
industry

)btain data on age
wactices in hiring

n S&E industry

OM
Iv, I

- .,/
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S&E employment are unreliable at best; however, with the exception

of engineering and computer science, the demand does not look

encouraging for most scientific fields.

The other factor critical to project success identified in

the contextual analysis is the participant's perception of herself,

i.e., that her own needs and ambitions are as important as those of

her family. This perception has been fostered by the women's move-

ment. Although the political visibility and gains of women may slow

in.the coming years, women and their families will probably continue

to alter their perception of women's roles, and the demand for prepara-

tion for reentry programs will increase.

1 (7



S. OTHER EXISTING PROGRAMS FOR

REENTERING SCIENTISTS

\

DRI proposed,to assess selected non-NSF sponsored programs

similar in objectives to the Career Facilitation Projects. The identi-

fication of the projects was part of the needs assessment. 'Locating

and describing the programs would indicate what options and alterna-

tives are currently available to women with backgrounds in science

who wish to reenter graduate school or the labor force, i.e., what

needs are now being met. Knowledge of t1;e current alternatives

separates the activities of the Career Facilitation Program that overlap

with existing programs from its unique contributions and services. This

can indicate to NSF the type of programs that are the most needed

and have the greatest potential impact. It was anticipated that an

examination of non-NSF sponsored projects Wht identify viable

strategies also capable of accomplishing NSF objectives. This

examination may produce information enabling NSF to develop more

effective project strategies.

The basic objective of'the Career Facilitation projects is

reentry or career change. The discontinuous work pattern of women that

makes reentry necessary or desirable is only beginning to receive

noticeable attention; still there have been several massive efforts

directed at career change and job reentry in our society prior to the

new consciousness of women.

One major career change effort attempts to employ unemployed

welfare recipients, These large programs, usually sponsored by the

127
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Department of Labor (CETA), typically,provide vocational testing,

skills training, and job placement. The programs haVe been primarily

aimed at women or men without a college education and have not been

notably successful, probably due as much to structural incentive and

motivational factors as the training itself.

A second example of retraining programs involved engineers

(Aerospace Employment Projects 1914). During the downturn in aerospace

employment in the '60's, thousands of highly trained engineers were, .1

unemployed. The government offered specialized programs to retrain these

engineers in areas where the demand was greater. These programs were

unsuccessful for motivational reasons. In many cases the engineers were

not willing to leave theirspresent location or the engineering profession

and did not apply for the programs. However, these programs probably

produced the most sucrfessful cases of career change; many ex-aerospace

engineers applied their talents in project management to education,

poverty, and other social programs (Lantz and West 1974)..

There are currently two highly successful examples of career

transitions both involving large numbers of military personnel.

Carol Shaw, Assistant Dean at the University of Dayton, points

out (personal communication 1978) that the GI bill is the largest

reentry program in history, supporting the training necessary for

millions of veterans to obtain civilian jobs. There are at least

two obvious reasons why this program is successful. First, it has

built-in financial incentives for training, above the cost of the
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education. Second, it has been in existence long enough to possess

visibility; personnel can plan on using it from the onset of their

military service.

Military personnel who retire from active duty in the prime

of their years often initiate a second career. Although the individuals

do not have special assistance programs (other than comfortable pensions)

their "career change" is something most of them contemplate and plan

many.years prior to its occurrence. Very few women have been retrained

after separation from military service and very little knowledge

accrued on effective procedures.

In its examination of alternative programs, DRI concentrated

on programs specifically designed for woben with backgrounds in

science. The present Career Facilitation Programs have two distinct

components; science education programa and women's programs. Cottinu-

ing education programs for scientists and engineers and continuing

education programs for women were examined and are discussed in the

following sections. .

Three procedures were used to identify programs with objectives

similar to the Career Facilitation Program, i.e., programs designed to

'assist women to reenter the labor force or graduate school. These

methods included a literature review, a mail survey and networking.

In conjunct!on with other "women's projects," DRI has main-

tained an extensive library on training activities for women, including

federal reports, newsletters and magazines. Approximately 50 sources
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were found that described programs thought to be similar in objec-

tives to the Career Facilitation Program.

DR1 surveyed women's studies departments to obtain information

on other programs. DR1 enclosed a cover letter on a mailing from the

National Science Foundation to 275 women's studies departments. The

letter requested the return of an enclosed post card if they knew

of any reentry program for women with backgrounds ih scie:ce. Abic;

35 responses were received; about half stated that they did not know

of ansuch programs. In addition, DRI and Associates for Research

in Behavior mailed a letter to 651 woMen's centers asking whether they

knew of any reentry programs for women with backgrounds in science.

Ninety-nine responses were received and over half of the respondents

were aware of such programs. Almost one-fourth of the letters wtre

i:eturned for incorrect or obsolete addresses. The Office of Opportunities

in Science of the American Association for the Advancement of Science was

developing a roster of programs for women in science. Although their

interest was not restricted to reentry women, all information they received

that appeared to involve programs for women already trained in science

was forwarded to DRI. Finally, a survey was also sent to 43 women's

groups and women's caucuses of scientific and professional organizations

asking them what activities they sponsored for women with backgrounds in

science, or whether they were aware'of any specific programs sponsored by

other groups. Eleven organizations responded but none knew of non-NSF

programs to update science skills.

'LT

St
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Each of the programs identified by the pail surveys were

contacted by telephone, and 'the respondent often suggested other

appropriate Programs or people. Approximately 55 programs were

identified in this manner.

In sum, more than 1,500 organizations were contacted by mail,

and more than 200 programs were identified. Those programs that were

judged to be relevant were contacted by telephone if insufficient

written inforiation was available on the program. About 150 telephone

interviews were conducted.

The.telephone intcviews involved questions abOut the nature

of the project, who was eligible for it, who spOnsored it, its duration

and/or continuation, its success rate, any evaluations they had con-

ducted, and other relevant parameters.

The most prominent fact about continuing education programs

in science or continuing education programs for womeeis that it is

very difficult to get a bird's-eye view. The women's projects form a

kind of "underground," where only small scattered pieces are visible;

where each is idiosyncratic to the environment and the project director.

They are often transitory, e.g., in the year between the publication

of a bibliography of centers and the mailing of our survey, almost a

quarter of'them had "gone out of business." In addition, there generally

seems to be a lack of awareness of other related programs on the part of

project personnel and there,is little federal or state coordination

of activity. The picture portrays the centers to be typical of true

grassroots movemenz:s. 1 similar difficulty was encountered in getting
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an overview of continuing education within industry--there appear to

be few generalizations but many specific programs or seminars.

Two major findings emerged' from our examination of these

programs: (1) there is virtually an Infinite number of them and the

number is growing, and (2) few are relevant to the retraining needs

of reentering women with backgrounds in science. Few special refresher

courses for unemployed scientists and engineers were-found. The few

identified were either specialized continuing education for already-

employed scientists,'sponsored by employers, or continuing

education programs designed for individuals not having,a bachelor's

degree.

Women's Continuing Education

Continuing education for women has become a signficant compo-

nent of the educational system, as evidenced by the more than 500

continuing education courses, services, and programs for adult women

offered throughout the country (Wells 1973).

The goals of continuing education programs for womdn have

tended to be very broad. They include attempts to; (1) pruviti academic

training, (2) provide personal enrichment and resolution of personal/

identity problems and (3) provide technical or interpersonal skills.

The programs examined by DRI varied considerably, dependant on

such factors as the expressed needs of the mature women in the area,

the special talents of interested faculty members or concerned community

leaders, or the demands of the local labor market.

The following types of elements eontained in different

combination.; in the cottinuing education programs were found:

1
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Group or individual counseling

%*

Most

Vocational.testing, career guidance and planning Most

Skills acquisition/academic training

tutorial assistance

literacy/catch-up course work

course content modified for adult students

part-time enrollment or limited course load 60
7

more convenient scheduling of courses

liberal provision for transfer of credits and/

Ifor a1ternat4ve study (credit for life experi-

ence, etc.)

credits by examination

independent study

at-home or media study 6.

paraprofessional skills training 46

Orientation seminars or workshops 55

Support groups/student organization 19

Comprehensive cal-eer change programs

Industrial training programs/internships

Network information centeis/job referral services

Job placement programs

Child care provisions 15

Financial assistance/referral
43

Consortium arrangements 13

.7
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*In order to determine the frequency with which the varying

program elements were available, we analyzed a report on continuing

education by the Department of Labor and tabulated the approximate

percentage of programs having that element (DOL 1971):

that the percentage was not given,

Blanks indicate
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Wells (1974) desctpes sevekal malor types of sttuctured women's ,

programs.that tncorporate combinations of emphasis and featurei.
,

These'are: comprehensive progrUMs (covering.many of the basic features

named above); general orientation courses, (providing in overview of

a

educational, employment, and volunteet opportunities along with some

counseling); study'toward completion of a badcalaureate degree (assiiting

former dropouts); part-time programs in graduate education; retraining

programs in specific fields; courses leading to Aemiprofessional work;

'and programs with innovative curriculum or educational practices.

Emerging programs appear to emphasize helping employed Women with career

development and advancement to managerial positions, new methods of

helping low-income women, andsconsortium'arrangements among some colleges

and universities to extend the benefits of programs.for women beyond

the scope of a single institution or location.

The survey of programs designed for reentry women.produced the

following conclusions:

,There are very few comprehensive programs.

Most are inadequately financed.*

. Most are not prestigious or even central to host-institutions.

There is little networking among projects, and no national

,)coordination of projects.

Most do not.offer direct financial aid to students, especially

partime students.

Geographic distribution is limited.

*Also conclusions of Bell, Bikson, Rich and Vuchitech (1976).

1
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Many female students are not aware of existing services

for women (Elliason 1978, Magill and Cirksen 1978).

There is almost no evaluation data available on the programs.*

Science Education

The survey of science education courses, either within universities

or industry, resulted in the following findings:

Almost no specific refresher courses in science are

offered either by industry or universities.

There are very few retraining/career change programs

for scientists.

lndustr..al science education and tuition reimbursement

programs are not available to nonemployees, and no company

expressed interest in providing technical skills to potential

employees.

Private sector employers tend to offer nonscience-

related continuing education courses.

4 A wide range of nontraditional or independent

study programs are available.

Summary

In our opinion, the National Science Foundation is providing a

unique service not available to the,women elsewhere at any cost.

Specifically, since regular credit courses do not update obsolete skills,

but start from an undergraduate baseline, updating skills in a particular

*Also conclusions of Bell, Bikson, Rich and Wuchitech (1976).
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might reql.iire several years of additional college or graduate

courses. Since retraining options *re not currently available outside

of the NSVprojects, updating may be as time-consuming as original

training. In our opinion, then, these programs should be viewed equally

as science education courses and women's programs.

A few examples of reentry programs most similar to the Career

Facilitation Program are given in Appendix D in order to provide infor-

mation about the diversity of programs and their content, and a list of

the project contacts by type of program made during the survey has

been compiled as a bibliography and is included in Appendix E.



9. EMPLOYERS SURVEY

One of the goals of the Career Facilitation Program is to assist

women scientists to enter or reenter the labor force in a degree-related

field after periods of unemployment or employment in a position not

related to their degree. Most programmatic efforts have focused on

preparing reentering women for participating in the labor force by;

(1) updating or upgrading technical skills, (2) training for job readi-

ness and (3) developing realistic perceptions of the work environment.

Little or no attention has been focused on understanding how

employers perceive the women reentering the labär force either by NSF

or by project directors. Understanding the strengths and weaknesses

attributed to these women and ascertaining how reentering women are

perceived relative to other applicants is important to improving the

preparation of women foL employment and to improving the effectiveness

of job seeking and job placement efforts.

Since the focus of the Career Facilitation Program is on the

women scientists and not the employers, a full-scale survey of employers

was not undertaken. However, a small sample of personnel officers of

companies employing scientists and engineers (S&E) were interviewed

by telephone. It was anticipated that the results of the survey might

be used to develop hypotheses concerning the necessary components in

programs to assist reentering womeri to make a successful transition

to the work environment,

10'7
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A stratified sample of 40-50 companies was randomly selected

on the basis of the Standard Industrial Classification, the size of

the campany and its geographic location. In order to complete the inter-

views, a total of 334 companies were contacted by telephone. Of the 334

companies contacted, .131 companies had too few employees to include in

the sample (less than 50), 92 companies did not employ scientists, 33

of the personnel
directors/managers refused to answer the questions,

31 of the personnel directors/managers were out of the office and 4

companies refused to provide some of the required information and were

excluded from the analysis. Forty-three interviews were completed. A

copy of the interview format is included as Appendix F.

In most cases, the interview was conducted with the personnel

director/manager who was responsible for hiring all company personnel.

In a few large companies the interview was conducted with the person

responsible for hiring S&E personnel and in a few small campanies the

interview was conducted with a Vice President of the company. Appendix

C shaws the names, sizes, and geographic locations of the companies

included in the survey.

Future Hiring

The average number* of S&E personnel hired during the previous

year by companies included in the sample was 11 (SD .--. +16). The maxi-

mum number of scientists hired by any one company during the previous

*These were logarithmically
transformed in fur:her analysis to

reduce the skew.
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year was 63. Twenty-three percent of the S&E personnel hired

during the preceding year had no employment experience as scientists.

The companies reported the average number* of applications received from

women entering the S&E job market later in life was 16 (SD = +88). Of

the scientists hired during the previous year, approximately 21 per-

cent had Ph.D.'s, 24 percent had master's degrees, 48.percent had

bachelor's degrees, and 7 percent had less than a bachelor's degree.

When queried regarding number* of scientists to be hired in

the coming year, the companies estimated an average of 9 (SD = +13).

The maximum expected number of hires by any one company was 50. Sixty-

three percent of the companies definitely anticipated hiring S&E personnel

in the coming year, 21 percent were uncertain as to whether they would

be hiring any scientists, and 16 percent did not anticipate hiring

any scientists. Of those anticipating hiring S&E personnel, 40 percent

anticipated hiring chemists, 33 percent anticipated hiring engineers,

21 percent anticipated hiring mathematicians and computer scientists,

19 percent anticipated hiring biological scientists and 19 percent

anticipated hiring some other type of scientist.

Employers' Perceptions of Reentry Women

The employers were asked to describe the strengths and weaknesses

of chose job applicants who are women entering the job market later in

life. Table 9.1 shows the percentage of the employers who attributed

each strength and weakness to reentering women. The data used to

*These were loearithmically transfo..-:ned in lurther analysis to

reduce the skew.
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TABLE 9.1. STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES ATTRIBUTED
TO REENTRY WOK= SCIENTISTS

Strenath

Percent of Sample

Attributing Characteristic

Maturity
42%

s:EDility 40;;

Career Orientation
30,

Desire to Achieve
21°,

Willingness tolearn

DON Know Strengths/No Comment 19%

Weaknesses

Outdated Skills
47%

Work Adjustment Problems 3X;

Older
9%

Noncareer Orientation
7%

Don't Know Weaknesses/No Comment 19%
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generatf this table were the responses to.an open-ended question. There--

4

fore/61y those attributes mentioned by employers are included in the

table.

The employers were also asked how job applicants who are women

scientists entering the job market later in iife differ from other

applicants for S&E positions. This question was also open-ended and

thus only those differences mentioned by employers are included.

Table 9..2 shows the percentage of,the.employers who mentioned each

difference.

A factor analsis of 12 attitudinal statements about job

applicants yielded two factors. One factor, a "male-female" factor,

accounted for 23 percent of the total variance and had an alpha co-

effecient of .73. The other factor, an "experience" factor, accounted

for 15 percent of the total variance but had an alpha coefficient of

.53. Although further analysis used the factor scores, the responses

to the open-ended questions were more informative and reliable and

outweighed discriminations made on the basis of the factor scores.

That is, perceptions of stability, career orientation, discussed

below, were more important than "male-female" distinctions.

Hiring Criteria

The preceding table indicates that specific

characteristics are attributed to women scientists attempting

to reenter the labor force. These attributes include both

strengths and weaknesses. It is particularly important to understand

1.:ether these perceptions influence hiring criteria and bellavior.

'' 1
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TABLE 9.2. DIFFERENCES ATTRIBUTED TO REENTRY
WOMEN SCIENTISTS AND OTHER APPLICANTS

Percent of Sample

Difference
Citing Difference

ReenteriAg women have more outdated skills 26p,i

Reentering women are elder

Reentering women are more career oriented

Reen:ering women are more insecure

Reentering women are more mature

No differences noted

Don't know/Can't say
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There was no significant difference between the attributes

that companies reported looking for in SigE personnel and the attri-

butes they thought reentering women scientists should have. In both

cases, the most frequently mentioned attribute was proper academic

background for jobs. The second most frequently mentioned attributes

were technical competence and work experience. Furthermore, there were

to significant differences between the distribution of education level

among scientists employed during the previous year and the education

level that they reported reentering women scientists should have.

These data would suggest that the employers are seeking the same

attributes f.n all potential employees and are not adjusting hiring

criteria in response to the unique attributes of reentering women

scientists.

The hypothesis that employers are seeking the same attributes

in all potential employees was further examined by analyzing the

reported hiring behavior of the companies. Thirty-three percent of

the companies reported having hired women scientists who were entering

the job market late in life.* Nearly all the reasons given for hiring

these women can be categorized by the description "met all the qualifi-

cations." Sixty percent of the employers reported that they had not

hired reentering women scientists during the past year. The reasons

given, in order of frequency, were; (1) that none had applied, (2)

the company had no openings and (3) the applicants lacked the Ilecessar)

skills. The remaining 7 percent of the companies did not know whether

any reentering women scientists had been hlred.

*Careful examination cf these responses in,Jicaced that al:: cf t'.1e

rentry women hired bac: recently completed so;7..e educatlonal courses.
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In combinatiOn, these data suggest that the most critical

variable in the decision to hire or not hire a reentering woman

scientist applicant is her educational preparation for the job. This

hypothesis is further supported by the data provided in response to

the perception of industry's role in training reentering women. The

most frequently suggested activities ware specialized, training for

industry, review/reiresher courses, general programs to better under-

stand industry and training in computer science. Only one person

suggested time management and organizational skills and only one person

suggested skills for personal presentation.

Forty companies answered questions on whether they had hired

any reentering women as scientists in the 'past and whether they expected

to in the future. These companies were divided into two groups;-(1)

those that hired reentering women and intend to hire them in the future

and (2) those who had not hireri. reentering women and may or may not

intend to hire them in the future. A discriminant analysis was used

to determine how the two groups differed.

The group that had hired reentering women and intended to in the

future was characterized as more likely to:

Hire people without job-related work experience.

Have a large rumbe- of reentering women as job

applicants.

Hire chemists.*

*This finding is probably an artifact of th, large 1)roor-

tion cf chemical firms sampled.

1:7
I

II0, I



Recommend that women do have science-related job

experience to make them more employable.

Perceive reentering women as having a desire to
r

achieve.

Perceive reentering women as stable.

Perceive reentering women as career-oriented.

Hire people with a master's degree or more education.*

Perceive that industry can help train reentering women.

The discriminant function generatea on data trom the 26 companies'

which had answered all the que'Stions was used to predict the classifca-

tion of all the 40 companiei, includihg ones that'had some missing

data but had complete criterion data. The function correctly classi-

fied 85 percent of the companies. This correct classification rate is

greater than the chance classification rate of 65 percent. This correct

classification rate would suggest that the characteristics listed above
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can be used to discriminate between those companies who might hire

reentering women scientists and those who probably would not. In addi-

tion, the analysis suggests specific efforts to change employer's attitudes

that might result in additional companies desiring to hire reentering

women.

In addition to the discriminant analysis, a correlational analysis

was run with all the behavioral and perceptual data from all the companies.

This analysis yielded the following significant relationships which may

have implications on future program design'

This fin,flng pro'oahlv an artifact of the 13r2c procr-

cf chemical firms sampled.



The companies that predominantly hire people wiih

.bachelOr's degrees want applicants to have job-

related experience.

The companies who predominantly hire people with more

than a bachelor's degree are large companies.

Summary

41.,,-
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The results of.the employers'survey have several implications

for program design which, merit furtheryexploration.

Those projects which accept women with bachelor's degrees and

which do not confer advanced degrees upon program Completers should

have cooperative arrangements with industry so that the reentering

women scientists have job experience. Further, those projects which are

not planning to integrate job experience into the project should probably

consider accepting only women with advanced degrees or should consider

completion of a master's degree as part of the required project curric-

ulum.

Before designing the curriculum, project staff should explore

with local indusery the educational requirments for employment and insure

ti,at all graduates can meet or exceed employers' educational requirements.

In addition, each project should explore with local industry what com-

ponents of training industry is willing to provide for reentering

women scientists.

In job seeking and job placement efforts, projects should attempt

to insure that du ates are perceived as: (1) having all educationalgr,

requirements, (2) having job-related experience (if possible) and (3)
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being stable and careerzoriented with a desire to achieve. This percep-

.tual attitudinal factor suggests both.specific attitudes the women may

learn to convey to employers as well as general attitudes that should

be encouraged in employer groups.



10. SCIENCE'EDUCATORS' VIEWS
OF CAREER FACILITATION PROJECTS

In order for the Career Facilitation Program to enjoy long-term w.

Asuccess through continuation of programs-for malure women without NSF

.
funding; the projects will have to be attrActive to and provide benefits

for the institution and its faculty, as well as to the participants.

iecause of this and the'fact that there has been limited response to the

solicitations* for projects, DRI undertook a survey of science educators

.and administrators Across the country .to determineLif.the respondents

were aware of the'solicitation and whether or not they would be interested

in.submitting, or encouraging another faculty member to submit, an appli-

cation for funding for such a program and why. In addition, the survey

asked their opinion of how running %such a program would contribute tn a

faculty member's tenure.

The survey questionuaire was sent to 200-colleges and Kliversities

representing every state ih the United States. The schools were selected

from the National Center for Educational Statistics' Education Directory,

1976-77 Colleges and Universities.

The selected sample represented a mix of publio and private.

schools, large and small schools and academic discipline of the inter-

viewee.- A breakdown of the surve sama91e selected is shown in 'cable 10.1.
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TABLE 10.1. SURVEY SAMPLE OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

Public Institutions 123

Private Institutions 77

Enrollment under 10,000 100

Enrollment over 10,000 100

200 200

Recipient: Engineering Deans 84

Arts and Sciences Deans 57

Science Deans 42

Directors of Special
Programs* " 1,

200

01.001Mens

*Incluees directors of Continuing Education, Lifelong

Learning, Women's Studies Programs, and Special Programs.

.-^-1

I . e

F
n1
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Although it was not possible to determine the specific schools

from which the surveys were returned, the questionnaire forms were coded

so that the category from which the response came could be identified.

The postcard survey form was accompaniecrby a personal leLter

to the recipient briefly explaining the Career Facilitation Program

and the rationale for the survey. The questions asked on the survey

included:

1. Lexe you aware of the rs.F. solicitation for programs

for mature women?

2. Would xou be interested in bidding this program or

encouraging someone on the faculty to bid it? Why

or why not?

3. Would running a women's science education project

contribute to a faculty member's requirements for

tenure? (very much, only a little, not much)

Of the 200 survey forms sent out, 86 (43 percent) were returned.

The questionnaires were returned in approximately the same percenigge

for each category as they were sent out.

Awareness of the Program

Responses to the first survey questiop, "Wcre you aware of the

NSF solicitation for programs for mature women?" showed that only 34 pe.r-

cent of all respondents were aware of the NS: solicitation, whilt ()A percent

were unaware of it. As shown in Table 10.2, engineerir4, dean:: the

only category of respondents where more had heard of the slictation

than not.

P4
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TABLE 10.2. PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS
AWARE ZA" CAREER 7ACILITAT1ON PROGRAM

Public institutions

Private institutions

Number
Respondina

Percent
Aware

56

30

32%

37%

Enrollment over 10,000 47 38%

Enrollment under 10,000 39 28%

Engineering deans 38 53%

Arts & Sciences deans 21 14%

Science deans 20 25%'

Directors of special programs 7 14%



Interest in Implementation'

The second survey qug!stion was: "Would you be-interested in

bidding this program or encouraging someone on the faculty to bid it?

Why or why not?" It is interesting that although the engineering deans

category was the only category of respondents where more were aware

of the sQlicitation than not, responses to the second question, given

in Table 10.3, showed that engineering deans was the only category

where more respondents were not interested in bidding the program than

interested in bidding (regardless of if they were aware of the solicita-

tion.or not). The percent of each category that was interested in bidding

for a project was approximately the same for respondents who were pre-

viously aware of the programs and for those who were not.

Reasons for not being interested in bidding on the program

were given by 30 of the respondents, many of whom cited Overal reasons.

With the exception of three .commenta cited only once, the comments

were easily grquped into four categories.

The most frequently cited reason, particularly among engineering

deans, was that the institution's student/faculty ratio was high with

the result that the faculty was overextended. These respondents felt

./-hat housing such a project a: their institution would create too much

of a burden on the faculty. The second and related reason cited was

that the institucion's facilities and resources were already overloaded,

preventing them from taking on a new project of this kind because of

lack of space.

Another trequent colle;ent was that the respondent's institution

was. located in an isolated rural setting which afforded a small or non-

-.

e%istent participant pool fron. which to draw for such a 7r..-.,ect, The

:ourth reasc-n cited cente?ed arc!ind th.:. belief :hat

I
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TABLE 10.3. INTEREST IN IMPLEMENTING CAREER
FACILITATION PROJECTS

Number of
Respondents

Interested
t in Bidding

Possibly Inter-
estedWould Like
More Informntion

Not

Interested

Public Institutions 56* 48% 13% 21%

Private institutions

t.

30 33% 13% 46% 4

Enrollment over 10,000 47 457. 13% 38%

Enrollment under 10,000 39 41% II% 44%

Engineering deans 38 34% 3% 63%

Arts.& Sciences deans 21. 52% . _14% 24%

Science deans 20 55% 20% 20%

Directors of special programs 7 29% 43% 29%

*Percentages apply to the specific categories where they are shown. These percentages do not

atways total 100% becnusc not all respondents answered the question.
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mature women with a B.S. to enter existing programs are already available.

ln other words, they did not see meeting the needt of th'ese women as a

priority.

Reasons for being interested in bidding such a program were

given by 24 of the respondents. Again, with the exception of three

comments that were cited only once, the comments were easily grouped

into three categories. The most frequently cited comment wio simply

that there was a need for this kind of project. The second most fre-

quent comment was that they and/or their institution had a strong

interest in, or commitment to, educating women. Finally, the fact

that this kind of project would provide a stimulus to the science

department or the institution to generate innovative approaches to

learning was cited as a reason for Interest in bidding.

JI

Contribution to Professional Development

The final survey question asked whether running a project

would contribute to a faculty member's requirements for tenure. Three

choices were given: very much, only a little, and not much.

respondents answering the question (85), 15 percent indicated

Of the

it would

contrib.,te "very much," 6 percent believed the contribution to tenure

was between "very much" and "only a little." "Only a little" and "not

much" were both chked by 39 percent of the respondents. The respon-

dents' comments to this question indicate that this question was fairly

narrow, difficult to answer, and required more information to be ade-

quately answered. For example, man:: respondents stated that it ma\

contribute positiely tenure considerations, prov4.ded the pro.'.ect

was a well-r= ex7erimenta1 investigatit,n ar.t: :hr.t nthLr

asnects of a fp.cultv member'E duties wer 117 tc standards. fc::owinv
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quote from one of the respondents typified the sentiments of many of

the respondents: "If the project director is an effective teacher and

conducts such programs in the mode ot educational research, then indeed

tenure would accrue to the project director. On the other hand, if

project directors are selected merely to provide an administrative

function for such programs, then it is most unlikely that a tenure

decision will reflect the ability of the project directors in relation

to the Career Facilitation Program."

Summary

Based on engineering departments' mushrooming enrollments in the

last few years that have not been accompanied by significant

increases in the faculty size, engineering faculties tend to be

overloaded and overcommitted. Given this situation, it is not surprising

4

that the majority of engineering deans respon, g to our survey showed

little or no interest in the Career Facilitation Program. In addition,

with large numbers of women now enrolling in engineering programs, many

in this field do not recognize any problems for women entering or

reentering the field. On the whole, respondents from this discipline

did not see many benefits accruing to the faculty or the institution.

The other disciplines (Arts and Sciences, Science, and Special Programs)

were more positive about the benefits of such a program.

These facts suggest that the NSF may attract more interest

an:1 long-term commitment to the Career Facilitation Program by redirecting

the sclicications to a wider, more diverse audience; especiall
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of the fact that almost 30 percent of those who were not aware of

the solicitetion showed sufficient interest in the program to request-

additional information.

Another interesting result of the survey showed that many of

the schools that had an interest in the program were located in

non-urban areas which do not generally provide a sufficient participant

pool. At the same time, these schools do not generally experience

overloaded campus facilities and overextended faculties due to very

high enrollments. It may be helpful for NSF to in the identifica-

tion of a national participant pool that cOuld be grouped geographically

to provide a larger base from which these isolattbd schools co,..ld draw*

participants. This may mean, however, that more of the participants

would require financial aid if it were necessary for them to relocate or

travel some distance to attend the project.

CP



11. PANEL REPORT

An 18 member panel discussed,DRI's evaluation andmade
t

recommendations regarding continuation and revision of the Career

Facilitation Program. Panel members included representatives from

scientific societies, industries employing scientists, women's

ccnters, a C.:.reer Fcii to Trcjcct 7rofr--

DR1 project consultants and staff members.*

The panel addressed topics and issues which might have a

future impact on women who choose to reenter/retrain in a 10ince

prJfession. .Panel members were also asked to make recommendations

concerning the future of the Career Facilitation Prograa.; including

possible program alternatives, future program design,.and sources

of funding.

Prior to the panel meeting, participants were sent a draft

copy of DKI's evaluation of the Career Facilitation Program. The

first session involved a discussion of the evaluation results. DRI

staff members presented a brief chapter-by-chapter mmmary. Following

each chapter summary, the panel members were asked to discuss the

data, its reliability and validity, and to identify missing informa-

tion.

The second sess,ion of the conference aLtempted to integrate

and summarize the evaluation fin2ing: and made the specific recommenda-

t-..ons given in this chapter. In addition to the issues outlined

*See Appendix H fur the :Lis: of panel meLbers.
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in the evaluation report, panel meMbers identified cud discussed

alternative approaches tor Career Facilitation Program. They recom-
-,

mended 'Jays NSF could'revise or expand evaluative and experimental

programs to determine the utility of the suggested strategies. The

panel members also discussed unresolved issues in current Career

Facilitation Projects; such as populations served, institutional

support and financial support/assistance.

The panel members did not reach a consensus on all issues.

The following is a description of the issues identified and the recom-

mendations relevant for the future dirwtion of the NSF Career

Facilitation Program.

Panel Findiass

The panel examined the explicit and implicit assumptions

by NSF in regard to the Career racilitation Program listed in Chapter 1

to decermine wiich slioulk; continue to servc assumilLionc of iu,urc

The panel felt that there is a demonstrable need for programs

to update the skills of women scientists. Specifically, the panel

agreed with the following assumptious:

Women are underepresented in science careers.

Science knowledge and/or skills become outdated in most

fields.

MDst scientists cannot or do not keep up with the

advances in their fields when chey ere not employed,

are underemployed or employed out of their tield.

I
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Most scientists are not able to gain employment in

science and engineering after a career break with-

ou.: some updating of skills.

The panel also felt that the Career Facilitation Projects were

'an appropriate intervention to address the need, although manSr felt

that this should not necessarily be the exclusive focus. Specifically,

they felt the following assumptions were valid':

Science updating for previously trained Women is an

important intervention for this group of women.

Updating of science skills may produce an increase

in the participation (4 women in'science if jobs

are available.

There is an adequate number of women with backgrounds

in. science to justify funding Career Facilitation

Projects.

There is an adequate-number of science and engineering

educators interested in and able to implement these

projects..

The projects, c* the. whole, may provide the assistance

necessary for the participants to reenter giaduate

school or employment, and Career Fac,ilitation Projects

may provide an ,educational experience.that.is acceptable

to employers and science and engineering departments.

A reasonable social and economic climate exists for

project success.
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Projects should be initiated only in scientific dis-

'ciplines and geographical areas in which job openings

are predicted.to occur.

Although the DRI evaluation found little evidence that4her

alternatives exist to accomplish NSF objectives for tIO target group,

many of the panel members fet that r:ofessional soc.:.ties offered a plied

and theoretical science courses that could serve to update knowledge

and skills.*

The panel hed greater diversity of opinion regarding many

0 specific procedures of project implementation. Remembering that the

panel considered'employment to be the long-range objective whether

or not the participant sought additional graduate education, most of

the panel felt that:

Mauy reentry women need information about the job

market and some vocational and personal counseling.

Many,reentry women need peer support.

Many reentry women have special scheduling require-

'ments.

Some wmen will relocate to obtain updating of science

skills.

Industrial i.nput is'important in establishing project

c'redibility to industrial employers.

fi centacta the professional societies in chemistry,

3:1d physics, and did DC:: find any dirt:y

Taterial tc. fullv 7,

L.nat as.:LpLed, is 1;
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Industrial internship's are an imporant educational

161'

experience for reentry to the labor force both fot

'the women and for industrial personnel.

Many panel members disagreed with the more general pals

expressed.in some of the current projecve Specifically, many felt

that:

Skills needed for reentry into,the job market are

different frOm those needed for reentry into graduate

school.

A distinction is needed on the project level between

those.participants who are.currently working, and

those who are not employed.

Emphasis should be placed not only on obtaining entry

into professional level jobs, but also"on advancement

, in the job--but not necessarily in the same project.

A:degree should be granted at the end of the project

whenever possible.

Participants snould have at least a moral commitment

and obligation to seek work or further education after

project participatiOn.

Financial assistance to participants should be distri-

buted on the basis of need.

Man'y'of the panel memb;irs felt that NSF should publicize the

problems, projects and findings in a more active way and that the

A

I
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channels currently used for'dissemination are not effective. ,Spec.ifi

cally, it was suggeited that:

,
NSF should, utilize new or additional channels to

disseminate information about reentry options for -

previously trained women scientists.

NSF should widely disseminate the results of the

current projects and the evaluation effcrt.

NSF should continue to monitor the progress of

the participants of the projects.

4t the end of the panel meeting, some important issues were not

resolved, either because.there was insuffic'ent time to addresS the

issue or because an agreement could not be reached. These issues

-EA included:

If NSF should deCide:to initiate other types of programs

for previously trained women, what should these new

-
,programs look like?

Would a program to change employers' perceptions oi

reentering women be an effective mechanism to increase

Sa participation by women? If so, how should this

program look?

Should these projects continue to be individual, inde-

pendent, self-contained projects which operate or. a

1oCal level or should specia7 ed regional centers be

considered?

4
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Would the existence of a mechanism or procedure that

enabled an individual to plan her reentry in advance

increase the number of women who would choose to

reanter and/or:facilitate the yrocess? Would the

existence of such a mechanism increase the number.of

women choosing science majors/careers? HoW could the

Career Facilitation Projects provide such a mechanism?'

Is there any method of encouraging potential employers

or scientific societies to participat, more directly

in retraining programs?

Engineering has bright employment prospects but

engineering educators showed less interest in imple-

menting projects than other educators. Is tbere any

way to make Career Facilitation Projects more attrac-

ttve to engineering schools? Will this same

Circumstance occur when any area becomes highly

marketable?

Is it possible to redesign Career Facilitation Projects

so that schools which have less loaded facilities,

cisire more students, or are in isolated locations

could sponsor the projects?

Is there any way to increase the potential for advance-

ment and tenure resulcing from directing a Career

Facilitation Project?
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Panel Recommendations

The primary recommendations of the panel were the folloving:

The panel recommended that the most successful of these

projects should'te continued; they are having sufficient

success it recruiting participants, and in job or gracuate

school placement to justify continuation of the program. In

addition, the program is an excellent learning experiencelor

NSF program managers and project directors in meeting the

nee4s o: reentry women scientists.

..The panel recommended that the diversity of pmjects

funded should be continued and that NSF should encourage

this diversity. On the other hand, the panel accepted

DRI's recommendations that NSF should es.tablish guide-

lines for the project design and guidelines for the

prerequisite qualifications of project staff in working

lAth reentry populations.

The panel recommended against making substantial changes

in eligibility of the current participant population.

While they felt that the projects should admit social

scientists when these students had sufficient background

to enter the program, the panel did not feel that

special projects should,be targeted to social science

degreed individuals at this time.

The panel recommended that stronger efforts be made to

encourage the participation of minority and low income

women.
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The panel recommend4 that the projects should continue

to prepare the women.to enter professional entry level

positions. This objective includes graduate school if that

is the prerequisite for an entry level position. If the

prerequisite of an entry level position is a degree, the

projects should grant a degree.

The panel felt that the projects sliocld continue to

emphasize education rather than job s4lls. They felt

that if the participants have to compete with recent

graduates, they should have current theoretical and applied

knowledge, both to enhance the participants' confidence and

improve the enployers' perception of their skills.

Several important issues regarding the projects should be

addressed by further experimental projects. These issues are:

Efforts to examine participant costsharing should be

conducted. Several panelists agreed that the partic4ants

would benefit from being forced to make a financial commit-

ment to the program. However, it was noted that some women

may need financial assistanc( if this approach was taken.

The significance and ramifications of includinE a Lroad

variety cf types'and kinds of colleges and universities

in t:le program should be exa=ined. Specifically, thc, impact

of the university's prest.....ge on project outcome s'oould he

investigated.

..-lany izsues regarding 1-roject cc=...

resolvec: exmining the ey.Ferience c:
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funded projects. These issues include determining

whether any projects or project elements will be insti-

tutionalized, in what form they will be institutionalized,

what barriers will be encountered in the process and the

effectiveness of the institutionalized'project

in meeting the needs of reenLry women scientists.

Experiments in meeting the needs of already employed

participants should4e initiated.

Longitudinal studies of the past participants should

bo continued to gather more data on project outcome,

as well as to Lhed light on some unresolved program-

matic issues, including determining why some project

graduates are not employed or in graduate school.

In addition, the panel recommended several basic research

issues, including tha examination of the work place and of the experience

of.woman, if any, who reentered it with NSF assistance. Speelically,

the panel recommended an examination of:

The placement of women within industry; organizational

impediments to entry and advancement; the tools needed

by women for uperd mobility; employers' perceptions

of reentry women; and current availability of industrial

training programs.

Women, if.any, who successfully reentered the scientifid

labor force without benefit of an ecucational project; to determine

their characteristics and problems; and to identify their

procedures and method of reentry.



12. SUMMARY AND.CONCLUSIONS

Summary. of Findings

Significantly more Congressional policy makers, the National

Science Board, and scientific organizations felt the primary

emphasis of programs for previously trained women should be

to increase the opportunities for advancement for already

emplo/ed women scientists,.although increasing the number

of employed women scientists was also given-some support*.

Most women scientists report voluntarily being out of the

labor force to care for their families. They will face many

external barriers if they reenter the labor force; outdated

skills, discrimination in employment and educ.ation, absence

of appropriate and/or part-time employment, inadequate

information about the job market and support services, as

well as logistical problems such as transportation and

child and family care.'

There are also internal barriers for some women scientists

who wish to reenter the labor force. These include lack

of self-confidence, anxiety and fear of failure, guilt,

isolation from her peer group, ambivalence toward career

goals, and absence of a professional identity.

Incentives for women scientists to r-...enter the labor market

include further development of :ler pcce%tial c iuentity,

financial rewards, and a relief from boredom and feelings

cZ uselessness.

167
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. The total number of women scientists who would qualify for

Career Facilitation Projects is about 585,000 some of whom

are already in the workplace but may be underemployed.*

Estimates of-interest are less certain; but the demand for

the projects have exceeded their availability.

The participants of the Career Facilitation Projects typi-

..=
,

cally were in their thirties, married, with degrees in

chem,stry, biology, or mathematics. Over one-third had_

spouses employed in closely related fields.

A substantial number, but a small percentage, of partici-
_

pants relocated to attend the Career Facilitation Projects.

About half of the participants worked while attending the,

project. Almost all of the participants had worked pre-

,..."

viously, although many had not worked"with ,the past five

r
years.

The major motivation reported for participating in the

Career Facilitation Projects was to develop professional

and educational interests. Motivation did not predict

ther the participant obtained employment after project

termination.

Most participants anticipated many problems in future

employment. Perceptions,of job-related problems did not

predict whether the participant obtained employment after

project termination.

*Includes figures for all disciplines supperted by NSF.
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A comparisop of women who completed the projects and those'

who withdrew* shows that completers were older, had higher

family incomes, had older chiieren, and were less likely

to be working while participating in the projects. Dropouts

often gave the reason for.withdrawal as the demanding schedule ,

and reported having tore dtfficulty finding time to study,

with transportation, and more often had social science or

biology backgrounds. This-comparison suggests that the'needs

of already working women with a lower family income who have

small children cannot be easily met within the' current pro-

gram conceptualization.

There was no significant difference between dropouts and

completers in marital status, present school attendance, or

present employment.

Although dropouts and completers were aspiring for the

same goals, more completers perceived that they were achiev-

ing their goals, i.e., it appears that the Career Facilita-

tion Projects help as many women achieve the goals they have

set for themselves.

Almost 75 percent of the participants have found a job or

enterel graduate school, and another 20 percent are actively

seeking a job.

The participants having the highest need and availability

for employment were the ones who tended to .be working after

proiect completion.

*Several women withdrew to takE jobs in sciencc C7 enter grac:uLtE
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Although participant satisfactign varied dramatically by

project, the participants were generally satisfied with
a

their experience in the Career PaciAtation Projects, and

many participants reported peisonal enrichment and group
I.

support to be additonal benefits of project participa-
oi)

tion.

Most of the employed participants are working in private

industry and are making between $1.0,000-420,000 annually.

Given the minimum investment of $2,000, the participants

-,will repay the cost rapidly in the form of taxes. The

program, then, is cost-effective.

MOst of the projects were high quality effc)rts, directed

by dedicated and energetic individuals, and provided

adequate and diverse test of the Career Facilitation

concept.

The projects have done an adequate job of updating science

skills.*

Projects having a high participant employment rare were

more likely to.have some ur all of the following:

-More than a semester of tralining

-An internship

-A focus on retraining rather than updating

-A focus in engineering or computer sciencet

-A larger number of stated employment objectives

was not directly measured, but inferred from Lzraduaze

sc:loc.l entrance or employment in science-relatec: areas.

'Employment ray 1:e delayed in other fIelc:- 'peca..;se of aL1(...tional

recuirer.ents.
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The necesiary conditions for project success were:

- A well develoPed project plan, including a well defined

management structure

-A strong nontechnical component to meet..the unique

needs and demands of reentering women such.as counselini

and job placement

-A clear goal of kftowledge gain

-A practicum or internship component

-A well researched projection of the local job market

lw
- An adequate lead time for selection and recruitment

q.oject strategies that aPpeared to hive value were:

-An introductory conference for recruitment,and orientation

-A problem-solving approach to learning

mix of lecture and self-paced instructional techniques

-A mix of separate gxperiences; some classes only for .

reentry women and some with other students

-Institutional credit or a degree upon project campletion

-Technical writing course

-A combination of science departmental and continuing

education sponsorship
11

Many projects reported having a,pasitive impact on the host

institution by sensitizing it to the needs and potential of

reentering women scientists.

There are indications that some of the projects' elements

will probably be continued in the absence of N'SF funds.

1
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.

Economic factors will have the most critical impact on

prograM success. Individual economic factors will in..:

fluence project participation (a women may decide to

reenter the job m"et on the basis of the cost Of the

educational transition and the potential economic gain).

Economic factors may influenae the number of employed

project participants. Availability of jobs for graduate's

will influence participant satisfaction and the future

-- recruitment of participants.-

Another ciitical factor to program success is the society's

view of women's roles and 'the participant's societal per-
.

ception of herself, e.g., the changing expectations of and

for women increase the demand for the projects.
,

The National Science Foundation is providing a unique service

not available to the women elsewhere it any cost because of

the following. facts.

Although there is a common myth and allusion of Available

services for this group of women, contacts with over 2,000

relevant agenciesiorgannations revealed not a single'''speci-

fic refresher course in science that meets all of the needs

of reentering women scientists. Most of the existing pro-

grams for women in science at the collegiate level are

designed to obtain a first bachelor's degree and/or semi-

professional employment
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. Industrial continuing education courses and tuition reim-

bursement programs,are not available'to nonemployees.

Retraining is available iniarge companies for the small

number of womefi meeting company qualifications, but most

continuing education programs in industry offer-seminars

in management rather thin science.

,

No-women $ resource centers contacted offered program&

that meet all of the needs of reentering women scientists.
0

There are very few comprehensive nonacademic assistance

prograMs for reentering women. Most of the existing

programs are inadequately financed; are not prestigioua

or even central to host Institutions; do not offer direct

financial atd to students; and have limited geographic

distribution. Many reentering students are not aware of

the services that are available.

The expiteaked interest in (the Career Facilitation Program

from a la ge number of women's resource centers suggest

51.lat

man9 w uld be resprmsive to the needs of reentering

women stientists if they had the resources and information.

The most critical variable in the decision to hire or not

to hire a reentering woman scientist/applicant is her

educational credential for the job. Employers are seeking

the same at.tributes in all potential employees and are not

adjusting hirini criteria for this group of women scientists.
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Industries that had hired reel7tering woMen not trained'by

the Career Facilitiiion Programs and that intended to hire

more in the future were.characterized as more likely to:*

-Perceive reentering women as having a desire to achieve

and as stable and career-oriented.

-Perceive that industry can help train reentering women.t

The patterns of hiring behavior suggested that:

-The companies that predominately hire people with bachelor's

degrees want applicants.to have job-related experience.

-The companies who predominately hire people urith more than'

a bachelor's degree do not require job-related experieni-0,..

-The companies who predominately hire peOple with more thgri

a bacheloi's degree are large scompanies..*

The p_ospects for employment appegr.to.be best in engtneering

and computer sciences.

Only one-third of all respmdents of an educational institu-

tions survey were aware of the,,Career Facilitation Program.

Engineering.deans were che only category of respondents

where more had heard of the solicitation than.not.

-;ome of ne industries intervied re-,:orted iirirg ree.lterin
,

women; most of these women, however. either had a recent degree or recent

work experience.

e!
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tc.f., Chapter VII which indicates that althci.,gh they perceive

that industry might help retrain the women, they currently offer uo

traiping programs. In addit n, this perception indicates that non-
,

participating women scientists benefitted fro,-,1 the program.

-4...Some of this'pattern may indicate an oversamplinL of fir=

that hired chemists; e.g., a B.S. in chemistry is no: necessarily

cousidered an entry level degree.

0

I lc



A slight majority of respoddents were interested in bidding

for a project. Engineering deans* were the only category

where more respondents reported that they would not be cur-

rently interested in sponsoring the project.

The most frequently cited reasons for not wanting a project

were:

-That the student/faculty ratio was high, resulting in

overextended faculty and overloaded facilities and

resources.

-That opportunities for mature women with a B.S. in science

to enter existing programs are already available.

Reasons for being interested in bidding were:

-There is a need for this kind of program.

-Individual respondents and/or their institution had a

strong interest/commitment to educating women.

-Thi6 kind of program would provide a stimulus for

innovation in the institution as a whole.

Only a amall percentage of the respondents felt that being

project director for a Career Facilitation Project would

contribute greatly to obtaining tenure. Almost 40 percent

felt it would contribute very little to a project director's

professional development.

*Ensineerin; is one of te.le fel7 educational c,cctors n.21: l'acin;.,

:eclining enrollment. This tren,i in enineerin is no: prcdicted te

continue.

22
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A summary of the barriers and incentives of each stakeholder

group may be seen in Table 12.1.

The panel concluded that there is a demonstrable need for

retraining programs for mature women scientists, and that

the Career Facilitation Projects represent an appropriate

strategy to meet this need.

The panel recommended that the most successful of the cur-

rent projects be continued because they have been effective

in meeting the needs of most of the pardcipants.

The panel recommended that the following issues be further

-

explored within the Career Facilitation paradigm:

-Project institutionalization

-Participant cost sharing

-Characteristics of the host institution

-Cooperative arrangements with industry or professional

societies

-Projects for underemployed women

The panel recommended continued tracking of project partici-

pants to determine long-range project outcomes.

The Panel recommetded that additional studies be undertaken

to examine women scientists who reenter without the Career

Facilitation experience,,and an examination of the barriers

in the workplace of women scientists.

Conclusions and program Recommendations

Based on the primary and secondary information gather by X.1

an: the advice of the panel, DRI concludes the followins::
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There is a demand for the program. There is a large umber

of women who want and need retraining or updating of science

skills for whom no other viable alternative exists. This

demand may be expected to increase in the forseeable future.

The Career Facilitation concept is a viable strategy to

assist these women, and some projects have been highly suc-

cessful in aisisting the participants to obtain employment

or graduate school entrance.

There are an adequate number of institutions willing and

able to sponsor the projects.

The social climate and employment prospects in engineering

and computer science are conducive to project success.

The projects have been most successful in serving women

who a e not currently employed, who have adeqdtte incomes, and

who do not have small children.

The successful projects should be continued although the

budgets allocated for the projects should not increase

dramatically; rather, additional projects should be

-funded.

Some relevant questions regarding project implementation

have not been addressed or answered. DRI recommends

exp4imentation regarding the following questions concerning

the Career Facilitation concept:

-Will any of .the projects be institutionalized?

-In whal0format will they be institutionalized?
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LA:BLE 121,1.* PAYOFFS FOR GROUPS INVOLVED IN THE
MEER TACILITATION PnOJECTE

.

Group

.

Incentives and Goals for
Participation

1

Barriers to .

Participation

.

%SF/National
Policy

,

To maintain health and
quality of science in

U.S.
To responu to public

policy

,

.

Absence of large con....

gressional commitment
and/or appropriation

--........
Exclusion of other
programs

High investment per
participant

Criticism arising from
lack of recognition
and/or understanding
of the reentry women's
problems

NSF/Program
Personnel

.

Visibility to new constitu-
ency

Knowledge in service delivery
to reentr'y population

Funding of unique contribu-
tiono

.

Sponsoring
Institution

,

Attracting new students
Encouragement of innovative

teaching methods
Demonstration of commitment

to women
Better community/industrial

relationships

Overloading strained
... faculty and facilities
Absence of commitment to

to goal .

Isolated location

Project Directors
,

,

Experience in project admin-

istration ,

Visibility with industry
Personal satisfaction
Personal commitment to

target population

Absence of professional
incentive (few benefit!
for tenure)

Time investment without
pay

Takes time that might be
devoted to activities
related to advancement

Par-Licipants

Em;Thyers

New skillsiknowledde
New/better job
Peer support and companionship

1 More self-confidence
1 Absence of science-related

alternatives
-4_

Demands of heavy schedule
FinancifIJ demands
Transportation demands
Family responsitility
Role conflict

New pool of qualifiec Financial investment cf

employees sponsoring interhs".ips

New poo. GT qualified women Investment of pe-sopal

employees time
Adence of com,Titmert to

2.ca1

1
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-What barriers will be encountered during institutionalization?

institutionalized, will they continue to serve the needs

of the women?

-How can ihe structure of the projects be changed to-be more

responsive to the needs of employed women?
0

-Is there a way to increase the direct'Partitipation of

industry and/or professional societies?

-Is there any difference in participant outcome as a function

of the prestige of the sponsoring inst#ution?

-What is the appropriate participant selection criterion?

-To what extent should social scientists and biologists be

included?

le

Sliould activities aimed at career advancement be included

in the projects?

Experimentation with ways to increase the opportunities for

the advancement of already employed women scientists is

,

recommended as a future program emphasis.

DRI recommends four basic models be used in the Career Facilitation

Program.

1. The retraining model. lost of the projects that retrain

women scientists as engineers and computer scientists had highly

successful employment outcomes. Almost by definition these must be

retraining projects because there are few trainee women in these

disciplines. The model as illustrated in Figure 12.1 requires ma:,..i7a1

science or enineering trc.inin.:, a practicu7. or interEsiT,

recuirc training cf at lecst a yer's

g;
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The projects should be required to grant credit to partici-

pants and a second degree whenever possible. In addition to a strong

academic component, such projects should include vocational information,

counseling, referrals, and/or placement. The projects should have close

working relationships with industry, and project directors should

ailressively attempt to change employers' perceptions of reentry

women and develop job opportunities. The aim should be professional

positions that offer an opportunity for advancement.

Because of these requirements, the projects will be demanding

for participants_ as well as project directors and will Wave high

costs"per participant.

The degree level and background of the participant will have

to vary depending on the exact course content offered. The intensive

approach implies that the women may have difficulty in holding full-

time positions in other fields. This condition pfecludes the parti-
4.

cipation of law income women unless financial support in excess of

current subsidies was offered. Perhaps middle income participants

could contribute to defray the institutional costs and to make more

substantial scholarships available. Since the demand for these

programs may not be great on the part of males, a strong argument

may be made for offering the projects to both sexes.

There are advantages to offering projects on an ongoing

basis, e.g., to establish a reentry science center. The most obvious

advantage is the substantial lead time needed to obtain university

enL industrial support is w.eatly reduced. The best TetlIc cf

ancoerac:ing institutionalization is to have a proven record of success,
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such that industry, the institution, and the participants are willing

to contribute to project costs. The participant survey indicated

that about one-third of the project completers would have been willing

to relocate to participate. The existence of such a center might

encourage young women to prepare for reentry problems, a reentry

rechanism might encourage more young women to consider science/engineering

as a viable career option. Since project furids are limited, it may be

advisable to support a small number of "regional" retraining centers and

to examine ways to make them self-sustaining in order to increase their

numbers.

2. The refresher model. This model illustrated in rigure 12.2

is based on the interest expressed by a large number of women's resource

centers, and on the assumption that existing facilities be utilized to

update existing skills at little cost to NSF. The model presupposes that

it is possible to fund the development of self-paced or independent study

refresher courses in given disciplines and to disseminate both the

refresher courses and information regarding their availability.

The model has three components: (1) use of women's resource

centers as a base for academic, vocational and personal counseling, and

peer support; (2) the use of the self-paced updating course marial on

a fee or tuition basis, with some assistance from faculty members in the

science departments; and (3) use of the women's resource center and/cr

the institution's job placement center for job information and referrals.

Because of the strained resource3 of these facilitie, this type of
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project should be aimed primarily at graduate school admission, This

model could easily be adapted to the needs of already working women.

The model assumes that the staff of women's resource centers

would be willing to spend time familiarizing themselves with the

problemr; and opportunities for female scientists. Despite their

expressed interest, these centers already have limited resources,.

and such programs would strain resources even further. Most centers

have high staff turnover, and there is little,communication among

center personnel making it impractical to expect extensive outreaph

to women scientists and/or spinoffs to other centers. Nonetheless,

the investment and potential of xhis model far outweighs 4.ts drawbacks.

Since many women's resource centers are grassroots grganiza-

tioni and are at least indifferent to federal agencies, somet,care

must be exercised in working wih these centers. By ihe same token,

their potential impact is substantial, often being the first and

primary point of contact for community women.

3. The career advancement model. There was a concern on the

part of many policy makers and panelists that more emphasis should be

placed on career advancement rather then entry level employment. This

concern was even greater in areas or disciplines where the prospects

for employment are not encouraging. An obligation was felt to provide

assistance to those women who have.struggled with their careers and

who have attempted to be "superwomen" since many Of these women are

encountering difficulty with advancing in their chosen fields.
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Almost no research on this topic was generated by the evalua-

tion report. However, as seen in Figure-12.3, there are rainy types

of programs that might assist this group of women scientists. Many

programs involve enhancing add4tiral communications since the communi-

,

cations "n$twork" among women scientists cannot or does not reach the

women who need it most. In addition, special opportunities for'research

,

and publishing could be designed.

There are three basic categories of programs that might

designed to enhance the opportunities for advancement for already

trained women. One category involves increasing the knowledge and

skills of the women, such as management seminars or additional oppor-
,-.

tunities for research and publication. The second category concen-

trates on the structural barriers to advancement inherent in the work-

place, such as employer perceptions and "requirements" for advancement.

The third category emphasizes decreasing the logistical, psychological,

and experiential barriers to advancement, such as lack of communication

and being out of the "network'," reluctance to place the demands of

work over self and family, and lack of "political savvy."

While trite, the fact is that the problems summarized by each

of these categories is partially true. Nonetheless, the core of the

problem is probably not knowledge or research experience. ,Rather,

employers perceive that women do not conform to the characteristics

expected of upper level management and, in fact, many women do not.

Moreover, many women do not wish to conform to this stereotype. More

importantly, the workplace does not necessarily require this sterotvpe

2 1
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.old American,notion that money and time is best spent

making the person (p.. 262).

The second model is the "discrimination" model, in which men as iddi-

Viduals are Llamed for.discriminat.ion and oppression. Ranter comment::

188

on Pro&rams'eesigned on the disdrimination model:

:

The equivalent of self-improvement, programs for women

16 MO INla be

are "self-examinat'ionh programs for men in .organizaticns,
N.

in wl,ich their sexism and ignorance about women is un-

4

masked. This strategy, too,'. is doubtful as an effective

change technique, even though some'men undeniably gain

insights into their behavior that can affe.ct the ways

they treat the women close to them. As a poliO.cal

tactic alone, queitions can be raised. Such approaches

are li.ely to arouse great resistance among men and

antagonize.those who may be allies (pl 263).

Kanter concludes that an alternative model which demonstrates

that responses to work are a function of basic structural issues,-such

as the constraint% imposed by roles and the effects of opportunity,

power and numbers, must be applied. This model would require that
1

organizhtions-not people--must be the focus of change.

The potentially most,e44.ective programs must in'volve women

and their.employers simultanegusly to haveany hope of producing

structural change. Such programs cannot easily address the structural

issues; structural change can Only be rapidly accomplished,by legislative

,., policy means. Vaile it is naive to assume that placing these two groups

in .,:no same roo,7 woul6 necessarily result in increased comnIunication and

rstandinc, th.2 potential 15 consideralale. If a progra7 cculd acl:ievE
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(1). increased understanding by employers of the value of women employees

and their problems, (2) increased understanding.by the women of current'

expectations ot management, and (3) the creation of a personal network

system involving both ten and women, then long-range change and increased

flexib1ity from both parties might occur:

In general, such "attitude" change prograFs are frequentl more

effective when oriented around another task, such as training, employee

satisfaction, or innovation in the work place. A program specifically

designed to create "understanding" may not.appeal to management, although

a number of industries report engag.ing in them.

In sum, programs tO increase the opiportunitie's for advancement

cf women scientists should'include at least the following elements:

Recognition, identification, and elimination of barriers in the work-

place, alteration of management's perceptions-of the potential contribution

of women.employees, increases in the understanding ty women of what

employers want and need in upper level managers, and the creation of

personal communication networhs for the women scientists.

One obvious route to accomplishing these aims is to utilize the

existing Career Facilitation projects. Nost of these projects utilize

Ccti: female scientists as role models and industrial representatives. It

may 'oe fruitful to expand this function so that hotil groups ane the project

participants have sustained interaction for a perio6 of time as c part cf

training the project participants.*

!.odel IV--Pevention. The major area nct covered in thE: fcre-

recomnendations i p enticn of the proner. of scientific ctsc'lescence.

iniversit: cf :;aytol, conducte extensivt: worsc7:

1:c1.J.E._. 7-any rcle mc:!el:c.t.,:res from the Carecr
/
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While prevention activities are not currently in vogue, it seems

desirable to address the problem, since it,is not likely to be mitigated

in the current economic climate where part-time jobs will not be readily

available. It seems appropriate to attempt to prepare women to use the

period during career breaks to their best advantage, and to maintain

professional friendships, memberships, and reading habits. Special

sections of maintaining professional identity could' be incorporated in

course work for senior science malors.

An obsolescence prevention course assumes that more is known

about scientific obsolescence than is warranted. For examgle, there is

no definite criterion of what causes obselescence, i.e., is the absence

of theoretical or applied knowledge the major cause of obsolescence, or

is it a knowledge much more nebulous involving current trends and

hypotheses? Further, as the "epidemiology" of obsolescence is unclear,

knowledge about the activities that can best prevent it is equally

speculative. Finally, prevention programs are notoriously ineffective.

Nonetheless, given the large number of women scientists who have and

who will face this problem, exploration into preventive methods is a

critical activity.
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For multiple and complex reasons, only a small ,number of qualified

women pursue careers in science, mathematics, and engineering. Ln 1974 .

and.1975, the National Science Foundation, through its Office of Experi-

mental Projects and Programs, made awards for a series of studies and

educational experiments designed to provide further understanding of

this situation and to test possible solutions. One of those who received

an award in 1974 was Walter S. Smith, then Associate Dean of Wcwen at

the University of Kansas. The publication, on which Dr. Smith is to

speak later in this session, was in outcome of that grant.

In 1976, the unofficial NSF Women in Science Program became official

by virtue of that year's congressional authorization. Specifically, the

Congress directed the Foundation "to develop and test methods of increasing

the flow of women into careers in science." While the authorization act

gave no prescriptions on how this was to be accomplished, the.message we

got was to become more action oriented. To develop a program plan the

staff of the Science Education Directorate worked with the Committee on

Minorities and Women in Science of the National Science Board, which is

the policy-making body of the Foundation. According to the plan developed

and approved by the full Board, the Women in Science Program was to

direct its efforts to three target audiences: high school students,

eollege and university students, and women with degrees in science who

were not in science or were underemployed in terms of their original

education.
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Awards were made in 1976 and 1977 that were directed to two of

these target audiences, college and university students and women with

degrees. During that.tro-year period, a total of 46 grants were awarded

to colleges and univefsities to carry out one- or two-day, multidisciplinary

Science Career Workshops far women undergraduate and graduate students

in order to provide them with information and practical advice regarding

.science careers. These Workshops were at three different.educational

levels: Freshman-Sophomore, Junior-Senior, and Graduate. Naturally,

the types of information and advice provided.differed for the three

levels.

We believe:the Workshops are acCOmplishing much of what we hoped

for. Not only are the student participants obtaining an increase in

knowledge about science careers, they are being motivated by women

scientist role models who participate in the Workshops as speakers and

panelists. There are also some interesting side effects. Male faculty

who participate in or observe the Workshops are sensitized to the problems

women have in entering traditionally male fields; women faculty in .

different science departments are getting to know each other better; and

many grantee institutions are planning ongoing programs to provide

science career information.

The other type of individual affected by grants made in 1976 and

1977 is the woman with the unused science degree. Twenty-one awards--11

in 1976 and 10 in 1977--were made to colleges and universities for
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Science Career Facilitation Projects, designed to update and augment the

scientific knowledge obtained by women who received bachelor's or master's

degrees in science at. least two years before their acceptance as partici-

pants in the projects.. The objective was to bring.the participants to

the point where they were eligible to enter graduate school or to obtain

scientific employment immediately.

These projects consist of specially desUned courses, independent

study, research participation, internships in industrial or governmental

laboratories, or combinations of such activities. Existing courses have

also been used to a 1.1mited extent in soma projects. The term.of parti-

cipation varies from project to project, but is expected not to exceed

12 months. Participants are selected by the grantee institutions.

1' Since we did not wish to train or retrain women in fields in which

they were already fairly well represented or in which jobs are not in

good supply, we required proposers to give evidence that the field in

which the training was proposed is characterized by greater than usual

underrepresentation of women and by good opportunities for employment.

The result has.been the funding of projects primarily in chemistry,

engineering, computer science, or interdisziPlinary problemroriented

fields. Of the 21 projects supported in 1976 and 1977, seven have been

ia chemistry-related fields, six in engineering, three in computer

science cr applied rathematics, three in interdiscipllnary fields, and

two in the life sciences. Even within the chemistry-related fields,

there is some specializaFion, since two of the six are in polymer science

and one in industrial chemistry.
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The Science Career Facilitation Projects have been of three main

types. In the first type, participants are simply updated in their

original fields. In the second type, they are converted from one field

to anaher, for example, from chemistry to chemical engineering or from

physics to electrical engineering. In the third type, they are updated

in their original fields but given additional training in a new field,

so that they have the equivalent of a special interdisciplinary degree.

In one project, for example, refresher work in a participant's original

science field was combined with intensive instruction in computer science.

The aim was to provide two possible directions for the participants.

They could either enter the job market as professional computerspecialists

in basic discipline areas or enter a computer science graduate program.

If any of you are interested in'obtaining additional information

about the Facilitation Projects,.you might wish to request a report on

the assessment of the 11 projects funded in 1976, This report, which is'

entitled On-Site Assessment of the Women in Science Career Facilitation

,Program, was yrepared by two NSF evaluators, Dr. Conrad Katzenmeyer and

Dr. Frances Lawrenz. It is available from the Office of Program Integration,

Directorate for Science Education, National Science Foundation, Washington,

D. C. 20550.

Efforts directed to high school students began in 1977 with the

award of a contract to Research Triangle,Institute to plan a Visiting

Women Scientists Program. RTI is currently implementing this plan by

conducting a pilot program in which 30 women scientists are visiting
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approximately 120 high schools throughout the nation. The activities of

the visitors vary from school to school, but include such things as

presentations to assemblies and classes and smill-group meetingsvith

students, teachers, and counselors. Astistance is also being given to

the schools in obtaining career materials, such as pamphlets, films, and
,

bibliographies.

The pilot effort is being evaluated in order to determine whether

NSF should provide continuing support for a Visiting Women Scientists

Program. We hope the evaluation will provide answers to three major

questions: (1) Axe high schools interested in such a program? (2) Is

the program feasible for operation On a national basis with a variety of

types of schools? (3) Is the program effective in encouraging girls to

consider careers in science? We eon't have the answers to these questions

yet, but we have learned that there is no difficulty in getting women

scientists to serve as visitors. We needed only 30 visitors for the

pilot program, but over 600 women volunteered. It is certainly pleasing

to know that women scientists are willing to take the time from their

busy schedules to help the next generation make important career decisions

that will affect the rest of their lives.

We are now well into the third year of the Women in Science Program.

The budget is at about the same level as that of"the two previous years,

namely, one million dollars. In addition to the support for the pilot

Visiting Women Scientists Program, we expect to make awards for about 25

additional Science Career Workshops and to make renewal grants to about
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*six of the Science Career Facilitation Projects funded in 1976. There

is one minor modification this year in the Workshops component.of 'the

Program. 'In addition to those fcli undergraduate and graduate stuaents,

we plan t, support a few for women who have a bachelor's degree in .

science, but are presently neither in graduate school nor employed in

4

cientific jobs commensurate 'with their education and experience.

There is not sufficient time to talk about how the other pros

of the NSF Science Education Directorate are expanding science career

opportunities for women. But we are expecting them to play an increasing

rolch .In 1979, for example, the Foundation is planning a major thrust

at the junior high school level across all the Divisions of the Science

Education Directorate. This could be especially important for girls,

since it is at this level that they often make decisions to drop out of

mathematics end science, thereby LA.osing mazy doors in their future.

1.97

I wish I could say something definitive about the future of the

Women in Science Program. But activities in 1979 and beyond depend on

many factors, such as the results of various evaluations and needs assess-

ments, reorganizations--both internal and externaland, of course,

actions of the Congress.

would be happy to answer any questions you may have.
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Status of the National Science Foundation

Women in Science Career Facilitation Program -

In fiscal years 1976 and 1977 NSF, under its Women in Science Program,
made a total of 21 grants for Science Career"Faciliiation Projects.
These projects are designed to update and augment the scientific knowledge
obtained by'womcn who received science degrees at least two.years before
their acceptance as participants in the projects. The objective was to
bring.the participants to the point where they were eligible to enter
graduate school or to obtain scientific employment immediately.

These projects consist of specially designed oourses, independent study,
research participation, internships in industrial or governmental lab-
oratories, or combinations of such activities. Existing courses have
also been used to a limited extent in some projects. _The_term of parti-
cipation varies from project to project, but generally does not exceed
12 months. Participaats are selected by the grantee Znatitutions.

Since NSF did not wish to train or retrain women in fields in which they
were already fairly well represented or in which jobs are not in good
supply, proposers were required to give evidence that the field in which
the training was proposed is characterized by greater than usual under-
representation of women and by good opportunities for employment. The
result has been the funding of projects primarily in ehemistry, engineering,
computer science, or interdisciplinary problem-orientid fields. Of the
21 in.vjek:Lb buppurLed iu 1976 dud 1977, seveu have been in chemistry-
:related fields, six in engineering, three in computer science or applied
mathematics, three in interdisciplinary fields, and two in the life
sciences. Even within the chemistry-related fields, there has been
some specialization, since two of the six are in polymer science and one ;

in industrial chemistry.

Science Career Facilitation Projects have been of three main types. .In

*the first type, participants are simply updated in their original fields.
In the second type, they are converted from one field to another, for
example, from chemistry to chemical engineering or from physics to
electrical engineering. In the third type, they are updated in their
original fields but given additional training in,a new field, so that
they have the equivalent of'a special interdisciplinary degree. In one
project, for example, refresher work in a participant's original.science
field was combined with intensive instruction in computer:science. The
aim was to provide two possible directions for the participants. They
could either enter the job market as professional computer specialists
in basic discipline areas or enter a computer science graduate program.
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Beceuse of the experimental nature of the Science Career Facilitation
Program, NSF decided to evaluate it before accepting additional pro-
posals for smr projects. This evaluation is now being carried out by'
the Denver Research Institute. However, NSF did make renewal awards In
1978 to six of the eleven projects funded in 1976, and expects to make
about 91e same number of renewals in 1979 to projects fufided in 1977.
By taking advantage of the knowledge,and experience gained by,these
institutions in carrying out their original ideas and enabling them to
imptove their efforts, NSF hopes to identify some of the factors that
lead to successful career facilitetion projects. It also expects that
the additional funding will result in some institutionalization,
of the activities carried out under the grants.

The future of the Science Career
number of factors, including the
the funds available to the Women
a decision regarding the Program

Attachment: List of Grants

Facilitation Program dependb on a
results Of the evaluation study and
in Science Program. It.is hoped that
can be made by the.summer of 1979.

December 1978



State/Institution
Address

. /

CALIFORNIA
Uuiv. Of California

. Davis 95616'

California St. Univ.
Northridge 91324

Mount St. Mary's Coll.
Los Angeles 90049

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
American University
Washington 20016

ILLINOIS
Southern Illinois Univ.
Edwardsville 62025 .

INDIANA
Univ. of Notre Dame
Notre Dame 46556

MASSACHUSETTS
Univ. of Lowell
Lowell 01854

Mount Holyoke Coll.
South"Hadley 01075

MINNESOTA
Coll. of St. Catherine
St. Paul 55105

()MISSISSIPPI
Alcorn State Univ.
Lorman 39096

NEW YORK
Polytechnic Inst. of NY
,Brooklyn 11201

.
200

Year of Project Director Field of
Award Department Training

1976 ,Richard C. Dorf
and Dean, Division of.
1978 Extended Learning

Electrical
Engineering

1977. Bonita J. Campbell Engineering
. Engineering and

Computer Science

1977 Sister Annette lower Biochemistry
Biological Sciences Physiology

106 Nina M. Roscher Chemistry
and Assoc. PrOf. of Chemistry
1978 and Aisoc. Dean for.Grad.

Affairs and Research

1977 Charlotte O. Lee
Chemistry

Chemistry

1976 Lloyd H. Ketchum, Jr. Environ. Health
Clyil Engineering Engineering

1976 Rita /lattberg-Blumstein Polymer Science
and Chemistry
1978

1977 Edwin S. Weaver
Chemistry

1976 Sr. Mary Thomiosofi

Chemistry

1977 Ruth M. Brady
Chemistry and Physics

1976
and
1978

Chemistry

Chemistry
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Interdisciplinary

Bernard J. Bulkin Polymer Science and
Dean of Arts and Sciences Engineering ...........



State/Institution
Address

NEW YORK (cont'd)
CUNY Graduate School
'New York 10(116.

State Univ. of NY .

Stony Brook 11790

OHIO
Univ. of Dayton

13 Dayton 45409

PENNSYLVANIA
Chestnut Hill Coll.
Philadelphia 19118

Chatham College
Pittsburgh/

TEXAS
Univ. of exas
Austin 7 712

Univ. of Houston *
Houstcli 77004

.Univ. ol4 Texas .

Arlingtqn 76010'

VIRGINIA
George Mason Univ.
Fairfax 22030,

WASHINGTON
Washington State Univ.
Pullman 99163

w

201.

Year of rroject Director -field of
. Award. Depactment. Training

. s ...
..,

,

. ,

.:.A977 Deanna Chitayat Computer Science
Center for Advanced
Study iniEducation
_.....:

Pqtrick J. Heeley
Materials Science

e

1977

CI"

Engineering

gf-

1976 Carol M. Shaw Electrical and
and Assoc. Prof, and Chemical Engr.
1978. Asst, Dean of Engineering

1976 Sr. Mary-Kieran McElroy
Chemistry

1977 Diane X. Wakefield ,

Chemistry

1976
and
1978

Nell B. Dale
'Computer Sciences

1977 Gerhard F. Paskusz
Electrical Engineering

Intetdisciplinary
0

Chemistry

Interdisciplinary
(Computer science
'combined with
original disciplines
,of participants)

Engineering

1977 Ann Benham .InterdisCiplinary
Chemistry .'

1976 Natalia Meshkov Interdisciplinary
Physics

1976 Calvin T. Long Mathematics
Pure and Applied
Mathematics

* Terminated before completion of project
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Appendix B

PARTICIPANTS QUESTIONNAIRE'



Name
,

Address

CAREER FACILITATION PROIECT QUESTIONNAIRE

2. ,Tate cd Birth: -

Month

3. Sex: 1( Male

4.. Are you a United States citizen?

IF NO:
What is your Visa Status?

Day

2( ) Female

1( ) Yes

Year

2( ) No

5. Whatlis yoUr current Women in Science Career Facilitation Program status?

1( ) Completed the program
2( ) Participated in the program but did not complete it

-- If you did not complete the program, why not?

a( ) Schedule of program too demanding
b( ) Too difficult to return to school environment
c( ) Interfered with family life
d( ) Did not offer what I wanted
e( ) Had to relocate
f( ) Financial difficulty
g( ) Inappropriate curriculum to meet my needs
h( ) Other

WRITE IN

3( ) Currently'in the program
4( ) Applied for the program but did not participate
5( ) Inquired about the program

( ) Other
WRITE IN

6. What type of degree did you have before you applied for the Career Facilitation Program?

Check all that apply.

1( ) Associates (A.A./A.S.)
2( ) Bachelor's (B.A./B.S.)
3( ) Master's (M.A./M.S.Y

) Doctorate (Ed.D./Ph.D.)
5( ) Professional Degree (M.D., J.D., D.D.O., etc.)

Where did you get your degree(s)?

Deree Institution Major Year

5. 1:: you have participated in any other formal educational programs that did not result

a de;4ree, how many courses did you take?
0( ) None

:F TOOK CCURSES:
list below the last three courses, the institution and :Year you took them.

curscs Institution Year



Bow many years have you worked since earning your.Bachelor's Degree? years

/ 9b. How many of these years have been spent working in a job related to your Bachelor's
ilegree? years

'9c.s If you have Worked in a job not related to your degree, why?

1( ) Lack of available jobs related to my degree when I was job hunting
'( ) Fear nf having forgotten most of what I knew
Sr ) Lack of knowledge of what careers were available to me

) Had general science background (not specific skills)
5( ) Lived in a small city with few available jobs
6( ) Not particularly interested in attaining degree-related job

( C.ther

WRITE IN

10. Are you cArently employed?
1( )- Yes (INCLUD7 GRADUATE RESEARCH ASSISTANTSHIPS AND OTHER FELLOWSHIPS)
2( ) No (SKIP TO 20)

IF 'ES:
To what degree did the dareer Facilitation Program help you get this.job?

1( ) Very mtAch
2( ) A lit:tie

3( ) Not all

11.. Axe you employed full-time or part-time?

1( )

2( ).

3( ) Both

12. If you have full-time paid em:l.oyment, what is it?

13. If you have parL-time paid employment, what is it?

14. Are you employed I.:3.:

1( ) The Federal Government 4( ) Private business or industry

2( ) The State Government 5( ) Self-employed
3( ) Local Government 6( ) College or University

( ) Other
WRITE IN

15. How long have you worked at your current job?

1( ) Less than a year 3( ) 3 to 5 years

2( ) 1 to 3 years 4( ) Over 5 years

16. What is your current income? (Include only your earnings from your employment)

1( ) Less than $10,000 per year
2( ) $10,000 to $20,000 per year
3( ) $20,000 to $30,000 per year

4( ) $30,000 to $40,000 per year
).Over $40,000 per year

17. To what degree did the availability of transportation impact upon your employment
opportunities?

1( ) Very much 3( ) A little

2( ) Somewhat 4( ) Not at all

Or)
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140 How long does it normally take to commute to your place of employment

) 40.to 50 minutes
) 50 to 60 minutes
) Over an hour

1( ) Zero to 10 minutes , 5(

2( ) 10 to 20 minutes 6(

3( ) 20 to 30 minutes 7(

4( ) 30 to 40 minutes

19. How do you get to wrk?

1( ) Family car/ourn car-
2( ) Carpool
3( ) Public transportation
4( ) Walk

( ) Other

SKIP TO QUESTION 25.

ts

WRITE IN

20. How long has it been since you were employed?

21.,

1( ) Less than 1 year 4( ) More than 10 years

2( ) I to 5 years 5( ) Have never worked

3( ) 6 to 10 years

Why did you leave your last job or if you have never worked, wby not?

1( ) Quit last job to enter Career Facilitation Program
2( ) Didn't have the skills 'necessary
3( ) Pregnancy
4( ) Family obligations
5( ) To return to school
6( ) Fires/laid off
7(1 ) Medical problems
8( ) Transportation problems
9( ) Company moved
10( ) Family moved
11( ) Salary too low to be worthwhile

( ) Other
. WRITE IN

.22.. If you have worked, what was your last job?

23. Do you plan to enter or return to the labor force? I( ) Yes 2( ) No

IF YES:
Do you plan to work full-time or part-time? 1( ) Full-time

24. What efforts have you made to find a job?

1( ) Contacted Bureau of EMployment Security

2( ) Sent out resumes
3( ) Interviewed with recruiters/personnel officers
4( ) Talked to job placement counselors
51 ) Registered with amplab/ment agencies

6( ) Read Want Ads regularly

7( ) Talked with friends
( ) Other

WRITE IN

2( ) Part-time



25. Are you currently attending any iype of school or college? (Other than the

Career Facilitaqon Program)

1( ) Yes, please specify:
2( ) No

3( ) No, but iRtend to in future

IF YES:
How many hours per week do you attend?

IF NO, BUT INTEND TO IN FUTURE:

How many hours per week would you like to attend?

26; Marital Status:

1( ) Single, never married (SKIP TO Q. 32)

2( ) Separated, divorced, widowed
3( ) Married

27. Spouse's occupation is/was:

1( ) In a field closely related to mine

2( ) In a field somewhat related to mine

3( ) In an unrelated field

28. What is/was yourtotal family income? (Include your earriingA and your spouse's

earnings for the most recent.year you were married)

1( ) Less than $10,000 per year 4( ) $30,000 to $40,000 per year

2( ) $10,000 to $20,000 per year 5( ) Over $40,000 per year

3( ) $20,000 to $30,000 per year

IF YOU ARE NOT CURRENTLY MARRIED, SKIP TO QUESTION 32.

29. To what degree did availability of transportation impact upon your spouse's

employment opportunities?

1( ) Very much ) A little

2( ) Somewhat 4( ) Not at all

30. How long does it normally take him to commute to his place of employment?

1( ) Zero to 10 minutes 5( ) 40 to 50 minutes

2( ) 10 to 20 minutes 6( ) 50 to 60 minutes

3( ) 20 to 30 minutes 7( ) Over an hour

4( ) 30 to 40 minutes

31. How does your spouse get to his place of employment?

1( ) The family car/own car
2( ) Carpool
3( ) Public transportation
4( ) Walk

( ) Other
WRITE IN

32. How many children do you have responsibility for who are:

Under 6 years of age?

6 to 12 years of age?

uver 12 years of age?
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33. Women give various reasons for wanting to work. Please read each statement below and

check how important or unimportant the reason is to you personally--is it very
importalt, somewhat important, neither important noeunimportant, somewhat unimportant,
or very unimportant to you personally.

a. To make a living
b. To gain recognition and status
c. To make good friends
u. To use my hobbies or interests
e. To serve my community
f. To be a member of a team. . .

g. To develop my potential . . .

h. To get good benefits
i. To use my education
j. To meet interesting people. .

k. To travel
1. To avoid staying home
m. To avoid housework .

n. To pay for'my children's edu-
- cation

o. To participate in activities
that are exciting

p. To learn as much as I can . .

q. To earn extra family income . .

IMportaq Unimportant

Verv Somewhat Neither Somewhat yery

1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )

1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )

1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )

1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )

1( ) 2( ) 3(' ) 4( ) 5( )

1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )

1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )

1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( .) 5( )

1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )

1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )

1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )

1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )

1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )

1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ")

1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )

1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )

1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )

34. How likely or unlikel: do you think the following things are to occur for women who work?

Likely
Very Somewhat

a. Takes too much time away from
your family 1(

b. Good opportunity for promotions 1(
c. Takes too much time away from

your.pers&nal and social
activities 1(

1(

d. Have bosses who hassle or
harrass you

e. Good opportunity to keep your
skills up-to-date 1(

f. Makes you independent of family 1(

g. Have trouble finding dependable
people to take care of your
children 1(

h. Success on job causes others to
dislike you 1(

i. Have trouble with your family
accepting your work 1(

j. Have transportation problems
getting to and from work. . . . 1(

k. Have trouble doing what's
expected of you at work . . . . 1(

1. Have trouble keeping up with
other workers 1(

Neither
Unlikely

Somewhat Very,

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

2(
2(

2(

2(

2(

2(

2(

2(

2(

2(

2(

2(

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

3(

3(

3(

3(

3(

3(

3(

3(

3(

3(

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

).

4(

4(

4(

4(

4(
4(

4(

4(

4(

4(

.1.4(

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

e.5(

5(

5(

5(

5(

5(

5(

5(

5(

5(

5(

5(

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

,)
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35 How did you hear,about the Career Facilitation Program?

1( ) Friend 5( ) Radio

2( ) Alumni,News 6( ) Magazine

3( ) Newspaper article 7( ) School bulletin board

4( ) Newspaper advertisement 8( ) Contacted by program directly

( ) Other
WRITE IN

IF YOU ARE NOf PRESEWLY PARTICIPATING IN A-CAREER FACILITATION PROGRAM AND HAVE NEVER

PARTICIPATED IN A CAREER FACILITATION PROGRAM, PLEASE STOP HERE AND PUT THE QUESTIONNAIRE

IN THE RETURN ENVELOPE ENCLOSED. THANK YOU FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE.

IF YOU ARE PARTICIPATING IN A CAREER FACILITATION PROGRAM OR HAVE IN THE PAST, PLEASE

CO.NTINUE WITH THIS QUESTIONNAIRE.

36. When you were thinking about applying to the Career Facilitation .Program, did you

-lso consider a degree program, i.e., a regular college/university program offering

a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D.?

1( ) Yes 2( ) No

IF YES:
What?

37. Did you consider any other type of program or activity to prepare you for work?

1( ) Yes 2( ) No

IF
What?

38. Wbich
Career

YES:

of the following problems did you have to deal with when you entered the

Facilitation Program?

1( ) Child care, problems .4"
2( ) Problems arranging family obligations so that you could enter

3( ) Family resistance to your attending the program

4( ) Anxiety about your ability to successfully cope with the university/college

environment
5( ) Finding time to study

6( ) Commuting/transportation problems

7( ) Relocation problems
( ) Other

WRITE IN

39. Did you have outside employment while attending the program? 1( ) Yes 2( )No

IF YES:
Did you work full- or part-time?

IF YES:
What type of work did you do?

1(, ) Full-time 2( ) Part-time

40. Did you have to relocate to participate in the program? 1( ) Yes 2( ) No

41.- Would you be willing to relocate to participate in the program? 1( ) Yes 2( ) No

A 4. *bou1d ycu be willing to relocate for a job': 1( ) Yes 2 ( ) "0

43 t:ere you fearfu) of your own ability to handle the math anu ,Icience courses that were

. part of the program?
0 9-,

) .e ..)-N
) No

208



44. .Would you have participated in the Career Facilitation Program if you had to pay .

tuition? .

1( ) Yes 2( ) No

-
IF NO:
Why not?

1( ) Couldn't afford it
2( ) Not worth it

. 3( ) My family would object to the expenditure
( ) Other

WRITE IN

45. Would you have taken out a.loan to pay for your participation in the Career Facilitation

Program if the program had charged tuition and had offered to provide loans?

1( ) Yes 2( ) No

IF NC:
Why wouldn't you take out a loan?

1( ) Couldn't afford it
2( ) Not worth it
3( ) My family would object to the loan
( ) Other

WRITE IN

46. Below are listed various aspects of the Career Faciliation Programs. Please rate

each aspect.

Excellant Good Fair Poor
Not

Available

a. Project Director 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )

b. Project Staff 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )

c. Curriculum Content 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5(/ )

d. Presentation of Curriculum 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-

e. Organization of Curriculum 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )

f. Career Counseling 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )

g. Job Placement Services 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )

h: Personal Counseling 1( ) 2( )41) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )

i. Child Care Services 1( ) 2,( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )

47. What did you expect to achieve as a result of the Career Facilitation Program?

48. Did you achieve it? Or, if presently participating, do you think you will?

It
1( ) Yes 2( ) No

IF NO:
Why not?

49. Were you expecting to earn an advanced degree? 1( ) Yes 2( ) No

50. Please give us your thoughts or comments on the program.

9
A.,
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Appendix C

SYNOPSIS OF 1977 CARLER FACILITATION PROJECTS



This appendix contains a synopsis of the 1977 projects.

The form and content is designe d. to be similar to the briefs of

the 1976 projects published by NSF as "An On-Site'Assessment of

the Career Facilitation-Projects." Each synopsis contains an

outline 9f the goals, 'procedures an4 expected outcomes as de-

_

scribed in the proposals, a description of the implemented pro-

Ts.

jects, and the participants responses, and gives some brief

avaluation and recommendation. These more recent projects are

4escribed less thoroughly by the chapter on participant outcomes,

since most are sttll in progress.
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/- MOUNT SAINT MARY'S COLLEGE

Los Angeles, California

Proiect Director: Sister Annette Bower, Chair, Departnent of Biological
Sciences

project Name: Women ifi Science

Emphasis: Update im biochemistry research

Duration: 3 semesters (Di calendar years)

proposed Prolect

The Women in Science Career Facilitation project at Mount

St. Mary's College was planned as a three-semester project, using.a

combination of self-paced learning units and modular course work.

The last semester was to fnclude a six-week internship, with placement

assistance to be given in the summer following the end of formal course

work and internship.

# Twenty participants were to be chosen, with.the possibility of

an extra 15 to be admitted a year later. The project was to begin with

an orientation week to.help the participants in self-assessment and

career planning.

The participants' first semester is to be spent in a modular

instmmentation course and self-paced learning in scientific information

retrieval. The participants will also have the option of enrolling in .

regular course work. After a summer break, the second semester was

to commence with a core modular course in cellular physiology and bio-

chemistry. Self-paced learning is to continue as individual needs

require, and participants are to engage in active participation in

.1
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ongoing campus research projects. Throughout the first two semesiers,

biweekly seninars are to be held on selected biochemical topics. The

final semester is to include-an-internship with a professional woman
_ .

working in a science-related field, and a modular course in computer use

and biostatistics.

The project planned to include counseling and support services.

These services are to begin with the orientation week, and continue with.

career planning activities, aukiliary skill training (study skills,

assertiveness training), employment and graduate school presentatioris,
L

presentations by professional women in scientific positions, and job

search skills workshops. At the erid of the course work, active assis-

tance was to be provided in job placement.

Rationale Assubptions and Ex ected Outcomes
0

The California Manpower estimate shows a demand for biochemical

research workers through 1980, an estimate confirmed by.several major

scientific employers in the Los Angeles area. The project staff also

discussed the project with professional women emiloyed by the major

scientific employers, who assured them that the time is appropriate

lor "upward mobility" of trained and educated women.

In order to prepare the women to enter the labor market as well

as receive promotions, assertiveness training skills were to be stressed.

Mt. St. Mary's College has,a substantial continuing education

program whose resources will be available to the participants.

Implemented Project

Publicity for the project was composed mainly of periodical

advertisements and feature stories, and a brochure was printed and

411
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distribpted. The advertising resulted in' 150 inquiries and 58 completed

application4 from which 20 participants and five alternates were selected.

Four early withdrawals were replaced from the aliernate list.

Only one day of formal orientation was held, and included staff

introductions, campus tour,-and ,counseling activities. Class was held

for three hours, two days aveeks, with self-paced work and individual^

counseling done in_the participants' free time.

The counseling activities began slowly and at this stage the

project director reports that many participants are still in need of a

large amount of.one-to-one "guidance, reassurance, and direction," and

' that increased counseling activities will be provided. 'The participants

responded well to the Aelf-paced media assigaments, although the project

seaff was concerned over the participants perceived need to "memorize

every bit of the media presentations."

One problem with the flexible scheduling was that many parti-

cipantJ worked part-time, so "hands on" instrumental experience was

not permitted in the quantity the participants needed. Consequently,

the research fall projects emphasized instrumentation.

Project Staff, Management and Organization

The project director, Sister Annette Bower, is the chair of the

Department of Biological Sciences at Mount Saint Mary's. She and the

other project staff in the sciences have active ongoing research projects,

which participants will assist with in the fall semester. The college has

a tradition of student assistance in faculty research. Several of the

project staff are married women with children; all of the staff as ::ro-

fessional women should be able to provide supportive .,uidance and role modeling.

0 4
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The.evaluation plan includes both iniormal formative

and follow-up of the participants' progress post-project.

215

evaluation,

The partici-

pants will respond at the end of each term with written evaluations,

and .theile will be discussed with the project staff. Some post testing

will be employed to assess knowledge gain. The.particiPants will also

be surveyed approximately.12 months after completion.

.Participants Rebponse

The participants' reactions to the project were positive.

In the survey, the participants rated both the project director and

staff significantly above the norm for the program ai a whole, and

rated only one area significantly lower, that of job placement services

which was not relevant at the time of the survey. The participants

found the. pace acceptable and one commented that the project "filled

a gap" which,could not be filled otherwise.

The expectations.of this group appeared to be lower and more

vague than some of the other-projects. For several women, this project

was a "career orientation." The lack of high expectations may reflect

the need for direction which the project director has already identified

in her students. On the other hand, it should be noted that lower

expectations are more realistic; and it is refreshing tq find partici-

pants that do not demand that NSF guarantee them a job before they enter

the project.

Evaluation and Recommendation

It is very difficult at this early stage to makE substantive

recommendations. .
It is nor at all clear what the outcomes )f this project
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will be either on the participants or the institution. However, the .

project appeared to.be well designed, both from.the proposal as well

as from preliminary project information. The project director s'ucceeded

in reaching the:target population, and the participants' needs

appear to have been met.

The participants outcomes may depend upon the ability of the

project to hdlp the participants clarify their goals such that they

can and do fulfill their potential, and the project director might

want to include more orientation activities aimed at addressing

these goal .clarification needs.

04
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THE CITY COLLEGE, THE CITY UNIVERSITY
OF NEW YORK .

New York City, New York

Project Directors: Dr. Deanna Chitayat, Center for Advanced Study in
Education
Dr. George Ross, Chair,,Department of Computer .

Sciences

Project Name: Enhancing the Potential for Women in Science

Erphasis: Retrain women with Science B.S. to systems analyst

Duration: Two semesters, full-time

Proposed Project-

Enhancing the Potential for Women in Science is a joint effort

of the Center for Advanced Study'in Education of the Graduate School,

The City University of New York, and the Computer Science Department of

City College The City University of New 'York. The,goal of the project

was to retrain women with science backgrounds to enter the job market as

Systems Analysts (advanced computer programmers) in an area related to

their field.

The project was to begin with an introductory conference to

inform women of the project and interest them in retraining in the

field of systems analysis. This conference was to serve as I mechanism

for both recruitment and orientation. Forty-five participants were to

be selected on the basis of a requisite B.S. in the sciences, a project-

developed aptitude test in computer sciences, and a personal interview

to ascertain potential in computer applications area.

The technical component of the project was to be a two semoster

!4equence of course work and research, broken by a summer recess. Th

J.;-Irses were to be developed specifically for the participants. The

1
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core courses for all participants were to include: data structures,

computer compiling and systems programming, and computation in science.

In addition, eadh participant was to take a two semester science appli-

cations laboratory which would be a supervised computer research project

in the participant's field of previous training. The supervisors of the

research were to be faculty members in the participant's discipline.

The course work was to be complemented by weekly industrial seminars,

given by invited industrial speakers to provide role models and maximize

participant exposure to the spectrum of computer applications in industry.

The nontechnical .component was designed as a three hour work-

shop each week for both semesters, with the following proposed agenda:

self awareness (motivation advance and positive self image, alleviation

of role conflict) and placement counseling and assistance for either a

job or for graduate Lchool.

The project was designed to be full-time, with 12 hours a week

of course work, plus homework and project related activities. The

instruction would be conducted at the CUNT Graduate Center, where

all necessary computing facilities would be provided.

Rationale, Assumptions, and Expected Outcomes

The rationale for this project was the under utilization of

women in the sciences and the growing demand, both nationally and

locally, for computer specialists. Its assumptions were:

A two semester project in systems analysis will
provide the participants with skills in systems
analysis which will update and enhance their
previous scientific training, thus facilitating
their reentry into job or graduate school.
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The potential of the participants will be improved
.if the course work is combined with a counseling
component which will attempt to with the
factors identified as inhibitors of career achieve-
ment motivation, and a career information-job
placement program.

The expected participant outcomes are:

New awareness of their competency to succeed in
a male-dominated profession.

Better position to succeed in either a job or
graduate school, due to research experience and
training in systems analysis.

More personal contacts, and job search skills
which will facilitate job placement.

The'expected institutional outcomes are:

A cooperative venture between a department that is
primarily male and science oriented and a department
which provides support services for women; and the
development of a' model which could facilitate the
reentry of women into the sciences.

An assessment of the utility of this model as a
component of the curriculum of the School of
Engineering.

Implemented Project

The recruiting and publicity component consisted of, publicity

. through the mass media, an alumni mailing, and publicity in alumni

newsletters. The introductory conference was held as planned with an

attendance of 290 women, 225 of whom subsequently submitted an appli-

cation for the EPWIS program. Most effective of the publicity measures

were ads in the New York Daily News and New York Times (20 percent),

Alumni mailings (32 percent:), and word-of-mouth (17 percent).

The participant selection proceeded as planned, with the

computer science aptitude test administered to 129 applicants.*

*No personal interviews were deemed necessary.
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The project selected 48 participants, the majority from the New York

area. 42 percent had Master's Degrees; 75 percent were employed

during project participation.

The project curriculum was implemented as planned, with the

women taking the technical core, beginning their research projects

under faculty supervision, and attending the counseling workshops.

The majority of the course work was scheduled in the evenings,.but

the homework required extensive use of the computers. Thus, the

''project was very demanding. Nevertheless, the highly motivate&

participants worked hard, and their progress was judged by their

instructors to be superior to that of a class of City College under-

graduates. No standardized tests were administered to measure the

performance of the participants; project staff judgement was relied

upon.

The counseling/job skills component proceeded as planned

including group counseling to increase personal awareness and work-
.

shops with industry representatives. The industry representative

meetings went better than had been anticipated; although the women

had not finished the project, many were subsequently offered jobs by

the industrial representatives. Since the project staff felt that

most women would receive better job offers and have a higher potential

for advancement as a result of completion of the project, they decided

to select industry representatives more carefully.

This project had a fairly high attrition rate, both because

of withdrawals for the normal reasons, and the job-related ones described

0 .1
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above. In order to continue to operate at capacity, the project

direCtors decided to introduce,a special summer session for a new

group of participants which would cover the same material as the spring

session. The two groups would be merged in the fall. The summer

session was successful in recruiting applicants, and the two groups

were successfully joined in the fall. The summer session received

much less counseling due to time constraints. It is expected that

the between group differences could be analyzed to help assess some

results of the counseling program.

Prolect Staff Organization and Management

The project co-directors, Drs. Deanna Chitayat, and George

Ross, appear a good team: Dr. Chitayat handles the nontechnical

components, while Dr. Ross administers the technical and academic

components. The core course teaching is performed by mehberiof

the computer science department, with Dr. Ross supervising the research

projects. Dr. Chitayat, in addition to organizing the counseling

workshops, served as a liason between the participants and the teaching

staff, articulating the women's fears and concerns, and, met with

the teaching staff frequently in the first weeks to orient them to

the needs and concerns of the reentry women.

Participant Responses

The participant responses were highly critical. In every

aspect, the CUNY particpants rated this project below the norm for

the proeram. The participants complained of disorganization, insufficient

facilities, extremely difficult course work and a demanding pace.

Several survey respondents complained that the problems of single
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working.people were not emPhasized-7that the program emphasized

mothers too much. Others complained that the schedule was to

difficult for working people, and several women commented that too

much time was spent on consciousness raising.

On the other hand, expectations in this group were high.

Most respondents expected, as the outcome, a job. dne even commented

that she would not pay tuition because there was no guarantee of

a job. Throughout the survey, we have discovered thatt.high.expectations

and a demanding curricula correlated with a higher complaint level

for the project. Nevertheless, this low level of survey respondents'

satisfaction should not be ignored. The project directors may have

"oversold" the program to the participants, creating the higher

expectations, and did not adequately counsel the potential participants

regarding the time commitments necessary.

Evaluation and Recommendations

On the whole, the project appeared well designed, with research

conducted on local as well as national job prospects. The possibilities

for favorable participant outcomes appear high. The retained participants

seemed enthusiastic; several inquired about being assigned summer research

projects or homework. As an experiment, it could potentially provide

much useful data.

The implementation seems to have been a little rough. The

participant response suggested that while the joint project director

approach had benefits. they were not realized initially due to

coordination problems.
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The possibilities for institutionalization appear good. The

college, as a gesture of support for the proposal, lowered its over-

head rate, making the institutional contribution equal to approximately

9 percent of the amount requested in the proposal. Letters of

insktutional support were also included in the proposal.

Both co project directors are committed to the project intent.

Dr. Ross is especially interested in increasing the Participation of

women in the Department of Computer Sciences, and Dr. Chitayat has for

several years engaged in research of and prograM development for reentry

women. Thus, the team of a technical and nontechnical co-project

director appears to be an effective one. The directors have worked

extremely bard to make the project a success.

Participant attrition is one 'area that could improve. When

the participants who left to take jobs areadded to the dropouts, the

attrition rate is high. Therefore, participants (especially those

new to computer work) should be adequately informed of the time commitment

a computer program often entails--including time at the terminal. In

addition, the project directors might consider a better mechanism

for participant feedback, so that they can more quickly recognize

trouble spots.

One way to better address the problems of working women might

be to have the program be a full 12 month one instead of a nine month,

summer vacation program. This would enable the project to lower its

pace without jeopardizing content.

4.



CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY NORTHRIDGE

. LosAngeles, California

Proiect Director: Professor Bonita Campbell, School of Engineering
and Computer Science

Emphasis:

Duration:

Retrain to engineering

12 months
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Proposed Project

The Career Facilitation Project at the California State Uni-

versity at Northridge is a one-year project comprised of study and

internship to retrain women with a bachelor's degree in mathematics,

physics, chemistry, computer science, or engineering to enter engineering

graduate school or the job market as engineers.

The 35 women selected were to design the project by participating

in a one month orientation and review session, including diagnostic

testing, self-paced review modules. individual counseling, and role

model presentations. The participants were to meet for six hours a day,

five days a week.

During the first month, the participants were to be placed in

internships, which will provide a full-time paid job for a month.

Counseling was to be provided to assist students in the adjustment to

the employment environment. For the following nine months, except for

the month cf January, the participants were to attend classes in the

morning and work at their internships for four hours in the afternoon.

They were to receive instruction in material sciences, dynamics,

electronics, fluid mechanics, and engineering economics in m3du1ar short
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courses throughout the year. Thtqughout tile month of June, an indepen-

dent project in the women's engineering emphasis was to be completed.

The project was to include extensive counseling. During the

first,month two days per week were to be reserved for the counseling

activities as the project staff aniicipates the transition to prove

problematic for some participants. During the next month, one morning

every other week was to be used for individual or group counseling.

Finally, during the last month one half day a week was to be used in

counseling and placement activities, including interviewing techniques

and resume and/or graduate school application preparation. Assisting

it the development and evaluation of the project will be an advisory

council of the Dean of the School of Engineering at Northridge State,

and representatives from local industry and engineering societies.

Rationalet Assumptions and Expected OutcGmes

This project assumes that in a 12-month period, women with a

science background, through intensive review, will acquire the know-

ledge equivalent to a Bachelor's in engineering, and be fully prepared

to enter a Master's program in engineering if they so desire. It is

to be coupled with an internship to provide the women with practical

application of their training, a source of income, and an opportunity

to find out firsthand if they would like a career in engineering.

The expected outcomes for Particpants:

appropriate placement (graduate school or employment)

increased knowledge of engineerin.2 and awareness of

the opportunities and career options in the field of

engineering

0,- -
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increased capabilities in job search skills and
development of professional contacts

increased self-confidehce, positi7e self-image,
and resolution of important role conflicts in Order
to facilitate the comMitment to a career in

engineering'

The expected outcomes for the staff are:

increased knowledge of the special problems of
the returning women students

increased ability to design and implement programs
to meet the needs of the reentry women

The expected outcomes for the institution are:

The development of a model for other similar
projects in the sciences

increased sensitivity to the problems of women in
engineering and reentry women

increased cooperation from and coordination with
industry.

Implemented Proiect

Publicity activities were very effective and the program

received 67 applications. Selection of applicants was based on prior

academic work, motivation, dedication to pursuing full-time employment

and degree of goal clarification. Some candidates were interviewed,

but not all, in order to provide a measure of the utility of the

interviewing process. The project accepted 41 women, 34 of these started

the project. Approx.:.mately six months later, eight women had withdrawn.

Of the withdrawals, half were placed in professional science positions

in industry.

A special short covrse in FORTRAN was added to thc July revi.:2.:

schedule to aid the participants in course work and internshi!s. The
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instruction pace has proved difficult and the instructors.have decided

not to present the material originally scheduled for June (individual

studies) to allow mon.; time for the spring semester cc.:rse work. The

modular schedule was also changed to teach two courses at once, half as

intensively as originally planned, to allow more time for participants

tc digest the material. Self-paced instruction proved "disastroua"

according to the project director, and was abandoned. It may be that

the first month was not an appropriate time to begin self-paced

instruction, with so many other demands on the participants' time

during this month.

The project director reported some difficulty in getting the

participants to use the counseling resources available to them, be-

cause the participants insisted on bringing all problems to the project

director atd ignored group counseling sessions. This was a common

problem across projects.

The internship placement process took more time and proved

more problematic than was expected, due to some companies not honoring

their commitment to provide internships.

Project S,taff, Organization and Management
I

The proposed project management is very detailed. Responsibilities

are well regated by the project director and principal invetigator,

Professor Bonita C. Campbell. Professor Campbell, a reentry woman her-

self with,a background in both engineering and business administration,

is very enthusiastic 'about the project and is highly combatted to both

the purpose and the quality of the project.



The evaluation plan for the project is comprehensive. The

plan includes: faculty evaluation of students and vice versa,

employer evaluations of students, the use of a multiple regression

model to evaluate the utility of the selection process, a multiple

attribute utility assessment m

evaluation of support service
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c-to evaluate counseling, and student

Evaluation and Recommendations

This project appears well designed, with a sound experimental

base, and is creative and ambitious. The internal evaluation should

provide some extremely useful information and analysis. The prospects

for the development of a sound model project are good. Especially

attractive is the financial support this project provides for its

participants while they undertake the learning experience.

The project is intense; it is not clear exactly when the

women would sleep or do homework, especially if they have some

competing interests at home. However, if the participants are as

motivated in this project as in others, they may be able to handle

its intensity although at the time of the DRI survey, the participants

were clearly showing strain.

The reports from the project director regarding the implemented

program showed that many changes were made in the ability to effectively

identify ana respond to problems. These changes probably give rise to

the feelings of disorganization among the participants. Perhaps the

participants were not adequately warned that this was an experimental

project.
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It is to eaky to adequately assess the outcomes of this

project, but prospects for the participants look good. The project

director reports that the faculty attitude in the 'school was not

particularly supportive at the commendement ofthe program, but as

the project has progressed there has been a marked increase in

interest, assistance and participation.

.('

Particpant Responses

The participants who-responded to our survey ranked most if.

the components average in comparison with the other projects in the

program, With the curriculum organization ranked ltss than average.

The components from the respondents showed strain, caused by the

difficult schedule set for the parxicipants. For many wcmen, the

pace was very hard when CompoundpdLwith family responsibilities.

Finances were a problem for some.; loans that the project director

tried to help arrange came late, and the paid internships took longer

than antitipate4 i:o-arrange. The abOve problems were coMpounded.by

some .organization problems and a less than,homogeneous group.

.0n the positi,ve side, for:many pariclpants, the doMbination

of curriculum/internship is "terrifiC," and all appreciated the intern-

ship opportunity. Several of the program dropouts commented that they

withdrew because they took fulI-time jobs Acquired as a result of

interviewing for their internship.' One such respondent commented that

she "discovered I was employable after all."



STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW.YORK AT STONY BROOK

Stony Brook, New York

Pro)ect Directors: Drs. Pbitrick J. Herley and
Franklin F.Y. Wang
Department of Materials Science

Project Name: Women in Science and Engineering °
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Emphasis: Retain and Update to Materials Science and Engineering

Duration: One semester Study and Summer Work (8 week remedial

option)

Proposed Project

The Women in Science and Engineering project at the State

University of New York, Stony Brook, was intended as a project to

retain women with Bachelor's Degrees in Engineering, Physics, Lhemistry,..

Biology, and Health Sciences to enter the job market or graduate school

in material science engineering,

Twenty participets were to be recruited through ttle use of

local newspapers, radio, local organizations (libraries, women's

groups), personal contacts with industrial firms, and through various

academic institutions. Selectibn was to be based on candidates back-.

ground and academic needs.

The process yf selection was to include a personal interview-

with the project director and the Industrial Advisory Committee. The

Industrial Advisory Committee is to,be composed of members of selected

Long Island Industry that have had previous experience in advising the

Materials Science-Department. During the personal interview, members of

the Industrial Advisory Committee and.the project staff will evaluate

1
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the candidates background and academic needs. Selected candidates will

develop, in consultation with the interviewing team, an individual plan

of study for tile project.

The core course work will begin with an 8 week optional indivi-

dual review, designed by the student in consultation with the advisor,

to assist the student in filing gaps missed or forgotton in their under-

graduate basic sciences curricula.

The project was to consist of individual tutorials on the basics

of material science.. .Readings and lab work were to be assignAd indivi-

dually, with a close monitoring by the project staff. .The student's

progress was to be evaluated with written examinations, and further

individual work recommended where needed. In addition, an intense

three month session of formal course work was to be required. The

course work was to consist of lecture and laboratory six days a week

and will cover the basic materials science courses.

After the three month intensive study period, the participants

were to spend the summer gaining practical experience, either in an

individual internship or research laboratory project at the University.

The student will prepare a final report as her last assignment for the

project'.

Katdonale Assumptions, and Expected Outcomes

National demand for materials science graduates is projected to

as mr)torikls science graduates traditionally number only

percent of the engineering graduates. The disciplin:2 of

sLiopLe draws heavily from the disciplines of cliemistr,
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mathematics, and physics; it therefore, represents an ideal area for

the retraining of un- or under-employed women.

The project's emphasis is on personalized instruction and close

industrial liaisons. The project directors emphasize faculty monitoring

and support of each individual participant in order that she may gain

the confidence needed in both herself and her future. The close indus-

trial liaison should facilitate entry into the job market.

The expected outcomes include the following:

Participants will become confident, capable, employable

graduates whose academic weaknesses have been strengthened.

The participants will also have the option of entrance to

graduate school in materials science engineering,

Through the industrial liaison, the participants should

become aware of the job opportunities in the field of

materials science.

The faculty's awareness of the difficulties in programing

for and teaching this type of student should be enhances.

Implemented Project

Twenty-two participants were selected from 35 applicants.

Applicant recruitment proceeded as designed but more slowl),, thus the

project got off to a later start than planned. The Industrial Advisory

Board was selected, consisting of two members from Long Island Industry,

the project directors, an engineering college advisory, and a member of

the Career Development Office.

Because of the delay in recruiting and selecting applicants, the

instruction did not begin until March 1978. The time until May was spent

in individualized tutorials, centered around the text. The participants

7.,et with one of the directors once a week to assess their progress.
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Special lectures and laboratory sessions begar. in May for three hours

a week. In June, the practicum component began, with a choice of

outside internship or a research assistant internship. In .the fall

semester, the participants will have an opportunity to take courses

from the regular Stony Brook offerings, most as normally admitted

graduate students J.n the Master's Program.

Participant Responses

The participants who responded to the DRI Survey did not rate

this project highly in all categories except job placement services,

where it was slightly above average. The comments of our respondents

are consistent with this evaluation; most were negative.

The participants did not find the tutorials to be of much

value. One commented, "I could have read the book without the

program." The respondents felt that the program was poorly organized,

had no defined plan of study, and they felt a real lack of guidance.

On the positive side, almost all participants were very pleased

with the practicum component. Both the ones who worked outside the

University as well as those, who worked with the professors on research,

commented on the excellent opportunity the experience proved to be.

Evaluation/Recommendations

Both of the professors appear to be highly committed to the

project. At this writing, it is not clear what the prospects tor

institutionalization are.

The m.ljor participant outcome appears tc be cntrance int,

,:raduat,:- school. Eight of those who will proceed into the naster',
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Program have been selected to receive special scholarships designated

by the institution as grants to WISE participants, which will enable the

student to complete a Master's Degree tuition-free and receive a cash

stipend of $100 to help defray the costs of books and materials. The

awarding of specific grants to the WISE students does indicate sub-

3tantial commitment to this project.

Tht internships :lave apparently been an overwhelming success.

Howt-ver. it is clear from the participant responses that the

project could use substantial improvement in the area of curricula.

The actual hours spent in course work do not appear to be many, and

the value of them appears to be limited. It is not clear that the

program actually retrains the women or introduces them to the subject.

Perhaps the directors may want to spend more time in planning specific

course work if this project is continued.
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CHATAN COLLEGE

Pittsburgh, Pmnsylvania

Project Director: Dr. Diane K. Wakefield
Department of Chemistry

project Name: Women in Science

Emphasis: Update and retrain to Industrial Chemistry;
management emphasis

Duration: 12 months

Proposed Project

The Women in Science project at Chatam College is an update

project with an emphasis on industriRi chemistry. The project was to

be conducted for a 12-month period and was to include review, course

work, laboratory, an industrial seminar, internships, and a management

training option. The project was to begin with a two-week career

planning workshop held several months before the initial course work,

open to all interested women with science degrees. The purpose of the

workshop was to be recruitment and project introduction. The workshop

was to explore career options and the problems women encounter when

returning to professional life.

Twenty participants were to be selected on the basis of an

application and a personal interview with the selectiOn committee. The

selection committee was to be chaired by the former director of Chatam

College's reentry program. Selection criteria were to include, past

history of achievement, realistic possibility of applicant completing

the project, and level of motivation.

The course work was to begin in January witL two one-month

introductory courses in Computer Science and tcchn1cd1
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February through May was to consist of one-month short courses to

review chemistry, and industrial chemistry, and a laboratory

review course. The industrial chemistry course was planned as a

seminar, taught by visiting lecturers from local industry, In addition,

the women are expected to undertake a systematic study of current

instrumentation in order to prepare themselves to attend the annual

Pittsburgh Conference on Applied Chemistry.

During the summer, the women were to take elective courses.

They may take an additional computer course, undertake a laboratory

research project, or take special project courses offered in manage-

ment and industrial economics. A two-month industrial internship may

also be taken during this time.

The final months of the project, September through December,

will continue to be elective programs. Internships and/or research

projects will continue or begin, new management objectives will be

offered and a field-based chemistry seminar will be offered. All

participants will take a mini-course in placement and job hunting.

Throughout the project, counseling is to be available.

Women are underrepresented in the chemistuy profession, and

national projections show good prospects for future employment in

chemistry. Pittsburgh hosts a number of large chemical and chemistry

1.elated industry.

The objective of the Chatam project is to update knowledge and

,kills to enable women with degrees in science te enter or reenter
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careers in laboratory or management-based activities. The management

and industrial economics program is specifically designed to prepare

the participants to assume management responsibilities, thus reducing

the tendency of women to stagnate in technical positions.

The expected outcomes are:

Participants will become competent and confident in their

ability to handle laboratory work or management in the

chemical industry. Through the counseling activities, the

participants will be able to handle conflicts which may

arise between family and job responsibilities.

The participants will have a successful placement.

The institution will use this project as a model for similar

programs as part of the institution's continuing commitment

to adult women's education. The increased cooperation

between the college and local industry should result in

increased effectiveness of the college in the fields of

management and chemdstry.

Implemented Project

Forty-one women applied', 30 women were invited to participate, and

23 accepted. After the first term, two participants dropped out; one

to take a job in instrument sales, one to relocated with here family.

The proposed career workshop was modified from one-week to

two7das. The workshop attracted 65 participants and was well received.

The workshop featured panel discussions regarding the problems and

opportunities for careers in science for women.

An industrial advisory committee was formed, and the curriculum

was reviewed. On the recommendation of the advisory committe, a short

course on Industrial Health and Safety was added.
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The technical component proceeded mostly as proposed. A/most

all the participants elected to take the management courses, and many

chose to take additional computer work.

The participants were each assigned an advisor and were asked

to keep a journal of their experiences and reactions to the project

submitted regularly to their advisor. The journals were discussed

(anonymously) by the staff in an attempt to better serve the student's

needs. The journals enabled the advisors to serve as liaisons to the

project staff as well as more effectively advise students.

The p roject appeared to have a very competent and concerned

staff. Chatam College is a small women's college in Pittsburgh which

has had a reentry program for women for five years. The chair of the

placement committee, Ms. Betsy Suatoni, has had much experience with

the development of programs for the mature woman, as have many staff

members.

The project was well organized, with the responsibilities for

various components allocated. Nonetheless, a lot of responsibility

falls on the project director. Dr. Wakefield has proved equal to the

task, and her personal efforts have contributed much to its success.

The project hired as consultants a team of outside evaluators

to conduct the formative and summary evaluation. The evaluators are

using such tools as pre-post questionnaires, participant meetings,

stAff interviews, outside feedback, and internship evaluations. The

evaluators, in cooperation with the career-job counselors, are usinz
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a videotaped job interview simulation to evaluate the participants'

readiness to enter the professional world.

Evaluation and Recommendation

This project.has a high probability for successful outcome due

to two factors. (1) the setting and staff and (2) the concept.

Chatam College has had a long-standing commitment to the education of

women, and recently the education of women of all ages. The college

has had five years of experience in meeting the needs of reentry womea

through their Gateway program. Both the faculty and the support staff,

therefore, trought valuable experience to this project. The college has

also had a Jong liaison with the Pittsburgh industrial community.

Much of the success of the project can be attributed to the

dedication of the project director. This is common in these projects;

most project directors worked very hard to keep their projects together.

The design of the project is original. The underlying philosophy

is that the paiticipants need the tools to deal with the professional

world, as well as the knowledge. The management option and the emphasis

on industrial and field-based chemistry should provide this. Both

explicitly and implicitly, the project appears to meet and address many

of the constraints women face in entering and reentering nontraditional

carvers.
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MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE

South Hadley, Massachusetts

Pro_ject Director: Dr. Edwin S. Weaver
Department of Chemistry

project Name: Women in Science Summer Program

Emphasis: Laboratory Update in Chemistry

Duration: Two Weeks .

Proposed Projezt

The Women in Science Summer project at Mount Holyoke College

was designed to be a two-week intensive lecture and laboratory in the

use of modern chemical instrumentation. The project proposed to

emphasize short term, intensive laboratory experience, complemented by

placement and counseling services.

During the month of August, Mount Holyoke offered two two-

week sessions designed for 20 participants each. The sessions were

to have classroom lectures in the morning, with four to five hour

laboratory in the afternoon.

The first week of the project 'Was to cover a review of the

basic instruments of modern chemistry. During the second week, the

women were to have the option of choosing other instrumental methods

to study, or pursuing a mini-project using one of the' methods studied

in the first week.

During the evenings, counseling and placement activities were to

be scheculed, and during the second week, employer representatives wL1-e

outline areas where employment opportunities-exist.

C:4
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Forty participants were-to be selected', 20 for each session...

Selection was to be based on the rgquisifte Bachelor'S Degree'in Chemistry,

the strength of the undergraduate record, and thel,romise for fyture

achievement:

Rationale, Assumttions and Expected Outcomes

The project assumes that women can and will revieW the theoretical

material of chemistry at home. However, laboratory experience is diffi-

cult to acquire, and development of instrumentation has occprred rapidly

the past decade. Therefore, the most 'pressing area where instructipn

;

is needed for the unemployed chemist is in.ihe laboratbry. The assumption

of this project in that the participants can, in intensive sessions,

develop confidence in the laboratory which will enable them to enter the

chemistry job market.

The expected outcomes are:

The participants will return to active scientific life.

The institution will acquire further experience in working

with mature and reentry women.

The project will be a pilot for other programs for

reentry women.

Imnlemented Prolect

Publicity and recruitment activities were successful. The project

received 45 applications and had 40 participants. The lectures and

laboratories proceeded as planned. No grades or lesLs were given, but

t!-e director was pleased with the progress of the students.

"
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Most of the students'returned to activities already in progress

bdfore undertaking the project, eithir.their currept.jobl.or schooling.

Project Staff,_g_10r.miluilifulaluatIL.

The.main instructor for the project was its director, Professor

Weaver, assisted by Mount Holyoke lab assistants. The nontechnical

component was designed and presented by thekCareer Services Office .at

Mount Holyoke.

Participant Responses

-
The .participant responses to the DRI Survey were very positiVe.

In every area except job placement services, the project was ranked

well.above average for the program as a whole. The project director and

staff were given exceptionally high rankings by the 'respondents. One

woman commented, 'q feel unequivocally enriched by my participation in

the NSF Women Science Program," another commented t4lat the project gave

here the confidence.to apply for,her present job. Many respondents

commented on the benefits of living and studying with 20 other women for

two weeks (the women'lived in Mount Holyoke dorms for the two weeks).

Most respondents' expectations of this project were low: to get

back into chemistry, to learn modern instruments. This is a very

different expectation from 'participants of other projects who wanted to

begin a new career. In sum, this project appeals to a different popu-

lation than other plojects, and the project appears to meet the needs of

this gn)up, the design appears to be warranted.

'
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ALCORN STATE UNIVERSITY

Lorman, MissIssippi

ProJect Director: Dr.)kuth M. Brady
Department of Physics and Chemistry

Emphasis: Update chemistry, biology, physics; partially
targeted for women science teachexs

Duration:
1

Summer

Proposed Project The Career Facilitation project at.Alcorn State

University was designed es a summer prOject'of lecture and labora-

tory work, to update and upgrade the background of the participants,

stressing exposure to modern theory and instrumentation. It was

designed to facilitate reentry into graduate school or the job market.

The proposed project was .an interdisciplinary course in biology,

chemistry, and physics; the specific subject matter of the course was

to be designed in response to the needs of the participants. After the

needs of the participants have been assessed, the proposed curricula

would be submitted for comments and evaluation co a selected group of

high school teachers, science employees, and local,industry.

The project was to be a six week session, held eight hours a

day, throughout the summer. Participants were to be encouraged to use

the University's center for counseling and placement for advise regard-

ing appropriate training and j b prospects.

Tweat.: participants were to be selected from among women in,

three ea:egories: Science teachers in loca) high scLools, W6i.aen under-

em:-:oved in scientific positions, and Unemployed women with B.S. degrees.

0 P---1
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Evaluation and Recommendations

Th's project is innovative and not consistent with other projects

in that is was short and includes ho theoretical review. The project

appeared well researched. The concept is based on a survey of former

majors in the Chemistry Department, io determine the schedule and month

this type of training would be most useful.

This project, is noticabry lacking in a strong counseling

component. Personal counseling is Very Informal; ho active motivational-

type counseling is. planned.- There are no plans to address explicitly

many of the types of COnflicts research has shown to occur frequently

in reentry women. We are not sure of the impact of this lack of non-

technical component. It may be that th4s project serves the needs of a

different population than the more conventional projects, and this

population does not require silch services as personal counseling.

The project will be continued, irrespective of NSF funding, as

the President of the college agreed to use discretionary funds to support

the project. This commitment proved unnecessary since the General

Electric Foundation has provided.funds for continuation.
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Rationale, Assumptions, and Expected Outcomes

Alcorn State University, located in rural mississippi, is

tIle oldest land grant college for blacks in the U.S. Idithin a 200 mile

radius oi Alcorn there are aeveral major science-related industries as

wL11 as meaical, and clinical laboratories which employ many chemists.

The State of Mississippi has recently ordered all secondary

school teachers to upgrade their level of certification to an M.S.

n.s. Ed. degree level. Many women science teachers may need to

return to school to upgrade their education, since they may have Pntered

their scieace education positions with c weak background in science,

majoring in physical education or home economics. The project, there-

ture, was particularly targeted to the upgrading of the scientific IMO

knowledge cf the teachers in the Alcorn area in order to improve the

quality of high school s,:ience education and facilitate the upgrading of

the women science te&chers' credentials.

The expected ouccomes from this program are:

Participants will gain a review of modern principles, and

instruments in order to compete Jtore effectively for
nigher-level positions in science.or entrance to graduate

school.

Thc institution can use this'...project as a pilot for a

suauJer training program.

Mt. participants' progress wcs to be measured by pre-post

:u:t!.ion using standazdized tests, and performance in class, lab,

Yr-

111,1 vrv 1 it t It' lead tine betwo.er. the f: f

t as,=. work. This was prdr, ,
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factor in determining participation numbers. The project was designed

for 20 women. Fifteen women applied, 13 were accepted, 2 rejected for

lack of adequate background, 3 acceptees did pot matriculate, so that

it was filled to one-half capacity. Several prospective participants

Identified a lack of adequate nctice of the program as the factor pre-

vunting theit participation. Of the participants, only one experienced

a change in her job status as a result of the program.

Pro4ect Staff, Organization, and Management

The project was directed by Dr. Ruth Brady, Professor of

Chemistry and Chair of the Department, assisted by members of the

staff of Alcorn in the teaching and developing of the courses. Dr. Brady

has expressed a strong interest in improving the opportunities for women

in the sciences.

Participant Responses

Only a total of three participants responded to the survey, and

only one survey respondent made a comment about the program. This

respondent commented that she felt the activities were "way beyond a

practical setting." The Alcorn project was rated about average for

the program as a whole by the survey respondents.

Evaluation and Recommendations

The outcomes of this project do not appear to be substantaal.

;%! noted above, most participants returned to their jobs held prevlous
Q

to the project. All indications are that the institution wL11 not

continue programs of this sort.
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UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT ARLINGTON

Arlington, Texas

Project Director: Professor Ann Benham
Department of Chemistry

Proiect Name:

Enlphasis: Update women in all disciplines of the physical

and natural sciences; train in computer use and

analytical instruments.

Duration: 1 semester + 1 summer

Proposed Project

The Career Facilitation Project at the University of Texas,

Arlington campus, was designed as a multidisciplinary update project

having an emphasis on learning to use the analytical techniques of the

x-ray spectrometer, the electron InicroScope, and the fundamentals of

computer programing.

Thirty-five participants were to be recruited through a variety

of media announcements and advertisements, coordinated by the University's,

News Service. Participant selection was to be based o- the requisite

background and degree, and the results of an in-depth personal interview.

In the first phase, the spring semester, the participai,ts were to

take refresher semlnars in theit discipline. Special workshops in mathe-

matics would also be held to help the participants overcome any "math

aAxiezy, and to prepare the women for the computer coursc, they would

take in the summer. The seminars were to he followed by two short courses,

in comTuter technology and programming, the other in the fundamentals of

th eleutronic2 or sciecaific tnLrumentatioh with traininA n thu it'

"J

instrun!nt :I. prOpoqed rrcH-t. hn(1 rlo coiws(.]irz

0



Rationales Assumptions and Expected Outcomes

The University of Texas at Arlington is located between two

large metropolitan areas, Dallas and Fort Worth. In both cities the

employment potential for scientifically-trained women is good,

according to local recruiters interviewed by the project directors.

The objectives of this project were to facilitate an increase

in knowledge, self-confidence, and self-awareness. The project

atcem,ted to address many of the anxieties and skill deficits women

bring to a technical career. The designed project provided for an

update in their field, to enable them to compete successfully with

current graduates, a gath component to overcome math anxiety, and

the computer science and electronics of instrumentation courses to.

help the women conquer their fears Of the "instrument monster."

The instrumentation area is.especially.targeted to teaching the

women not only how to apply the instrument, butshow it works and how

to repair it. Thus the.participants will acquire both confidence

and independence in the laboratory. Expected outcomes are;

Participants will have strengthened self'-confidence

and personal potential. The mastery of the technical
material should overcome.anxieties about success and
feelings of inferiority and helplessitess.

The institution will gain experience in developing
projects for this special group of women. The
success of these participants should demonstrate te
the faculty the .potenti,d of women to succeed in non-
traditional fields.

Imnlemented Project

The recruitment and pUblicity 0-forts were very successful.

One hundred seven application forms were returned froL 160 inquiries..

72 wer,1 personally interviewed. Advertisin:,: was tarermd to women
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scientists and mathematicians who were "eager to reenter the mainstream

of professional work." Interviews for the purpose of assessing parti-

cipants' needs and determining motivation and commitment were conducted

by the project directors. (Initially there were two project

directors, one drbpped out.) 43 participants were chosen.

Participant attrition was high (40 percent). Out of the 43,

.two.did not begin course work. 15 dropped out over the spring semester,

12 because of family obligations, one because she received a job offer,

and the rest beCause of relocation of husband, for a total of 17

withdrawali. .

The project director attributed many of the family-oriented

withdrawal's to6 frustration and anxiety with the math component of the

project. The math course was self-paced, which.the participants resisted.

The instructors did not monitor the women as,much as was needed, Eio

that they were not sensitive to the difficulties the women were

having with the instructional format. Many of the women had high

math anxiety, which was molt alleviated by self-pace instruction.

The course work proceeded much as proposed. Spring short

seminars were held in the major areas (chemistry, physics, mathematics-

computer science). The project director decided to apply for permission

to grant graduate cr2dit for the course (which they received), and
6

the participants were enrolled as special graduate students. In

several science di iplines, there were not enough participants to

conduct a special class, so the students Were enrolled in regular

graduate courses. Tutors were.arranged to provide assistance with the

material.
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One month into the course work it was decided to add a

counselor to the staff. This was in response to both attrition and

participant problems of adjustment, which the project siaff could not

handle. Workshops were also held in leadership training, assertiveness

training, goal setting, and basic job huntidg strategies. These work-

shops were not always well attended, due to both quality and scheduling

problems.

A placement brochure, containing resumes of all the participants

was printed and distributed to science recruiters as an aid to place-

ment. The brochure was very well-produced, and should be an effective

placenent tool.

Project Staff. Management and Organization

The project director, Professor Ann Benham, has had experience

working to develop the potential of wonen in science. A reentry woman

to science herselt, she has had personal experience with many of the

problemsmomen face when they have left the work force,. Professor

Benham had responsibility for recruitment, selection, and administration.

The curriculum development in the various disciplines and the special

courses was the responsibility of the staff members from each division

participating. Placement will be handled by the University's Place-

ment Service. No evaluation plan was contained in the proposal.

Advanced graduate-students in psychology were hired to assist with

evaluation.

Evaluation and Recommendations

The implementation of the project is superior co its proposal.

It is an innovative and ambitf.ous project. Instead of addressing one

If
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discipline, the project serves as an umbrella for several areas,

a,sort of continuing education program for reentry women in the

,sciences. Thisvumbrella,approach WAS probably too ambitious tor

the first year, it might have been better to concentrate on three

major areas and then expand to other disciplines. However, the

uMbrella approach is an. efficient way to serve all science disciplines,

and could provide a model for expansion of other projects.

The major weakness of this project is the lack of design ift

the nontechnical components. The participants and the staff needed

much more preproject orientatian and counseling. Through advance

counseling, particpants should be able to assess the available

support resources, and to anticipate the potential difficulties.

All personnel, staff, and consultants, should be carefully screened

in terms of perceived attractiveness by particpanis, their ability

to communicate with the women, serve as role models if possible -nd

3
their ability to respond to the needs of the reentry women--to be

supportive, to look for problems, to find solutions. Finally, the

project director should have a clear understanding with the parti-

. cipants regarding what is expected from them, including attendance

in class, counseling workshops, and special seminars.

Professor Benham has shown great dedication and flexibility

in working at this project. She has made great steps in learning

to work effectively with the students, as have several of the
1

project staff. Institutional outcomes here, even at midproject,

appear to be substantial as several staff members were ver4impressed

with the capabilities of the students.



In light of the project experiences, ittmay be advisable to

begin with only math coursework (self-paced if that can be made to

work), for all participants, on a part-time basis, with intensive
4

counseling and orientation activities or a technical writing course

to complement it. Tnis period could also build a peer support net-

work, which would then.serve the particpants as they went'on their

separate ways. 0

A more formal advising system, so that participants learn

to go to the professors for help and assistance might be helpful.

Most reentry women will not at first go to the professo'rs for help,

as this project discovered. A regular academic advising system,

with active participation by the professors could facilitate this

interaction.

Participant Responses

Although.the participants who responded to the DRI survey

ranked the components of this project about average or slightly

above'average in comparison with other projects, the cotaments were

mixed. Especially noted was the. lack of provisons for wdrking

women. Appare-tly Professor Benham handled the hetrogeneity of

. participants extremely well, as not one respondent commented on

this problem., The participants found the outside seminars helpful,

4 and for several wome :. the project provided a first opportunity for

meeting "like-minded women." For another participant the project

was a "good bridge," indicating that she perceived the project

participant a necessary component in achieving her goals.

4

.252.
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SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT EDWARDSVILLE-

Edwardsville, Illinois

Project Director: Dr. Charlotte O. Lee

Project Name: Women in Sciehce

Emphasis: Retrain women to fields of food chemis:ry and/or .
environmental chemistry

Duration: 9 months (one academic year)

Proposed Pro ect

The Women in Science Career Facilitation Project at Southern

Illinoi University was a nine-month project to retrain women with

degrees in biology or chemistry to the field of industrial chemistry

.with a spec*Kilzation in the areas of food chemistry and/or .environ-

mental sciences.

The project was designed for 24 participants in.the southern

Illinois-St. Louis metropolitan area. Participants qualified if they

received a Bachelor's Degree during the requisite time period, and

had an adequate background in analytic and organic chemistry. The
a

project components were to include: chemistry courses; math courses,

technical writing asastance, and counseling services.

The instruction was to span three quarters. The chemistry

curricula was to include a review of basic concepts; two courses

in environmental chemistry and two in food chemistry, and a research

seminar and an individual research project. In addi6ion, a three
0

quarter math sequence for chemists, a computer programming course

using fortran, and statistical methods course were planned. During

2 S
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the first quarter, a technical writing seminar,to refreth and improve

the women's writing skills was.scheduled.

Personal counseling was scheduled for two hours per week, with

half of the time devoted to individual counseling. Job and graduate

school placement was also to be provided. Workshops would be held

to improve participants' communication and interviewing skills,

resume writing, and other skills helpful in facilitating entrance

into the job market. All courses were to be developed especially

for the participants.

Rationale Assum tions and Estimated Outcomes

According to the proposal, national employment opportunities

are estimated to increase in the next decade for woman. Local employ-

ment in the Chicago and St. Louis areas also exist , although the

proposal did not demonstrate that growth in the specific project areas

would occur.

The expected outcomes were:

Participants will become more aware of their capabilities,
their potential for development, and their current skills.
Their prospects for entry into science-related activities
will be improved, as well as their confidence level.

The project should provde a data base for the institution
from which to develop a general education course for
women scientists who plan careers in science.

Implemented Project

Advertisements were placed in local and St. Louis metropolitan

newspapers, brochures were developed and distributed, posters were

placed in strategic locations, and public service radio announcements

and radio talk shows were held to disseminate information about the

project. Althlugh 224 inquiries were made,. only 25 women who submitted

7s.
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applications were qualified and as of October 15, 1977, the project

had 16.participants, several inquiries were received from men, who

responded to an ad for "mature chemists" in the ACS Journal. (The

ad was wor4ed in this manner because the journal forbids sex-

specific advertising.)

Prior to the beginning of classroom instruction, aworkshop

for project faculty and staff was presented to sensitize the faculty

to some of the needs and. concerns of the mature student returning

to the learning environment.

During the first week of the project. a battery of standardized

and diagnostic tests were administered as a basis.ftir course develop-

ment and evaluation of knowledge gain. The results of the tests

showed that the participants were a very heterogenous group,

especially in mathematics background as is common in these projects.

The tests also confirmed a need for the planned technical writing

seminar and its utility, later confirmed by the participants.

Several modifications were made on the basis of the results -

of the diagnostic tests. In the math class, many of the participants

needed refreshing in algebra and computational pkills. This resulted

in a modification of the calculus material to be covered. The

participants decided not to form two math sections, but rather to

have the more advanced tutor the less skilled students. Alterations

were also made in the syllabus for the chemistry review course to

provide more extensive review in organic chemistry.
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Overall, the project proceeded'ai originally designed. At

the request of the participants,iroup counseling activitiet were

increased and individlial counseling activities decreased. Workshops

in assertiveness training .and a study skills/speed reading program

were offered and field trips to local industry were held.

Several women in the project experienced anxiety about the

acadeMic environment which the project staff were unable to alleviate.

This anxiety was evidenced by their consistent requests for audit

status in courses, especially in the mathematics sequence.,. Some

women also hesitated to attend field trips or oegin preparation.of

resumes.

3

Part icipan t Respons es

All of the project comments were rated substantially below

the average for the program, although on several components there was

some disagreement among participants. In their comments, the survey

respondents noted that th4 project was disorganized, and the staff

did not function well as.a unit. Some.respondents found the counseling

"condescending," a/though others wished that there had been more.

Apparently the job placement was less than effective, both

because the jobs were scarce in the environmental area, and because

in the words of one resporlderit, "Employers thought that we don't have

enough experience to handle the job." The project.director had

perceived some discrimination against the women when she attempted to.

follow up on job placement attivities.

The heterogeniety of participants was a real problem for this

project, in.the eyes of both the participants and the staff.
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PrOectlatELJatttlkutMalmilkettlatat

The pritject director, Dr. Charlotte 0. Leg, handled most

administrative duties. The,teaching duties were assigned to members

of the facnity of SIUE. Dr. Lee is the Vide Chair of-the Departmpt

of Chemistry.

The proposal-included a formative evaluation plan for the

assessment of the knowledge gain and participant outcomes. .This

plan was supplemented by the.uqe.ora stress test to assist in the

development of the counseling coMponents and ia the evaluation.
.

Evaluation and Recommendations

It is cleai from the technical reports submitted by the

project.director that the project staff learned much during the

first year of this project. The staff demOnstrated flexibility

in responding to the participants needs and concerns. The

,project director consciditiously documented all of the problems

encountered in implementation lind the steps taken.by the staff

in responding to :these. probleMs. Consequently, from the

.view of an experimental project.and learning'experience,

-one of the mosit successful.

The project d.l.rector olay have underestimated the

encrgy necessary for recruittient and publicity, a common

in these projects.

The participants could possibly have

point of

this was'

time and

situation

used different kindi of\

counseling than were provided initially. Reentry women are typically

highly motivated and have high anxiety levels, which often are

expressed In "fear of failure/success" symptoms. In some projects,

workshops given during qrientation were able to,combat these problems

vs
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'and improve self image before the results-'of diagnostic tests and

assignments reinforced the particl.pants fpars.. Peer group sUpport

is especially useful in'these situeiions, the reason a workshop format

may work better than,individual Counseling sessions.

While the proposal documented local employment and national

trends, It did not eatisfactorily document turnover and trowth in

the industries where the employment could be found:. This kind of

1

information is crucial /for an adequate assessment of opportunities.

Finally, if tfie heterogeniety of the,participants is

indicative of the target population in this area, perhaps a more

individualized approach would be usefill.

'1
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Appendix D

EXAMPLES OF SCIENCE AND.CONTINUINO
'EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR REENTRY.WOMEN

Science Education

Retraining and updatim. Very few science education projects

for women with.outdated skills ware found.''The following liét includes

some of the science education programs contact.

Wellesley College previously offered a two-year program

for women with a backgroUnd in science. The program in-

cluded a one-summer session covering the topics of math

and chemistry. This session was used to determine if the

women are qualified to begin a two-year part.time pro-

gram leailing to a Master's degres.0 The program was funded

through NSF until 1973.

San Francisco State Untversity Center for Advance Medical

Technology has a newly funded project entitled "Retraining

Medical Technologists for Career Reentry." The purpose

of thio program is to develop a retraining route for

liscensed and/or certified medical technologists, usually

possessing a baccalauteate degree, who have been out of

the field for an extended periri and are not current

enough to obtain employment. .e students are evaluated

by an examination to determine if refresher courses are

needed prior to the six-month on-campus training. Lab-

oratory work on campus is directed at familiarizing students

with new developments and the theoretical basis for new

procedures. These labs will rely on audiovisual tutorial

and slide/tape programs with an emphssis on self-paced

learning. No financial support is offered to the students.

The Cooperative Education "Women's Late Entry" program

is in the planning stages at the Polytechnic Institute

in New York. This program is designed for women with a

Bachelor of Science degree in chemistry, physics, or

mathematics. The purpose of the project will be to make

careers available in engineering and science to women who

are underemployed, unemployed, or who wish to change career

directions. Prior to beginning the two and one-half year

Master's level program, the women will be required to

engage in a cooperatiye work period(s) and concurrentl,

complete a self-pace, independent study remedial program

(videotape presentations, tutorials, etc.).

2(7
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Many continuing dducation departments offer math
anxiety/remedial math courses in their community.
For example, the Continuing &lunation for Women
Department of the Univessity of Minnesota has been
conducting math anxiety program for approximately
three years. Most of the 700 women who have parti-
cipated were over 21. Suhoolcraft College Woman's
Resource Center also offers courses aimed at de- -

crealing women's anxiety with math with the hope
,of-directing the participants toward science-related
fields of study. Another school offering the math
anxiety course is the Center for Continuing
Education at the University of Michigan. Courses

are offered to help women with math problems and

prepare them for reentering an academic setting.

Lenore Blum of Mills College is in the process of

.designing a program for reentry women that will focus

on training math skills Lather thin only dealing with

math anxiety.

Xerox Corporation has a program to send employees
(primarily female) back to School to obtain a Master's

degree in computer science. About 40 women are
currently at the University of California at Berkeley
completing the program. The company pays tuition and
living expenses for the student as well as.a bonus
to the department for eadl student.

Career thange. A few programs specifically designed tollelp people

change fields were located. The following liit is all we found in the

science and engineering fields:
ye.

The Female Access to Careers in Engineering Technology

(FACET) was originally sponsored by industry and is
housed at Trident Technical College. The program pro-

_ vides the participants, both high school girls and

mature women, with a summer pre-engineering program.

The program is designed to upgrade math, science, and

problemrsolving skills. After completion the students
have the option to enroll as students in the Engineering
Technology curriculam which results in an Associate

Degree. Counseling is available to the participants in
the form of support groups and panel discussions. The

topics generally covered are assertiveness and anxiety

counseling. Approximately 100 women participate annually,

most of whom are mature women. The attrition rate of these
women,is, however, very high due to personal "real life"

problems. Although no formal placement service is avail-

able through.FACET, the women have not experienced any

problems finding jobs. Tuition and fees for courses are

paid for by the project.

2 c),-;
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The School of General Studies at Columbia University

.offers a progrma for *otitis= and woman who want to

change their careers. This program-ptepares people

for careeri in medicine ald related health sciences.

All participants must be at least 21 years old and

must have started college, but 70.percent have completed

,college degrees. Annually, enrollment starts at

approximately 300 but only the strongly motivated

stUdents complete this p ogres. The programs are .

individualised according to academics, time, and work

schedules. Each student consults with a premedical

sadvisor who recommends a course of study approptiate

to the student's perticular backgroind and future plans.

A one-year curriculum is planned with an average

course load of 25-40 credits. Each credit costs $142.00

for which the student is responsible. Counseling is

not a formal part of the program but students experiencing

problems and needing counseling are referred to local

experti. The students do maintain, however, very close

relations with their premedical advisors. This advisor

aids in medical school selection', reviewing grades,

and securing letters of recommendation. The school

does not guarantee a student will be admitted to medical

school but a'large percentage of students completing

this program have been accepted

The Foothills/D'Anza Community College distrilt offers

a science/technical training program for women over 25.

The program, originally sponsored by Carnegie Corporation,

is now supported by NASA. Women come idto the program

with a nonscience Bachelor's degree or some'college work.

During the program, they attend courses at the community

college and have a paid internship at NASA-Ames that is

half-time during the school year and full-time during the

summer. The program leads to a certificate. or an

Associate Degree in science. Of the 100 women entering

the program since 1975, almost all have been placed in

jobs with salaries ranging from $16,000 to $18,000 a year.

Indusi-rial Training Programs

About 50 companies who employ scientific and technical personnel

were interviewed to determine what training they provided.

Most large employers offered three kinds of training programs.

The first-is on-the-job training. However, this training is usually
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"adjustment to the work place" involving knowledge.of procedures,

equipment, and expectations. It does not involve training in the

scientific disciplines.

Many large employers also offer impressive continuing education

progrims. These programs are most often instituted when the employer

judges that many of the employees need additional training in qertain

areas and then offers a group training session, conference, or

seminar on the topic. Most of these seminars are not geared toward

science, and most often include management, interpersonal, or

accounting skills. Occasionally, a course on a scientific topic is

offered, although most employers seem to feel that employees who are

working in an area already possess current knowledge of new techniques

and theories.

Finally many employers offer tuition refund programs, where

the employee may enroll in courses during their off-hours at the

expense of the company if the course is considered to assist the

employee in professional development, and increaSes his/her value io

the company.

Job Placement

We found no projects that specialized in placing scientists or

engineers and very few that said they had placed any women scientists.

The only one placing anyi number of women is described below.

The Minority Women Employment Program was funded by the

Department of Labor Employment and Training Administration

a3 6emonstration project by the Office of Research and

Development, and managed by the Recruitment and Training

Program, with a subcontract to the University of Texas
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to undertake the research. It is showing dramatic

.results in placinehhemployed and underemployed

college-educated minority women in naneserial, pro-

fessignalvand technical jobs. The project identifies

well-qualified minority women, coaches-them to

,
produce falibrable interview and test results, instructs

them in resume preparation, and makes them aveilable for

job openings developedby the project. In additioe,

the project devotes at least as much effort to employer

contact and job development as it does to applicant

recrttitment and assistance. More than 900 women have

been placed thus far (at least 100 scientists.and

engiopers.) About 65 percent of the placements have

been in private industry; 10 percent in private, non-

profit organizations; and 25 percent in the public ,

sector. About half of the placements were unemployed at

the time of their application to the program.

Job Information and Referrals

Many sc

)

entific organizations and women's caucuses have developed

information neev orks in order to facilitate job placement for women.

Some of these are rosters or directories that are useful in meeting

affirmative action commitments as well as serving a useful resource

for interested women. A partial list of informational resources follows:

The Project on the Status and Education of Women has

published a peper summarizing available rosters of

women in professions. This is a synopsis of the Survey

and Evaluation of Registries of Women in Professions

(October 1973), and was updated March 1974 by the

Federation of Organizations for Professional Women.

The Spokane Community College in Washington offers

women a direct connection to opportunities. The

Women's Help Line is a convenient, complete source

of information and referral for helping women help

themselves. Women may call in and ask questions about

local employment opportunities, job requirements,

or education prerequisities. If no answer is avail-

able, women are referred to exisiting community

agencies who can deal with their specific questions.

291
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The WomeR's Rights Information Cinter of Uackensack,

New Jersey; is a nonproftt, comprehensive information

, and riferral service similar to Spokane's. The goal

of the Center is.to make available to women the facts

.they need.to make decision independently. Information

is provided thrOugh,education programs, fact sheets,

telephone,.,or personia consultation.

Another form of information is available to women in

the form of clearinghouses. One such organization is
.The Profesdional Roster, which has been active.since

1968. This is a clearinghouse for public and private
business interests locally and within commuting
distance of Princeton, New Jersey. The services provided
include career and educational counseling; job talent
bank; job listings; job placement; workshops and

seminars; as well as a newsletter.

Catalyst is a working woman's clearinghouse. This is a

nonprofit organization concerned with developing and

expanding caretr options for college educated women.
Catalyst's National Network of Resource Centers makes
available educational and career counseling, job
referral and placement services'to women at the more

than 150 local resourcecenters of which it is comprised.

Catalyst provides ongoing consultation to support these

resource centers in their operations activities, and

outreadh. Catalyst also develops and distributes publi-
cations as well as providing services to help women

recognize education and career options. One publication

is specifically designed to inform and motivate women

who have been away from school and are how returning to

school in degree or nondegree programs (Catalyst 1975).

The Center for Women's Opportunities, sponsored by the

American Association of Community and Junior Colleges,

is a clearinghouse of information for post-secondary
vocational education opportunities for women. A news-

letter is published which reports on new legislation

affecting women, outliues the changing patterns of female

enrollment in two-year colleges, and provides resource

information. The organization has also attempted to
provide technical services and liaison with public and

private agencies and organizations.
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A national computerized registry of 1,000 women scientistg

has been developed in cooperation with the Association

for Women in Science. The registry is designed to help

women find employment-in the fields of psychology,

economics, mathematics; chemistry, medicine, engineering,

and conservation. It is also used to locate qualified

scientist, to fill vacanciesin advisory committees at
v4)

educational institutions, government, business, and

nonprofit organizations.

The Regional Continuing Education for Women Program.

sponsored by the Office of Education, The Fund for

Improveient in Postsecondary Education, is a Phila-
delphia network of college offices serving adult

women. Formed by Temple University's Office of

Continuing Education for Women, members also include

coordinators at Bucks County Community College,

Comornity College 0 Philadelphia, Delaware County -

'Community College, and Montgomery County Community

College. During its first two years, the institutions

have informed numerous women of eduCational opportunities

through widespread radio, newspaper, and television

publicity about RCEWP programs and services. The

project has produced a series "High-lighting Opportunities

for Women" in cooperation with the Philadelphia public'

libraries; a number of programs featuring women in a

variety of career fields; the publication of a "Guide

to Higher Education Resources"; and a "Guide to Day Care

Services and Early Education Programs." An important

contribution has been 16 training seminars to sensitize

professional staff and interested faculty at member

institutions to the needs and concerns of adult students.

The network has also embarked on research to assess the

academic and service needs of adult women students at

the college.

Internships

Several projects are designed to place women in internships,

Examples of such programs follow.

Project AHEAD, managed by the University of Kentucky,

has been funded for the last two years by the Office of

Education, Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary

Education. The women who hear about the program usually

by word of mouth, are given some job counseling and then

placed in a one-year internship in the type of job they

are now considering irrespective of their previous area

of study. The internships may be in either the public
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or private sector. Although one of the 'aima is.to

encourage women to continue their education many
choose to remain perm4nently.withWir internship
sponsor. Most of theme= participating in the
project have not completed a 'college degree, and few

have science backgrounds. However, almost all of the
women are mature, with th* average age being about 35.

Project Reentry, a program conducted by the Civic
Center and Clearing House in Boston, is directed toward
mature reentry women. This one-year program combines
individual counseling with group meetings'. The initial

phase of the program allows women to examine career
choices and the respective requirements. The second
phase of the program places the women in an internship
program. The internship is three days a week from
approximately November through Nay. There is no money

associated with the internship, but upon completion
the women have the'credentials required to actively
look for the job of their choice.

Skills Acquisition and Academic Training

Scholarships for reestu. Presently, over $11.billion

Is available to students.through financial aid programs administered

by federal and state governments, schools, foundations, corporations,

local businesses, trade and professional associations, and civic

organizations; These sourceo provide scholarships, grants, and

loans. Many school and colleges also offer work-study programs

which provide financial aid in the form of wages tor college-based

work.

Financial aid is usu'ally limited to at least half-time students.

Two-thirds of adults participating in education attend class for.four

or fewer hours a week--not enough to qualify for aid. A few of these

scholarships, however, are geared toward the needs of older women,

returning students, minority women, and those in professional and

technical training programs (Project on the Status and Education of

Women 1974). In fact, Ctalyst (1975) lists 13 scholarships especiallY
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for reentry women. Som:pof'the available Acilolarships for the

returning student includes

0,41. Association for WOmen's Active Return to Education
scholarships offer modest financial aid td full- or

* part-time students over age 25 who are returning to

college Alter an absence. This choleyship is ap-
plicable only at selected colleges in California .

Arizona, and Texas.

Career Avancement Schollarships are sponsored by the

Business and Professional Women's,Foundation. These

scholarships are available to mature women returning
to vocational, undergraduate, or graduate school after

an interruption in their education

Danforth Graduate Fellowships for Women offerlinanbial
assistance for women whose education has been interrupted

for three or more consecutive years and *to wish to

pursue a,Master's or doctorate in teadhing or adminis-

.
tration in secondary schools br colleges.

George B.. and Eliza Gardner Howard Foundation Fellow-

ships are offered to individuals aged 30-40 who pursue

studies in.the fields of languages and literature,

social sciences, history, philosophy, and fine, applied,

or performing arts.

Second Carew. Scholarships for Displaced Homemakers are

available through the Business and Professional Women's

Foundation. These scholarships provide funding for

counseling to assess the displaced homemaker's needs and

skills, and for job retraining.

Sororia Alumnae Scholarships proyide low-cost residence,

grants, loans, and scholarships to women returning to

school.

The University ol Wisconsin, Office of Fellowships,

offers a returning student the E.B. Fred Fellowship.

This is a one-semester award open to both men and women

returning to complete or begin graduate studies. The

candidate-must be seeking a doctoral degree and must

have had an interruption,in his/her education for

three years or more. The scholarship provides a stipend

es of approximately $2,500. There is no restriction as

to the field of study once the fellowship is awarded.

The original program was funded through.the-Carnegie

Foundation and was specifically for women interested in

returning to school.

I.
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The Bay Area Nathemitics Network, currently sponsored by
the Carnegie Fdundation, is designed for educational
professionals at all levels. Its purpose is to increase
awareness of the consequences of avoiding mathematics,
-and to foster the development of innovative techniques
to encourage students at all levè11, especially young
women, to continue their education in mathematics.

Independent Study and Alternative Education

Nontraditional education requires independent study and empha-

sizes off-campus learning. Instead of living on or neai an institution

of higher learning and attending classes regularly, the student may

engage in sone combination of the following.

Independent study. Independent stady is perhaps the.oldest

and best know alternative method of learning (Elliason, 1978). Under

the superivsion of a faculty member, the student receives lectures

through the mail, does her own reading and writing assignment, and

submits a paper or examination by which the teacher can assess her

learning. There is a ninimum of on-campus contact and, as can be

expected, this form of study relies heavily on the discipline, initiative,

and motivation of the student. It is particularly advantageous to a

person who needs or prefers to work on her own at home. .Independent

study permits greater flexibility and tailoring of courses to the interest

of the individual student and helps overcome geographic 'boundaries.

A student in Kansas, for example, can enroll in a study program con-

ducted from an institution in Vermont.

Originally reserved as "bonor" courses, a certain number of

independent study courses -es. be found in almost any institution. A

growing number of degree programs, however, are almost exclusively

independent in format. For example, the University Without Walls, formed

by the Union of Experi menting Colleges and Universities, emphasizes

2 t;
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independent study with no fixed lengths of time for completingolegree

requirements. Admissions policy and evaluation ifrocedures.are set by

each participating college and university.

The "Open University" program has been adapted
.

by. seVeral uni-

versities and institutions which offer pne or more "Open'Universic."
a

courses. The teaching method inclu4es correspondence'study; dourses

on television, and personal contact with tutors'and counselors by mail,

telephone, or at learning centers (Catalyst, 1975).

ft

Media learning. Nadia leidrning is a fOrm of independint igudy

N.?

which places the madium--television, radio, newspaper, or cassette --,

at the center of the learning process. Several programs around the

country are taking advantage of the almost universal accesibility

and conven ience'of radio television, and newspapers. For example.,

courses offered at the State University of Nebraska use a grading

system of satisfactory (S), unsatisfactory (U), or no credit (N).

encompass multiple media programs, utilization of study kits, news-

paper published discussions, and audio cassette and television

programs.

Television courses. Since Chicago's TV College began

in 1965 over a public television station, WTTW, some

80 courses have been offered for credit and more than

400 students have received associate degrees for study

entirely via television. Another example is Sunrise

Semester, which appears at 6:30 every weekday morning

over CBS-TV. Begun in 1957, it is produced in conjunction

with New York University and has won four Emmy Awards.

Many atker colleges and universities are offering

credit th ough public television courses. Some schools

)arequiri t students attend weekly seminars on the

series, while others merely ask for a midterm "contact"

session and a final examination. Costs for the same

courses provided on campus usually vary, particularly

between public and private universities.
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Courses bv_Mewsoapers. In the fall of 1973, lectures for
"America and the Future of Man" were printed in 273
newspapers, large and small, across the country. Approxi-

mately 180 dialer's and universities offired crt4t for

course completion requiring attendance st a sidearm
seminaryand the passing o insl examination. Another

series, "In Search of the rican Dreim," was offered

in 1974.

Radio College. Radio College at Mercy College'in Dobbs

Ferry, New York, giveq an English course for credit.
In addition, Purdue University in Lafayette, Indiina,

offers "Open University by Radio."

Cassette Studies. The Center for Cassette Studies in'
North Hollywood distributes audio cassettes of !Igreat

teachers" to libraries throughout the cbuntry. Presently

the University of California Extension at. San Dielp is
pteparinrexperimental national credit courses by dassette.

Credit by testing. Credit by testing is another educational

avenue adaptable to the.nneds of mature women. Assessment. tachniques

are being developed-and amended to include the learning that takes

place outside the-classroom via correspondence course, independent

study, employment, volunteer service, or life experiences.

Continutag Education for Women

In the past, full-time jobs available to reentry women have

been primarily in the traditional female professions: since entry

into higher-level jobs is usually dependent upon a college degree.

Therefore, there is a need for more degree-oriented programs within

11continuing education" for women. It has been estimated that there

are more than 600 continuing education programs offered for adult''

women throughout the country. These programs which have served

over 100,000 women *6tatz And Knapp 1974) offer both noncredit
r

activities and traditional for-credit courses, as well as counseling

and group work in personal development or assistance in reentering the

job market. A f. of the more typical programs incle,de the following:

c.,
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The Woman's Canter at the University of California
at Berkeley has sponsored a variety of activities
aimed at increakina access to science careers. Al-
though these activities have been open to woman
Of-all ages, about half of those attending are .

typically women desiring to reenter the labor force.
For example, the center sponsored a workshop on
careers in engineering and computer science, and
approximately 200 miture women from the community
attended. The workshop vas sponsored by donations
from local businesses such as /RH and Bank of
America. In addition, the Women's Center has
spousored workshops in the health sciences and
statistics, and has emphasised vocational flexibility
given by a baCkground in math/statistics disciplines.

Indiana Unlversity has a Department of Continuing
Education for Women. This department offers a reentry

program which serves approximately BOO .4omen annually. .,

The goal of'the program is to assist women of all ages

in pursuing their tntellectual intereits. Women hear

about this program through brochures, newspapers, and

"word of mouth." The program offers a broad range of
.educatl.onal opportunities in the areas of women's

studifis, career preparation, self-identification, and
marriage and the family. Credit and noncredit courses
ate offered in a variety of forms such as one- and two-

day conferences workshops small seminars, and lectures.

Semester long courses are also offered. Enrollment in

classes is limited and fees vary according to the courses.

Pennsylvania State University, through a Title I Grant

for Higher Education, offers a program for reentry women.
Workshops are held in the public library. The program

objective is to increase female self-image, awareness,
and assertiveness. Topics covered in the workshops
include job hunting skills, job survival skills (women's

.
rights, sex discrimination,-etc.), and family engineering

skills. This program is offered at no charge to all
interested women. The aim initially was to attract
200 women to participate in the program, however, after

only five months in existence, the total number of parti-

cipating women was 300. Out of these 300 women, approxi-

- mately 50 tatd-41. math, science, or computer scien6e

bacFgroUnd. After completion of this program, approxi-
mately 25 percent of the women returned to school.

The National Science Foundation is sponsoring a one-day

_conference at the University of t:alifornia, Berkeley, to

facilitate an'information and resource exchange between

2 ,s
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underemployed women who have earned degrees /*the life,

physical, or social sciences, and profescional women who.

have advanced their careers in these fields. Presently,

there are three such projects. The other programs are

located at the University of Dayton and the University

of New Mexico. The NSF expects to support additional

programs in 1979.

Project Chance: Alternatives for Women, at Brooklyn

College, is a program which has been funded by the

Department of Education, Fund for the Improvement of

Postsecondary Education, and the New York Community

Trust for the past three years. One distinctive

aspect of Project Chance is its academic component.

*This is a 12-week,-free, noncredit course which meets

three hours a week. This is a reentry class and is

offered toth on campus and at various community sites.

The courhe provides women the opportunity to: (1) in-

crease their confidence in language and math skills,

(2) consider career options; and (3) think through all

the necessary steps involved in changing their lives.

Project Chance also offers credit and noncredit college

courses aimed at women who wish to continue their edu-

cation.

George Washington University College of General Studies,

through the Continuing Education for Woman Center, offers

A basic counseling course, "Developing New Horizons for

Women." Since 1964, more than 5,000 women, ranging in

age from 18 to 78 and varying in education from not

finishing high school to holding a doctorate, have com-

pleted the program. The courses are designed to help

individuals assess themselves and their situations,

focusing primarily on issues critical to life planning.

In addition, some counseling groups help to analyze and

communicate interpersonal skills.

.
Beret College "converted" its predominantly residential

college for 18.22 year olds into a postsecondary insti-

tution serving the needs of returning community women.

With support from the U.S. Office of Education, Berat

College accomplished this transformation so that now

over 40 percent of its students are 25 years.or older.

Initially, returning community women were served,prior

to and after enrollment, by a separate office combining

counseling, service and advocacy functions. The office

coordinated more convenient scheduling of classes,

year-rourd course offerings, car pools, better child

care, rearranged office hours, and changes in matters
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as mundane as sail boxes and vending machines. Beret

College has now abblished the original office, folded

its functions and personnel into existing offices, and

has undertaken self-study and reiraining to insure that

the college continues to serve the needs of enrolled

women of all ages.

The Women's Educational and Industrial Unior of Boston

is a large, nonprofit social service organization which

offers career services. This program specializes in

counseling and placement in business and the professions.

Realistic counseling, occupational information, knowledge

of specific job requirements, and available resources are

provided to all applicants. The services offered include

a placement service, career change exploration, individual
counseling, group workshops, and resources and career

information as well as speakers for meetings; conferences,

etc.

The Moore-Norman Vo-Tech School provides a Displaced

Homemaker Program for women 35 years of age or older who,

for several reasons, have become the primary wage earner

in their household. This program offers a multipurpose

center whose services include counseling, job placement

training referral services, and a support system.

The length of time needed to facilitate a displaced

homemaker depends on the individual and no average length

can be specified. A few of the programs offered are
Electromechanics, Electronics, Dental Laboratory Work,

Fashion Production Fashion.Merchandising, Clerical,

Medical Records, and Nursing.

Job Upgrading

A recent emphasis on the skills needed to advance in a profession

-is apparent in the number of new programs for already employed women.

Few were found to be designed for women scientists. Some of the more

typical ones include the following:

The Minority Access to Research Careers program is

sponsored by the National Institute of Health and the

National Institute-of General Sciences. The program is
directed toward individuals employed full time at an

institution which employs a significant number of
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minotities. This is a broad-based training program by
which an individual may qualify for support in completing

predoctoral, doctoral, or postdoctoral work. Initially

the institute nominates an employee for.the program, then

the employee submits an application for participation.

The participants are given a stipend consistent with their

current employment salary and the.participant Must then

take a leave of absence from employment. Approximately
,100 people are participating in this program at any given

time, all from various backgrounds. Of the participants,

approximately 60 percent are women.

Through the Affirmative Action program in the Food and

Drug Administration, all men and women without oppor-
tutities for advancement are eligible for on-the-job

training. Employees are allowed work release time for

school in order to qualify as an inspector. The program

enables advancement into a science-related career without

salary penalty.

The Higher Education Resource Services CHERS), Hid-Atlantic

at the University of Pennsylvania is a placement service,
concentrating exclusively on higher eduction admini-

stration.

In 1973, at the Americam.Council on Education, the Office

of Women in Higher Education was established to promote

women's advancement .in academic administration. /he

purpose of this Council is to provide support to women

who have the potential for assuming tajor roles in aca-

demic administration. With a three-year grant from the
Carnegie Corporation, the Office is identifying women in

key positions in as many as 40 states to serve as coordi-

nators for programs that will reach out to instit4tions

within those and neighboring states. With ACE's help,

these women are organizing panels of high-level admini-

stratórs who will meet to develop strategies to identify,

refer, provide support services for, and increase the

visibility of women administrators and position them for

promotion.

The National Women's Education Fund (NWEF), also spon-

sored by the Carnegie Corporation, was organized in
1972 to develop educational programs to help women over-
come the obstacles they encounter in seeking leadership

positions in public life. In 1975, a corporation grant

underwrote an NWEF-sponsored workshop on political cam-

paign strategies and techniques. In conjunction with the
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Center_for, the American Woman and Politics (CARP) at

Rutgers University, a study of woments campaign ex-

periences in state and natiohal elections in 1976

was undertaken.

The Barbara Bolts Associates, Inc., recently began an

intensive workihop series entitled "Career Advancement."

This program enables participants to clearly determine .

career goals, explore the full range of job possibilities,

cand learn to articulate these skills. The workshops

Stress planning and conducting a successful job bunting

campaign. Each series consists of four two-hour workshops.

The Center for Advancement of Women in California offers

a Women's Opportunity Convention.. During this convention,

more than 100 workshops, exhibits, and ieminars are

presented. The convention is directed toward women who

want to enter or improve their position in the job market.

The topics covered include how to be your own money

manager dressing for success, resume writing, goal
setting, careers in sales how to start your own business,

investments etc. This is a one-day workshop which has

a minimal fee.

The National Association of Bank Women originally started

a program for women to aid in upgrading women's positions

in banks and increasing the number of management positions.

The program was funded by the Carnegie Foundation and

conducted by Simmons College :LA Boston, but has now been

incorporated as part of the Simmons College curritulum.

Only women employed in banks are eligible participants

in this program. The program leads to a three-year

undergraduate degree (B.S. in management).- There are .

core "institutes" for credit which meet twice a year for

two weeks. Some credit hours (up to 24) may be given for

prior learning experiences. Simmons College is one of

four school now offering this program; the others include:

Mundeline, Chicago, Illinois; Pittzer, Clairmont, California;

and Louisiana State University, Louisiana.

393
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OP RELEVANT =NCB
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In Meanies Stases

Ernest lace,'Director (212) 643-2262

Polytechnic Institute
"Coop Id Women's Late Entry"
Brooklyn, New York 11201

Center for Advanced Medical Technology
DT. Frank Bayliss, Director (415) 469-1696

San Francisco State University
1600 Holloway
San Francisco, California 94132

Graduate Studies and Continuing Education (518) 370-6288

Wells House ;.

Union College
Schenectady, New York 12308

Lenore Blum (415) 632-2700 ext. 347

Mathematics Department

Oak d, gelifornia 94613

Career Change,

Alison Caughman; Director
Female Access to Careers in Eng. Tech. (FACET)

Trident Technical College (803) 572-6160

P.0 Box 10367
Charleston, South Carolina 29411

Robert Sexton (606) 257-3632
Office for Experimental Education
Project Ahead
University of Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky 40506

Dr. Sylvia Bassoff (212) 280-3777

Columbia University
507 Lewisohn Hall
Broadway and 116th Street
New York, New York 10027
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Womeq'in Science Courses

Carol Libby (518) 584-5000

Department of Physics and Chendstry

Skidmore College
Saratoga Springs, New York- 12866

Dr. Martha Chiskson (317) 493-8226

Department of Biological Science

Purdue University
West Lafayette, Indiana 46205

Math Anxiety/Remedial Math

Jean Campbell, Director (313) 763-1353

Center for Continuing Education

University of Michigan

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109

Lorraine Kneeland/Diane Crothers (914) 257-2306

Community Director/Programt.Director

Project Second Chance

Suny - New Paltz

Hohmann House
New Palta, New York 12562

Jean Christensen, Director (313) 591-6400 ext. 370

School Craft College

Women's Resource Center

18600 Haggerty Road

Livenia, Michigan 48152

Nancy Downy (617) 495-8600

Radcliff Seminars

Radcliff College

Fay House

10 Garden Street

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Ferol Breyman (617) 266-9390

Resources for Human Development

120 Pembroke Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02145



Ray Root (215) 242-3700
Department of Continuing Eaucation

Spring Garden College

'102 E. HMrsaid Lane.

Chestnut Hill, Pennsypania 19118

Margie Matheson (612) 373-9743 e-

ContinalOg Education for Women

200 Westb

University of nnesota

Mi esota 55455

Scholarshi Reentr

Judy Heidelberger (608) 262-5837

Fellowships Office

B43. Fred Fellowship

Bascom Hall'
University of Wisconsin

Madison, Wisconsin 54302

Information Networks

Brenda Von Brach (509) 456-4016

Career Planning Officer

Women's Programs
W. 3410 Ft. George Wright Drive

Spokane, Washington 99204

Women's Rights Information Center (201) 487-8210

191 Main Street
Hackensack, New Jersey 07601

The Professional Roster (609) 921-9561

5 Ivy Lane

Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Gurley Turner (212) 759-9700

Catalyst

14 East 60th Street

New York, New York 10022
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Carol Elision (202) 293-4050

American Association of Community and Junior Colleges

1 DuPont Circle

Washington, D.C. 20036

Guidance and Skills Workshops

Barbara Holtz and Associates, Inc. (212) 758-2906

527 Madison Avenue

New York, New York 10022

Lynn Hicks
Women's Services Center (413) 499-2425

33 Pearl Street

Pittsfield, Massachusetts 01201

Ann.Stewart (503) 747-4501

Lane Community College

Eugene, Oregon 97401

Janis Dowd (716) 442-9950

Director, Community Service

Box 9720
Monroe Community College
Rochester, New York 14623

Marcia P. Kleinman (215) 242-4955

Options for Women

8419 Germantown Avenue
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19118

Dr. Cecelia Zissis (317) 494-8031

Span Plan
Span Plan Annex - Office Dean Students

Ground Floor - Hovde

Purdue
w.Lafayette, Indiana 47907

The Women's Center (504) 865-3625

Activities, Seminars and Workshops

6322 Cromwell Place

Box 36

Loyola University

New Orleans, Louisiana 70118
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Kay Root (215) 242-3700

,Department of Continuing Education

Spring Gorden College

102 E. Mermaid Lane

Chestnut Hill,.Pennsylvanis 19118

*Vivian McCoy (913) 864-4794

Adult Life Resource Center
Division Continuing Education.

University of Kansas

LaWrence, Kansas 66045 -

'Project Second Chance (914) 257-2603

Hohmann House

State University College

New raltz, New York 12562

Nancy Downy (617) 495-8600

Radcliff Seminars

Radcliff College
Fay House 10 Garden Street

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Shelialumphreys (415) 642-4786

Assisatnt.Director
Women's Center
University of California

Berkeley, California 94720.

Career Guidance

Mary Salzbu.y, Assistant Director

Project Reentry (617) 227-1762

Civic Center and Clearing House

14 Beacon Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02108

Dr. Ruth,Osborn (202) 676-7036

Assitant Dean
College of General Studies - "Developing New Horizons"

Continuing Education for Women

George Washington University

Washington, D.C. 20052
(.
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Dorothy Jackson
Associate Director and Project Director

Risher Education Resource Service (URS)

Mid Atlantic
University of Pennsylvania

3601 Locust Walk
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania ,19104

Project Chance (212) 780-5533

Brooklyn College
LaGuardia Hall - Room 238E
Bedford Avenue and Avynue H

Brooklyn, New York 11210

Women's Educational and Industrial Union

356 Boylston Street

Boston, Massadhusetts 02116

(617) 536-5651

Personal Counseling

Marilyn Beruan (301) 454-3311

College of Engineering

Rook J 1107

Martin Engineering Center
University of Maryland

College Park, Maryland 20742

General Reentry (C.E.)

Mrs. Carolyn Moore (215) 525-1000

Special Student Project

Bryn Maur College

Bryn Maur, Pennsylvania 19010

Jane Idema (616) 495-8281 ext. 353

ENCORE
Aquinas College

Grand kapids,.Michigan 49506

Nancy Seltz (812) 337-1684
Continuing Education for Women

Owen Hall 302

Indiana University

Bloomington, Indiana 47401
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Joyce Dinning (617) 454-7811 est. 479

Project Second Chance

Lowell University
Lowell, Massachusetts 08154

Project for AJult Student Admission and Reentry

PASAR (916) 454-6750
California State University, Sacramento

Admin. 267

.6000 J Street

Sacramento, California 95819

Aay Towns (717) 787-7760

tapital Campus
Pennsylvania State University

Middletown, Pennslyvania 17057

Robert V. Hannle (612) 296-4461

.Metropolitan State University

121 Metro Square

Seventh and Robert Street

St. paul, Minnesota 55101

DT. Joyce Bates, Director (405) 364-5763

Displaced Homemakers.Program
Moore-Norman Vo Tech School

4701 12th Avenue, N.W.

Norman, Oklahoma 73069

Job Upgrading

Dr. Edward Bynum (301) 496-7357

Director
Minority Access to Research Careers

National Institute of Mental Health
MaTyland 2a85 a

Mergie MathesOn (612) 373-9743

Continuing Education for Women

200 Westbrook
University of Minnesota

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
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Grace Fuller (617) 738-2000

Simmons College

Boston Mmassausetts 02115

AINCLALEMPIJAVE

SueNarimbi .(215) 527-0100

Rosemont College
Rosemont, Pennsylvahia 19010,

Wellesley College (617) 235-0320

Department of Chemistry

Wellesley; Massachusetts 02181
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1

, EMPLOYERS STUDT.

Rollo I'm .
from'Associates for Research in Beharior, a research company

in Philadelphia. We are doing a study among employers.of scientists and would, like to have

1. Approximately how.many scientists (that is, 'chemists, biologists,.physicists, mathe-

maticians, or computer scientists) are currently employed by your company?

When you 'are hiring scientists for your company, what attributes are,yots looking for,

that is, how would you describe an ideal applicapt for a position with your company

as a scientist?
a

111.0.0.1111m

"corm
ft,a

Which of these attributes would you say your present scientists are especially likely

to have?'

ol.111.

MINAMmwo,110.

4. Which would you say they are less likely to have?

/5. Approximately how may sCietitists did you hire ia the pait year?

6.1 ibout what portion of the scientists you hired in the past year had:

Ph.D.'s

Master's Degree

Bachelor's Degree

TOTAL:' 100%

101

7. About wbat portion of the scientists you hired in the past year had no work experi-

ence as a scientist when you hired them--that is, you hired them directly out of

college or their work experience had been in other areas?

8a. Do you have formal on-the-job training plograms for new employees?

1( ) Yes 2( ) No (PLEASE GO TO Q. 9)

8b. IF YES:
Please describe this/these programs.

3 1..3
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9. Row strongly do you agree or disagree utth each of the following statements; that

is, do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somenhat disagree, or strongly disagree?

Remember, all of these statements.iefer to cientists,. READ LIST

Neither

AGREE Agree nor DISAGREE

Strongly, Somewhat Disagree Somewhat StronglY

a., A desirable applicant for a
position as a scientist bah
a Ph.D.

b. Men work out better as scien-
tist employers than do women.

c. It is desirable for an appli-
cant for a position as a
scientist to have previous
job experience as a scientist.

;

d. Women scientists are absent
.from wprk.more frequently than
men 4svcomparable positions.

e. Appliiints for scientiit posi-
,tions who come directly from
college work out.better than
those college graduates who
have not worked for 10 to 15
years.

f. Merl scientists are more willing

to spend extra time at work/

than are women scientists.

g. Applicants for scientist posi-

tions who came directly from
college work out better than
those with previous job experi-
ence.

h. Male applicants for positions
.as scientists would fit in
better than would female
applicants.

i. Applicants who have not worked
for a number of years but have
recently completed refresher
courses in science are as good

as recent college graduates.

j. Men scientists are more career-
oriented than women scientists.

k. Men scientists are more likely

to join professional associa-

tions than are'women scientists.

1. It is not a good company policy

to hire older job applicants
because they have fewer years
left to work.

1( ) 2( ) 3( ) . 4( ) 5( )

.1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ). 5( )

1( ) 2( ) .
4( ) 5( )

1( ), 2( ) 3( ) 4( . ) 5( .)

1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )

1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )

1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )

1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )

1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )

1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )

1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )

1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )

2ai
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10. As you know, there axe many women who enter the job market later in life, often

after their children have grown up. Hoe would.you describe such job applicants-- Jf,

what strengths and weaknesses do tharbaver

11. In what ways do such women differ from most of your applicants for scientists

positions?

12. About how many such applicants, that it,.women who are entering,the job market

later in life, have you had for scientist positions in the past year?

13. Have you actually hired any such women as scientists?

1( ) Yes 2( ) No

14. Why/why not?

15. Do you expect to hire any in the future?

1( ) Yes 2( ) No

16. Why/why not?

4111Nown

17. Wbat skills do you think are especially important for such women to have for a

scientist position with your company?

18. What level of education do you feel such women should have?

19a. How many scientists do you expect to hire next year?

0( )_None (PLEASE GO TO Q. 20)

19b. IF PLANNING TO HIRE:
From what disciplines?
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20. As you may know,.there are various training progress currently available to women

who would-like to enter the job market later in life. Thinking only of positions

. as scientists, what types of training do you think these programs should offer?

What would be most helpful to your company?

21. Is there anything you think industry might do, either in cooperation with au

established program or independently, to train these wpmen for positions as scientists? .

22. CHECK: 1( ) Male 2( ) Female

RESPONDENT
TITLE

COMPANY
PHONE

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

INTERVIEWER
DATE
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Malcinite Corp.

Bibcoek.Industries
Koch. Mgineering
Dayton Walther Corp.
Dayton Power & Light Co.
Seneca Lincoln Poods Corp.
'Molded Fibergla.ss Co's.
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Cbuntry National Bank

cimum International *Group
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Argo Systems .
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'Ittra Tech, Inc.
Resdel Industries
Coherent, Inc.
EthY1 Corp.
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0.
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# Of allaCNOet

ja 110

15,725

St arjtI.t
." 330

.Wichita; 430

Dayton, CE .2,500

Daytm, CB .
3,137

Dantee, NY .1,500

Ashtsbuls, OH 1,000

Glenn Falls, NY 104

Clearfield, PA -'75

Kansas CityMD, 175

Troy, MI 128

Denver, OD 5,000

York, PA 1,800

Los Angeles, CA 2,300

San FIrancisco, CA 120

Pittsburgh, PA 100

Baltimore, AID .
1,704

South Bend, IN 175

Gustine, CA*
t?

300

New York, NY 30,900

Trudole, Cr 16,000

Dallas, TX 1,500

Albany, NY 110

Indianapolis, IN 1,450

Arlington Heights, IL 250

Sunnyvale, CA 225
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Palo Alto, CA .500

Baton Rouge, LA .16,000
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APPENDIX U. L147 015411 PANEL MEMBERS
.

John Alden
Engineers Counsil for Professional Development

345 Beast 47ih Street
New York, Now York 10017

i

Executive Secretary for the Engineering Manpower; conducted several

,studies on women and minorities in engineering.

Eleanor Babco
American Association for the Advancement of Science, Scientific

MALpower Commission
1776 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20036

Consultant to Denver Research Institute

Geraldine Bean Ph.D;.

Association of Public College and University Presidents

Metropolitan State College
1006 llth Street, Box 68

Denver, Colorado 80204

Initiator of Women's Reentry Project at the University of Colorado;'

Executive Secretary of the Pssociation of Public College and

University Presidents; Past member of the University of Colorado

Board of Regents.

Lenore Blum; Ph.D.
Mills College, Mathematics Department

700 Euclid Avenue
Berkeley, California 94709

Chair, Mathematics Department, Mills College; Association for Women

in Mathematics, President.

Anne Briscoe, Ph.D.
Professor of Medicine
Harlem Hospital Center
135 Street and Lenox Avenue

New York, New York 10037
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Chair, New' York Academy of Sciences; Organtaing committee,for a

ymposium on "Expanding the4ole of WOmen in icience"; Executive

Council !Umber of the Society of Professional Women; Past president

of the Association for Women in Science.

Janet Brown, Ph.D.
American Association for the Advancement of Science, Office of

Opportunities in Science
1776 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Director, Office of Opportunities in Science, AmericanAssociation

foi the Advancement of Science; Project director on several grants to

encourage the participation of women and minorities in science.

Joan Callanan
Directorate Science Education
National Science Foundation
Washington, D.C. 20050

National Science Foundation program manager for the Career Facilitation

Program.

Nell Dale, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor,
Computer Sciences Department
University of Texas, Austin
Austin, Texas 78712

Project director for the University of Texas, Science Career Facili,tation

Program; guest lecturer at the University of California, Davis, Science"

Career Facilitation Program.

Paul Doigan, Ph.D.
Manager, Entry Level Recruiting
Professional Development Operations
One River Road
Schenectady, New York 12345

Manager, Entry Level Recruiting and Professional Development Operations,

General Electric Company; Chair, Engitiletpg Manpower Commission.
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Louise`Fox
Denver Research Institute
Denvir, Colorado 80208

.
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Assisted in DRI's ;valuation study of the Career Facilitation program,

Joe Halpern, Ph.D. -

Associate Division Head
Denver Research Institute
Denver, Colorado .80208

Bob Henze, Ph.D.
American Chemical Society
1155 16th. StreetN.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

A.

American Chemical Society, Chair, Membership; Past president and

member of the Scientific Manpower Commission

p.

Lilli Hornig, Ph.p.
Wellesley College
Cheever House
828 Washington
Wellesley, Massachusetts 02181

Chair, Committee on Women in Science, Natignal Academy of Sciences;

Chair, Committee on the. Education and Employment of Women in Science

and Engineering which recently completed a study entitled, "Climbing

the Academic Ladder: Doctoral Women Scientists in Academia." Avail-

able from the Commission on.Human Resources..

Sheila Humphreys, ph.D.
University of California, Berkeley
CCEW-Women s Center
Berkeley, California 94720

Associate Director, CCEW-Women's Center; Project Director, Title

I-A-Grant, "Reentry Women and Access to the University."
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Linda Ingison, Ph.D.
National Science Foundation
Office of Program Integration
Washington, D.C.. 20050

294'

.

'Project manager to the Denver Research Instituto's.study of the NSF

Career Facilitation Program..

Alma Lantz, Ph.D.
Research Psychologist .

Denver ReSeaich.Institute.
Social Systems Researdh,and 'Evaluation
2135 East Wesley

.-, Denver, Colorado 80208

tg

.Project director for the evaluation of the NSF Career Facilitation
4

Program.

Karen Sackett
Researeh Associate
Denver ReseararInstitute
Denver, Colorado 80208

Assisted in PreparatiOn of.the final report on the evaluation

of the kreer Facilitation_Program.

' Betty Vetter
American Association for the Advancement of Science

Director, Scientific Manpower Commission

1776 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20036

-Director, Scientific Manpower Commission, American Association

for the Advancement of Science.

Marna Whittington, Ph.D.
President, Associates for Research in Behavior

The Science Center
34th and Market Streets
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

Subcontractor to the Denver Research Institute.
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